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GEEMlJiG^XCMriM^^flCE SESSION WITS A PRATER

By SAC Setter 54-$?, par, T,. (7-30-54) the field ms 
requested to submit views concerning In-Service training.

The SAC at Norfolk transmitted a Suggestion made by * 
Xone of the agents there that each In-Service session be opC(“'"~ 

with a prayer by a visiting clergyman, The agent who made L 
suggestion pointed out that sessions of the US Senate are a 
in. that manner*  that the president opens his cabinet meetii 
with a prayer*  that it is usually a set procedure at law / 
enforcement conferences and luncheons*  and that the procedn' 
would be in line with the high standard of ethics and noralx 
principles which the. director and the Bureau represent,- \ 
TRATEIEC BimS VIEWS} \

This livision feds that it would be an imposition 
to request the clergymen to appear Every Monday naming to open 
the In-Service class with a prayer-^.

EXECUTIVES CQMEEREKCE GOMSIBERATIOEi ' ETR-sCS . - —' \

The Conference /of^9/SQ/54*  consisting of Messrs., 
Tolson*  Mohr*  Parsons*  sizoo*  Eady*'Belmont*  Tamm, Sichois*  
Molloman and Marbo*  unanimously concurs in the opinion of thef$ . 
Training iivisipn and therefore recommends unfavorably, •/
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Zfr*  Tolson

Executives Conference

9./2&/M

SVG&ESTIOJt IM*  597-^4 A L L#*  - ;u
2LIEE BT EX, PAGO OFFXCE [ f$S

^ATyffE EEEKaY.AdT^ASE8 [ I »
qv.estxobnaxee

Xn accordance with SAC Letter 54^36 (Q) 7/13/54f re
quest inn the field to submit their views relative to further 
streamlining the Bureau fs w.avfc, the following was receivedt

SDdttESSXOBt

That the Bureau furnish two copies of the Personnel 
Security Questionnaire to the field in Atomic Energy Act cases*

fEESEET PEOGEBVE&s

' The Bureau transmits to the field only one copy of the
Personnel Security Questionnaire lt although, it is frequently 
accompanied by. two copies: of the transmittal letter*

ABVAETA&ES:

Mould eliminate the necessity of miking out a lead 
sheet where investigation is. to be conducted in. more than one 
city# Even in those cases where investigation, is to be conducted 
in only one city, it would be an advantage to have the second copy 
available in the file so that a review of the file would enable 
the supervisor to determine the exact nature, of the investigation* * 

, ■rfi
BlSAPVAETA&EEj ,

The sag pester states the only disadvantage he can see 
would be the requiring of additional photostatic conies to be 
B<”4e by the Jim. REC0RDED-S1 //<?/?
OBSESVATIBEE;

T JI 3 SEP 291954
BrardLT-— H7** Ag E0senl9 Xnv^ifipative Liviston, does not favor .
wichbis_Z3fte suggestiang, since the Atonic Energy^ommissi^n^furnishes. 
Srh°nt —four copies of the ESQ/ three, copies are furnishedfco the field 
Mohr------------and one is retained at the Bureau, To furnish additional copies
parson3—would necessitate Photostating the PSQ, which is 
Tamm—__Q0stly, due to the volume, and is time-consuming*  Ee also points 

^dt in some instances a person would have resided in several
Tele. Room___ _ v
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Zfeaorandtm ia Mr a Stetson '~

different cities within one field office and lead sheets would 
still be regutredi

1 . ‘ i
Mr a Posen points out that whenever sufficient copies 

of the FSQ are available*  two copies, are sent io the field*

EXECUTIVE, OWSIPWTIQlh. SBMsC.S

The Conference of 9/27/54*  composed of Messrs*  Tolson*  
Mohr*  Tamm*  Fars one*  Sisoo*  pennrich*  Belmont*  Posen*  Piohols 
and Mason*  unanimously, recoimends the present procedure be 
continued*  ' ""

bltx^
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Office Memorandum UNITED STATES GOVERNMENT

TO TOLSON DATE: 9/16/54
Tolson________

Boardman -•
Nichols .....

|\ Belmont _

FROM EXECUTIVES OONFERW&.

SUBJECT: SUGGESTION £764-54____________
MADE BY SA
LOUISVILLE OFFICE f

''""WANTED AND CANCELLATION^N.OTICE 
(FORM FD-59) and (Form 1-12) y

SUGGESTION

Parsons , 
Rosen ___
Tamm ___
Sizoo .
U’interrowd . _ 
Tele. Room __ 
Holloman
Gandy .

extra
(1) That the original and one/copy of Form FD-59 (Wanted and
Cancellation Notice) be prepared when submitted as a Wanted Notice. 
The original would be sent as the Wanted Notice and the copy 
would be retained in the field office file for use later as a 
Cancellation Notice when it is desired to remove the Wanted Notice, 
Attached is a sample copy of Form FD-59,

(2) Law enforcement agencies use Form 1-12 (Wanted -
Cancellation Notice) when requesting the Bureau to post a Wanted 
Notice against fingerprint files in the Identification Division,

It is suggested that the Bureau consider publishing an 
' article in the FBI Law Enforcement Bulletin to the effect that 
L. an original and one copy of 1-12 (Wanted - Cancellation Notice) 

could be prepared at the outset and later the copy could be sent 
to the Bureau to advise that the Wanted Notice should be removed

PRESENT PROCEDURE

Manual for Field Stenographers , Section 6(A) 4, page 1, 
requires that the original of Form VT)-59 (Wanted and Cancellati on 
Notice) be sent to the Bureau and the yellow copy (Form FD-59a) 
is placed in the field office file. Later when the Wanted Notice 
is to be cancelled, an original Form FD-59 is prepared and 
a notation is made on the yellow file cony already in file to 
the effect that a Cancellati on Notice was submitted, together 
with the date submitted and the stenographer's initials. „ •

Form 1-12 (Wanted - Cancellation Notice) is submitted 
to the Bureau by law enforcement agencies, An origin-til flops l? 
sent to the Bureau, Attention? Identification Division, When ' 
requesting a Wanted Notice to be placed and an original copy is 
later sent to 
to remove the

■'f'

the Bureau when the law enforcement agency desires 
Wanted Notice, /

ADVANTAGES TO SUGGESTION 13 1954

The suagester believes this idea 
the time required' to type Form FD-59 in m

„hh

'i in savin) 
which a.

r>
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M'. Tolson. . 9*50*54

C?
The DzOcutives Conference

GAG letter 54—37, paragraph T3 dated 7-30-54, re guessed 
the field to submit views, concerning In-Service Training*

Set out below are suggestions which, although similar 
tn nature^ are being broken down into separate suggestionss

X*  Milwaukee^ Cincinnati and Norfolk suggested that 
the appearance by the Director, whenever possible, before irs-Cervfqe^ 
classes would be great nor ale builder*

Milwaukee,. Cincinnati and -SI Paso suggested Assistant 
Director and other Bureau officials appear before each In-Service 
class,*,

Si, Dos Angeles and San biego suggested that arrangements 
mad^ so that Xn-Service Agents could sea Assistant Dire ctors and 

other Bureau officials*

d*  Seattle suggested that SACs designate certain Agents 
who should confer with Bureau officials so that officials, could 
determine Agents*'  potentiality, for 'advancement and also explain 
over-all Bureau- problems*

B*  3Itlwauk.ee suggested that 8AGs, ASACs', and others whom 
Bureau desires eantapt Bureau officials be scheduled for extra day 
ar two- at conclusion, of In-Service to handle these appointments,

Butte and Cincinnati suggest return to practice of 
having all In-Service Agents interviewed by Bureau officials*

Present Procedures^ ?

Toison 1*  Director's commitments for past several years have 
appear before In-Service classes but he is

Belmont

Btsoa
Rosen _—jyr*:  Darbo
Tamm .._____
Si^oo -------- ^'■2-13
winterrowd  r / U
Tele. Room  *
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always available to see Agents upon request.

&*  Assistant Directors and other officials appear 
ds regularly as possible before In-Service classes*

Agents mail request to see Assistant Directors #»£ 
otfter officials and such requests will be granted*  Agents are- 
neb excused from class to bee Bureau supervisors bub supervisors, 
may be contacted before or after class hours or at lunch time.

d*.  SASs ■aau^, by letter to Bureau*,  recommend that 
particular Agents be interviewed ’while, attending In-SSrvice and. 
this will be done*  * ' ,

‘ 5. All contacts, with Bureau officials are now handled 
during the regular Inservice dates.

&*■  There is no practice at present of automatically 
interviewing all In-Service Agents.

Advantages given by i?ield$ ‘

1*  Would be: great morale builder if director could 
appear before each In-Service class*

. )
2 and 3» Would give Agents opportunity to talk with 

Aesistdnt directors and high Bureau offibidls*  . j

Weald ■dast^t fa spigoting Agents with potentialities' ’ 
for advancerient and would ^ffv& Agents auswe^e to problem^*

&*  Would preu&nt SlUb and from missing class to 
vieit bureau officials

<5» Better evaluation^, good for morale. .

■&omytents^ j

1* Bfaedtow*'® coWWitmfatW do not permit his appearance 
befope. in-Servib& -ala&ses but he i&. -available: for interview upon 
yegue&t* . • ' ■

Assistant Birectors and other officials, should appear 
(before '-classes when possible. All Assistant Directors are now

^^ServiGe Gfasses*

CJUi_ rv
J-- ■ ■

.pyi" ,»l,wr,?BgT>7y.7y.
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3. Agent & can upon request see 4ssls^a»t Directors and 
other officials*

■£*  Should SAC desire to have certain Agents interviewed 
by Bureau official while attending In-^ervace^ hd nay do so by 
letter tp Bureau.

5*  Too much tine, and expense involved in having SACs 
and^ASACs held over for one or two days to see Bureau officials. 
These contacts can be handled during time SACs and ASACo are tn 
In-Service.

6. Compulsory Interviews of in-Servtpe Agents ts wasteful 
of ttrieg both Of Bureau official and Agent*;  Jny Agent with a 
problem has recess to Bureau officials*

EXECUTIVES COgpSSSSCB GOliSIPERATIOllf RTH:cs

The Conference of 9/20/S4*  'consisting of Messrs. Tolson, 
Uolir, Parsons,. Sizoo, Keay, Belmont^ Tarns., hiohols^ Holloman and 
Harbo, recommends unanimously, that the present procedures should be 
continued*





Mr. Tolson 9/29/54

~ Axe cut Ives Conference.

£T JOWVTK© COMAX^■■X456-54, y474-54fVi
s/u 475-54,^476-54 . ,'X

fTiDSHTiFZCATigii uax

Zn accordance iaith SAG Letter 54-36 (Q) dated 7/15/54 
requesting the field to submit their views relative to further 
streamlining the Bureau the foilqtsing were receiuedt

SugGesTIGMSs ' ;
1,-456-54,'made by Mobile Office
if474-54, madeby Savannah Office •
■f475-54, node by Springfield Office
y.476.-54, made by Salt Bake City Office ■

■ . Shat, the practice of placing the local'telephone number' 
; on the face of Identific at ion Orders, be discontinued,

The Mobile Office also proposes that Identification 
orders be folded evenly so they, could be easily enclosed in a 
standardsised irlO envelope when they are distributed with form' 

'• letters, ---

The Salt Bake City Office-proposes-that when new ’ 
Address ograph Machines, pre purchased it may be possible to secure - 
a machine which will print the .address and telephone number' in 
the same operation, ; • ■

. v The Springfield Office suggested in addition to dis
continuing placing the telephone number on the face of the.. 
Identification Order, that the following be printed an the 
Identification Order t imiiMATlGll BBICH . ' '
MAT A55XBT XT B-OGATm rJtflS XM)XrZBt%£ SV TBE< fBI,. 05
TO TBB MEANEST GTTiCT OP THE F$X> AS LISTED OM TSE BACE OF THIS ’’ • 
IKTICE,- BEAST BEFEEEWE, THE TEWHC<ME //UJXHEH OF THE FBI / 
OFFIGE COVEElliG TEXE TEERJTQ&T IS LISTED OH THE FIRST PAGE OF 7 

' ' TELEPHONE HOGE, ‘
Tolson-------------

PEOGEDtfRE: , . . ” ,
Belmont.—____ a ' ’ , a

' ^r° ‘ identification Orders must be run through, the Addresso-
Pareons—graph- Machine twice 
T^e° phone number,, 
sizob. -yachment
?S±_ 

Holloman—:— MV,, ifCirbO. ’
.Gandy \ '

once for tte address and cnee for the tele
ocrn<?$^ T ** — !/ 0



Memorandum. to Hr* Tolson

OBSERVATIONS.-

Hr*  L*  3, Michels, Records and Communications division, recom
mends no change in the present procedure, since it.will encourage people 
to contact the FBI, Father than the police,

Mr, A. Rosen, Investigative Bivision, and Mr,: J. P. Mohr, 
Administrative Bivision, are opposed to the suggestion, since it would 
make it more difficult far individuals recognising suspects to quickly 
identify the telephone number of a. Bureau office. Mr*.  Posen states the 
suggestion to add field office telephone numbers to the bottom of 
identification Orders was. approved, by the Executives Conference, as set 
out in memorandum to the Birector 3/10/53, The Conference has pre
viously considered, but failed to adopt, changing the wording at the 
bottom of the identification Order as in Suggestion ^475-54*  Hitfr 
reference to $455-54 pointing out that identification Orders are folded 
off center and this makes it difficult to fit them into envelopes,, he 
believes the field offices should be instructed, when requesting 
additional identification Orders for circularisation purposes, to ask 
that they be folded in half,. A proposed SAC Letter is attached*

Hr, ft, G. Eenneberger, Administrative Bivision, states with 
regard to the proposal of the Salt Lake City Office that Address o graph 
Machines might be obtained which would print the address and. telephone 
number at the samp time:, that it is possible to purchase a machine 
which., by using a different type of plate, will perform the entire 
operation in one run*.  He believes this would not be: economical until 
such time as presentma.chines are worn out'and need to be replaced. 

He: notes it is poss ible that the .machine at Salt Lake.: City at the 
present time might be readjusted to run a type i/V plate which would 
perform both operations at one time*  He notes, however, that if this is 
•done, the entire address ograph list would have, to be re cut, which is 
not a terribly expensive process, He points out, however, that since 
Emit Lake. City receives only 1,350 Identification Orders at the present 
time, it should not require more than forty to fifty minutes to make 
the second run*  (A sample 77 type Addressagraph plate is attached.) ‘ 

PHEVIOtiS CO^iBEEATEOHt ’ J '
' • >

The SAC at Buffalo, on 2.0/15/53, submitted d suggestion to 
discontinue printing the telephone number on the face of i.O**s  and 
Canted Flyers. Executives Conference memorandum to Mr*  Tolson dated 
11/3/53 reflected Unfavorable consideration of this suggestion.

A suggesti on Was made 3/19/54 by SAC %• 0. Foster, Boston., 
to eliminate placing field office telephone numbers on the face of 1,0, rs 
Executives Conference memorandum 4/30/54 to Hr. Tolson reflected un

favorable consideration.

■- 3 -



Memorandum to Tolson

tn T/2Q/549 Joel A Colglazier, Mobile, sidcfe the sugges
tion that the size of the Tith fs be changed so they would fit into a 
$10 envelope. Executives Conference memorandum. to Mr*.  Tolson 8/4/34 
reflects unfavorable cansIderation, painting out that even if the 1*9  
is folded slightly off center, it will still fit into a tlO envelope^ 
1,0*.  *&  are mailed in envelopes only when a circular letter or some 
other document must also be sent the 1.0*  The Conference felt 
no real problem existed. ‘ •

EXECUTIVES COllFECEJCZ COKSICEZATJO^ E&tmev)

present at the Executives Conference of ^/29/34 were Messrs. 
Mohr^ lamm3 Parsons, Sizoo, Sennrlch, Belmont,. Rosen, Eolloman, 
Nichols, and liason. The Conference unanimously recommended nd change 
in present procedures... t, ~



MR. FOLSOM

HLECUT1VES GOMTEREMGE

5/25/54

ALL XNFWMTIQN CONTAINED

'fTH~SERVf.GE TRATNTM& ..,
~f ...

/ TMTERSTATE TRAW$M£EA2MMLJ^^ VEHICLES
‘^(iTSMV)^ ’ -

SAG letter $4~3?,. par. Sj (frSO-ffg) requested the field 
to submit vievjs concerning In-Service Training.

SGGGESTIOff: * • ” • ' ‘ ...

SAG, Louisville, suggested that Agents learn tephra. 4ue& 
of wiring stolen. cars so as to assist them in ITSlfVcases. SAC3 
Miami, -suggested Agents, during practical cases, be permitted to 
examine cars in learn to find motor numbers as an assist .in TTSMf' 
cases, /" ’ ■’ “ ' _••' ■ ■ •' •;-

pRESEHT PROGEDHRE; ' . \ ‘ . .

. , Present procedure dads not provide practical AaorE in.
■ fairing std&n cars or search for motor numbers. .

.. ■ ■ -\/. ■" -' ' -' 

j, ’ - '■ - " ’ 1 ■ * ►

• ' The advantages. pf an Agent'9# possessing knofaiedge. of 
' stoten car wiring 'and motor nurLt'ers-, serial numbers and secret 
numbers are obvious in a thorough TTS217 case.. ‘ . ..

fhe two topics suggested are only two techniques of . 
investigation in an overfall if SHY case. These have th past 
practical cases been explained and should a practical case involve 
car thefts, these techniques would certainly be part of that 
instruction., These topics, if a problem, in any One office, could 
very ^ell be handled in the. field in conjunction faith summer fj^-^ 
arm's trapping*

-cc Mr.. Harbo
^-v Sisoo 

je^z*

Tolson - t 
Boardman _

_ jtichols 
Belmont 
Harbo _ 
Mohr _;_ 
Parsons 
Rosen — 
Tamm__
Sizdo.__
5?interrowd .

* Tele. Room___
Holloman-A ~ *

recoup;1
-AB,



VfTS OP STfE ZZFflrATW;

Josis^an# Uirccior .Parsons atlviaed ^ht?^ ■fiW 
ore net anaujft of q problem? that they could.

. he nora properly tdh&n up in field training Ba ncd #/ *«*  
.■opinion #iig£ subjects co specialized a# vhcac arc should pot 
bo tafshn up in a general. in-'Bervioc vourae,

VIEWS' &P. ?W .TrZ^.rJrMZTF'. If VISITS

‘ Nr*  spaen pointed ou# that bath af the above auggcs^ 
tions deal vith a bpw*a2%#e&  type af traittihff that would t -■ 
onl$ beoi' intere&b to those Agants who &r$ ■$$&$&%#& eg&lu&ivelU' 

investigation «om antf it is not believed ttduiaa*
big that this type of truthing gcisM be given tn Inservice ■ ’ • 

.. claspe-s tn vims of the time required and in ihadvisgals in 
visip. 0/ thg fact that it tteuld not he of universal int^eat 
tp.all Agents an all typae S*M|  type 0/ training

. bhauld ba reserved for ppeatd-l ; it is further notau

. that the limited ■ambunt-bf ifbts debated to the
biala-tian in fti+Berwise training' would not parnit.the type 
of training ^gyasied^ r

yrrcyrmB ffewawfa? ggW.tg-?r4gT^ mwew ’ ' ■

'. Present at the Executives Conference of 9/20/SU were
■ Kessrs^ Belmontj. Persons*  Nichols, Mbhf,: gizoo, Rosen,. Benpricht 

ranmand Basbn. ®ie Conference ^unanimously felt thni".in the 
evept. the'practical case problem given during tn~S.ervi.ce training 
qt Quantico^should ultimately be- Changed, to relate to Interstate 
Transportation of Stolen Ilotor Vehicles it would fhen' be proper 
to. include data concerning how cars are stolen.and where to find 
motor numbers but inasmuch as ihe current .case is a securityA 
'^KPf investigation (v^ith certain aspects applicable to all types - 
of investigation in. any field) data as to how cars are stolen 
ana as to how. to find motor numbers could not logically be ' 
included•*  • . > w

“ • .' - .,'1"s 1 ‘ 

■ ■ •■' - - .

.. , .., was the Unanimous Conference conclusion that ■
sup ft. ironing- could better be given by the field, parti cularlu

' ^° ^bove Agents handling auto theft cases inasmuch as such 
material would he of little interest to men handling security 
and appli.gant^type investigations, '

(See next page).

L



memorandum to Mr. Tolson

Cancellation Notice is prepared.

SAG Hoyle, Louisville, believes this suggestion deserves 
consideration .

DISADVANTAGES TO SUGGESTION

SAC Boyle, Louisville, and SAC Laughlin, Washington Field 
Office, note no particular disadvantages. However, they point 
to the fact that the proposed procedure will require digging out 
old copies from thick .files and that special instructions would be 
required, not only for typists and stenographers, but also for the 
serializing clerk. Bearing in mind the turnover in personnel, this 
would be a matter of constant supervision, whereas if normal 
procedures are followed, no special instructions are necessary.

ALTERNATE SUGGESTION BY WASHINGTON FIELD OFFICE

(1) That a revision be made in Form FD-59a (Yellow File Copy
of Wanted Notice) so that this will serve as the Cancellation 
Notice in the field file. Proposed revision involves a change 
in the lower portion of Form ED-59a so that it may be detached 
and routed to the Ide nti.fi cat ion Division as notification that 
the Wanted Notice should be removed. (Sample of proposed revision 
attached)

The dotted line on the attached proposed revision 
represents perforations and the portion that will serve as the 
Cancellati on Notice can be filled in, in ink, by the Supervisor 
or Agent to whom the case is assigned.

(e) Form FD-59 (Wanted Notice) could be revised to include
a block at the bottom Office to be Notified of Apprehension _______
Cancellation Notice Received__________ ." Upon receipt of
notification that the Wanted Notice should be cancelled, the 
Identification Division could fill in this block in handwriting. 
However, a rubber stamp could also be used as follows: 
"Cancelled; Date __________ ; Per __________ (name of field office).
Either way, the Washington Field Office states a filing operation 
would be eliminated.
OBSERVATIONS

Inspector E. D. Mason, Training and Inspection Division, 
see no advantages to be gained through adoption of any of the 
above suggestions«,



Ueno rand urn to Mr, Tolson

EXECUTIVES CONFERENCE CONSIDERATION EDMtnew

Present at the Executives Conference of Q/16/54: were 
Messrs. Mohr, Tamm, Parsons, Sizoo, Belmont, Boardman, R&sen, 
McGuire, Holloman and Mason, The Conference unanimously 
recommended no change in current procedures.



Tf you agree, there is attached an appropriate 
SAC letter*  1 .n 9



Mr*  Tais on

Executives Conference

SWQESTX&J SO*  6Q7-54
• W IfE'f r<£X dffliCE

J .YTIGH CONTAINED

>In accarddnae with MAC letter (Q) dated t/13/S4,
requesting the field, to submit their views relative to further 

. / streamlining the Bureau fs work^ the. following was received} - ■

■ ~Z4Sg'-^;4-~ 7 " —
^9-t ' 1 31 ' , t

t»;is ion receiving information pertinent j/ 
to investigative activities, in another division be reminded of its /

' *’ responsibility to disseminate that information In a form which will 
permit expeditious handling by the second division*  That is*  where 
a field division obtains, infomation frop interview of aninformaut 
or cooperative subject which concerns subjects and organisations' 
located in. another field, division, the inf ormation should be fur-

• nished to that office fdepending upon the amount of information}, 
either (1) by u letter with, copies designated for individual files 

fby the - name of subject or organization.for  (M) by. separate rienorahda 
■ to the pertinent individual files,

*

• -■ ■ 'PEEMZMT ■^fQcmmjEe ' / - ■ ■ . .- •. , ■ ' ;

’ Many'offices submit such information, in letter form, with
only ans copy -or in one copy of a report for informgction*. , Mhen 
this inforndtion refers 'to, several subjects or organisations * the »■ 
communlc at ion must be Photos tote d or separate memoranda must be jh

• prepared for the individual files, . . *.  , , ’ • . ■

Mill eliminate the-possibility of missing opening or )
• re-opening cases sphere infornatinn makes action necessary*  ~

Mone noted by sugge^is^

MWWSig. . INEDXED-94 *W

Tolson . ____
Boardman _ - - 

.. tNichoIs. 
Belmont 
Hafbo 
-Mohr ___
JParsons

Tamm #t*»  A. 11, Belmoht} Dortestic IntelligO'h&e btvlsion*  and
^rrnrXi 4« Mosen*  Investtgative division, /atror the. suggestion*  Mr*  
Te>.;Rdom,Ue2»oni nates that adoption of this suggestion would f acilitate 
KX»^rn,ii>Z >-> '■' •' . .'■.“7&c; Mr*.  Sizoa ~'

1 >G ' Mr*  Marbo * " *.  ■ .
\ (f atn. ' '. . ■'?•■' ; . ■ ’ - ’ '■ <? • *■  . ..



Memorandum to Tolson

proper channeling of information to- appropriate case files in 
the field*  Hr*  Soseii is of the opinion that each investigative 
matter should be in a separate communication with appropriate 
substantive vase captiont Several items coming from, any one 
source should not be in one communication bearing the source 
qS a caption*

1 &WPJ&8ECE q^SIbWTlOlh Eblftcs ~

The Conference of 9/27/S4., composed, of Messrs, Tolson*  
Hohr3 Tamm*  Parsons*  Stsoo*  Hennrich*  P-elmont*  Rosen*  Nichols 
and Mason*  recommends unanimously favorable. •

The Conference unanimously recommended that an: EAC _ 
■ better? go forth- reminding the field that- when, information is 

furbished to another field divieibn*.  numerous topics hot be 
included in one communicatiOTi Uhiess; enough copies are attached, 
tn order to alleviate filing difficulties*



MS. TO IS ON 9/39/54

"'EXECUTIVES CQNEEBENCE all w&wrxcm contained

SUGGESTIONS' #™S-54 AND- #614*54
■ /MADE BI SAVANNAH ijl® MEMPHIS DEE ICES 
'T^ETIMINA TIOCOEl&tfPORTS EeXMAIL COVERi

, In accordance with SEC Letter 54*36 fa)# which requested 
the' field to submit. their thoughts relative to ways of further 
streamlining the Bureau fswort, the following suggestions were 
made; " -

SUGGESTIONS . . ■

Both offices point out that both monthly and quarterly 
reports are required. frow. the field relative to the number'of 

. mail covers utilised., Memphis. suggests that monthly 'report be ,, 
eliminated and quarterly; report be.retained, • Savannah reqiiehts . 
that both reports be elimihafcd, . .

E2ESENT P2UWUEE. ‘ . .. . . . ’ '

SAG. Letter 50*12 required 'the field to report, monthly 
on ®e$2 Covers placed., SAC Letter 54*36 required a. siwilar'. ‘
quarterly report, • f . ,,w / "'r

' Saving, of administrative.^ clerical and stenographic, time,

• blSAMVANTAGES TO SUGGESTION . i/ P ' ri i >7, .—_______ McemiM■
'" • None Tf.ndzcated*  . ■ ‘ ~/I .

' - ’ - • ■ INDEXES^ ♦ >
. OSSEBVATIGNE > - . 13 OQT 1^1954 < '■

Mr. A.. Eosea, Invest igatlodh df the opinion, 
that SAG Letter 54-36 (quarterly Report) repealed SAC Letter 50-12 

' Beport) but pointed out provision in SAC Letter 54-36
' tSl/s'/pfepared by domestic Intelligence division, 

Belmont , , ’ . ,

jS° \ ‘ Mr< A. Jff, Belmont^' Domestic Intelligence Division recommends 
R^en”8'^^2^ quarterly, report be abolished in favor of monthly report 
Tamm_____ - -_

—-dc-Me:ssre, St zoo and Ear bo.
Winterrowd^^/^^^^^ .e/. 
Tele. Rooi 
Holloman.

* c Gandy. _«■■=■



Memorandum to Hr,* Tolson

since, the latter is more complete, in that total number is broken 
down into those placed on. (1) Security cases, (3) fugitive cases,, 
and (3) other Criminal matters.

EXECUTIVES GONPEREECE CONSIDERATION EDJfrmew

Present at the Executives Conference of 8/38/54 were, 
Messrs*  Belmont, parsons, Nichols, 'Mohr, Siso.g, Rosen, • Hennrich, 
Tamm, and Mason, The Conference unanimously felt that reports 
as to mail covers should be submitted to the Bureau quarterly QftLf. 
If you approve# there is attached an appropriates AC: letter^



t

Ur» Tolson

Ths Executives Conference

SUGGESTION $703+54

9-30-54

Present at the Executives Conference 9-29-54 were Kessrs*  
Kehr, T&wh Parsons, Sizoo, Hennrich, Selwontj Posen, Holloman, 
Nichols and Eason*  - .... • .

• " SAC T,ryly, Springfield:, pointed out His offtae had difficulty, 
tn that communi oations from sjotie other field'Offices requesting . 
inueotigative action have only bne document without copied*  This has 
created extra work in that whqn this document, is routed to d Resident 
Agent no. copy of it is available for the files, in the field office 

/and it. is necessary to fully describe the document on the charge-out 
slip*  Eew Tcrh has. had. the . same problem.*  Vyly recommended that the 
f ifld be pemindeb to mp%,S available enougk^piCS of documents:■ to ’■ 
permit immediate' investigative attention' without undue admfhistrattve * 
worh*  . ■ • ' ■ ? ''
. . . ' , • • * * ‘ .

. The Executives Con/^rence 9-39-54considered this problem 
and unanimously recommended that an SAC better, be issued as d

■ reminder*  Proposed SAC Letter is attached*  • . ’ *

ft

Attachment

co*?  ,#r*
J -'/ . ; SizOO

EPM:js t

- Tolson  
Boardman_.

Nichols _^. 
Belmont 

. Harbo__—
Mohr_______

Parsons _la 
Rosen--------

Tamm -___ ■-
, Sizoo -—U_

Vinterrowclil 
Teje. Room. 
Holloman__

.Gandy aj.a..-;

Mi# .

‘ . ALl»

RECORDED >43 

ikIDEKED • $

i



Mr, 2*c>2«  on

^Executives Conference

■SUGGEST! D$ $0, 511-54
maps ex peiueelfw office

S/SS/SA

. . In accordance with W letter 54-36 (ty dated 7/13/54> 
requesting the field to submit thoughts concerning further stream- 
lining of the Bureau's work, the following was received; '

.: •■■ '■’ : EPQGESTX&lj '■ ’ . . ' ■ L? ■' * ' ’

That the original and one copy of all letters written 
to other Governmental agencies be required instead of the original

• . ‘ and. two copies^ • . . '

: PECCEBUEEs '.\ft / / ■■’. < ‘ ',

• ' ' ' • ‘ the field stenographers^' Manual, Section 2-ff, page 4, ft ■
requires; thQt thg, original and. two. copies qff&etters to other - // 
Governmental agencies be forwarded, , “ ~ ~. ' " r—Jif/

£ ‘ ‘ •_ r • . ' 
AEVAMtEAGESf . - ■ ; ■ . • / ?

.. having cf stenographic time, . •

■■ • , ' ; jW®H /.(,-fss^ I. Itone noted' by suggester,

. .; ' • ' ■ • . 151 1? 05T:
': : ■ Mr, A',.^csen,.- Investigative BelnVnt,

■ . QqmesttJt intelligence mvisienj gnd'Mr, $, li,r'<asont':'Training add '
\ : Inspection Xivision, are in favor of the suggestion,' .ft is pointed .

' Out that Section 32B, page 36 of the' Bureau fs stenographers f Ifanual * 
requires that the original ahd one'copy be sent to Other Govern^ 
mental agencies and adoption of this suggestion would Ipnd uni- 

i-ois°°.-..formtty to the rule on copies in this regard? • A proposed revision. • 
^^a~ifqr the field Stenographers1 Manual -fa attached,

■* Belmont; 1 -. 1 ' " * ’ '

\ EEftmew '.
e Parsons, ______ j. ' , . r . ,

TnTZ1 ' ‘ . ■ present at the • Executives Conference of ^/29/54 were
Tamm, Parsons, 3iso.oy Hennrioh, Belmont, Posen,

Tele. Room'J__  ' *^ ** • ^ ' - -*
Holloman—CC.; , 0 . ’ - . .

:: . ■ • *
• atnffZ^, -



ffoSlpmdn, Michels and Mason, Conference recommended unani-nwusly 
favorable, Appropriate SAC Metter is attached, 

■



Mr, Tolson

^.Ezecut ives Conference ~ •'Ah rti

S/BD/54

SUGGEST! 0’1 EG, 736-54'
MADE BI DoM:.STIG IBTELLIGESGE DIVISION

In accordance with SAC Better ^54-35 (Q) dated 7/13/54 
requesting the field to. submit views relative to. further stream
lining the Bureau’s work*  the following was submitted:

• ^/^ Harbo x£- Sizao
o>tn • ' Attachment

SUGGASTIOIL:

That we can put teeth into our current instructions 
relative to unnecessary-peeking of Bureau authority^hy. instructing ' 

■Special yl gg.Tjt.SL- ip.. Gha rge a sr follows ; (Tf’^DK^ever the field 
'for^rd^pqmmtihrcatiohs^ to. the Bureau seeking^^r^tj^uthfrity •' 
f^LP_.ag.u-rse. of -action., for which Bureau authorfty~Is hot^spebtficaUg 
required,"a statement' dust be included^ as to why Bureau authority' 
is sought; (3J Similarly*  whenever the field uses the phrase 
^Unless advised to the contrary by the Bureau” (UACB) and Bureau 
concurrence is not specifically required*  a statement must be 
included as to why Bureau concurrence is desired,:

\ by
PRESENT PECOEDDBE: . . *

SAG Setter 34-36 (2) dated 7/13/54 already deals tn 
part with this problem, It states the fundamental principle that 
primary responsibility for directior^f investigative activity ' 
rests, with the field, It cites the practice of submitting minor 
investigative problems to the Bureau for decision and emphasises 
need for decisions on-field office level,. It recognises that 
important problems, and policy questions should be submitted- to 
the Bureau on some occasions and specif ies that when a problem, is 
presented*  it must be clearly and succinctly, stated. and repommenda 
tions submitted as to action to be taken,. / £ JJc.

REC0TO -14& -INDEXED z/'
SA0 letter 54-36 (IJ also deals with fih tfn-prpblfm in 

part for it emphasises that the. Bureau should not nalt'O'tftr^we't
Tdson—nursetf or "spoon-feed” admin^$m&Fors or Aoents^apd it is... expects 
S° —that, every employee will make''his own decisions whenever ‘""possible 
Beimom—and, clear with higher authority where proper., k ' „

Parsons------ ADVANT/, GES} '■
Rosen _ _  ----------- ' Z I \
Tamm_________  _ .
sizoo------------ --  (1) tiill make the field stop and think before seeking
TXe.R°’odm'^i7ieau authority ar- c occurrence for a course of action for which 
Hoiioman^-Xiciftcurrence or authority is. not required, and will proviae the



Zferaarandim -fed //?■> Tolson.

Bureau, seme indication. of why authority or concurrence is sought*  
This Will enable sounder decision#*  /2) Since the suggestion is 
based an the premise that Bureau authority or concurrence is now 
unnecessarily sought, it will reduce amount of correspondence to 
the Bureau and preparation of intra-Bureau memoranda, lhere would 
be a saving of clerical*  supervisory, and stenographic time, {3) 
Peductioji in incidences, of unnecessarily seeking Bureau- authority 
or concurrence would mean a speed-up in investigative action and 
reporting, (4j ft will discourage. improper usage of the phrase 
^Unless advised to the contrary by the Bureau]1 Which phrase has 
fallen into such frequency of usage that it id difficult at time's 
to conclude what the problem is which prompted a need for con- 
currence by the Bureau*  .. ,

. • ffa disadvantages foreseen by the suggest.er if the rule 
is properly observed,

$r*  .Belmont, Bom#stic Intelligence Division, favors 
the suggestion^and. recommends that instructions bp sent forth 
via jS&C? letter^liOng the lines of the suggest ion,

Ur, .-A-D ^open, investigative Diui'pioa^ agrees with the 
suggestion as p ^.eans of placing primary responsibility on the 
field for inveistigattve act ions*  ' * *

d&gffiDBdATI Gffr BDMtWew

Present at the Executives 'Conference of 9/39/54 were 
^leSsrs*  Uohr*  fpWrif. parsons, Sizoo, Hennrich, Belmont, Bo sen, 
Holloman, l/ichols and Mason*  fhe-]cqnferenee unanimously recommended 

' favorably*  Attached is an., appropriate. BAG Letter*



^olson

Executives Conference

'-^AHGAL WZE3 ABD PE&JLATIOPS

9-29*54

Section lB3d, page 3 of the Manual of Bules and 
Regulations p^reS'e'ntly provides as followss

^Employees shall not vouch for any person or give 
testimonialss affidavits, ar letters of recommendation for 
any person without prior approval of the Bureau, However, 
SAGs may approve a letter of recommendation prepared by 
employees in their offices concerning individuals who are not 
present or former employees of this Bureau, However, em
ployees preparing such letters should state that such recom
mendation is prepared on the basis of the. personal knowledge 
of the writer and should not be considered as an official 
indorsement or recommendation Of the EBB*  All other letters 
should be sent to the Bureau for approval-** 1

Sxl |____________________ |a recent instructor of new be
agents, has pointed out that this provision appears to be b?c 
ambiguous in stew- of the fact that the first sentence states 
Bureau approval is necessary and the second sentence allows 
SAGs to approve letters of recommendation*

EXEGBSTVES BOHEEREEGE' GOHETDERATTOHi

The Executives Gonfer-enc.e on September 37, 1954? con
sisting of MeBArs*  Tolson, Mohr? Tamm? Parsons, Sieoo? Hennrich? 
Belmont, Rosen? Eichols, and Bason, unanimously recommended that 
the first two sentences, of the provision be amended at the next 
printing of this page to. read as follows^

‘TEmp2.cye-es Shall not vouch far any person ar give 
testimonials, affidavits? or letters of recjxmmsudation for 
any person without prior approval of the Bureau except that 
BARs. may approve a letter of recommendation prepares by em-— 

Toison_—playecs in their offices concerning individuals who are not
—present or former employees of this Bureau*  ,r

Belmont
Harbo-----------
Mohr________ f
Parsons_______-
Rosen----------- «
Tamm *
Sizoo _______
Winterrowd , • ,_

Hr*  Bisoo
Ur, Barba

toRosr■«

Tele. Room ,..„~r., 
Holloman A • ■ 
r, J



MR, TOLSON 0/88/54

EXECUTIVES CONFERENCE.
all ni?opLY1051

SUGGESTION #731 ~5.4 HERLI &
MABE BI ADMINISTRATIVE DIVISION

'^>USE OF^CUECK LIST TO AID IN INSPECTIONS

In accordance with SAC Letter 54~36(Q), which, requested 
thoughts relative to ways of further streamlining the Bureau's 
work* the following suggestion was made., . -

- SUGGESTION. ' ' ’ , '

Each Division dt the Seat of Government be instructed to. 
'prepare and keep up to. date for use and guidance of the inspection 
staff of -the Training and Inspection Division a check list to 
enable inspectors to more adequately look into programs and 
operations of the Bureau and evaluate the same. ('Samples attached.) 

ADVANTAGES TO SUGGESTION * *

, Mr, L. Edwards of the Administrative Division. (
. states the Inspectors/ Manual constitutes a comprehensive, byt 

• . largely general guide for inspectors conducting inspections of 
; Bureau facilities 1 whether at the Seat of Government or in the-

. field. The Inspectorsi Manual covers such general subjects as' 
Physical Condition and Maintenance, Bending,Nork, Investigative 
and Administrative Operations, Personnel Matters, Contacts, and 
Miscellaneous, dll very necessary and .very desirable, 'However., 
Mr. Edwards believes a check list would be of value in checking 
into numerous specif ic programs which the Bureau initiates f rom 
time to time, many of which are very technical in nature and 
Involve expenditure of considerable money and manpower. For 
example r^Toplev and Plant Inf ormant Programs in the Domestic ■ 
intelligence Division, The. employees who are. well, acquainted 
with'such programs would be giving the Inspectors the cues as to 
how to check the adequacy of the program gs it is being carried ' 
out. Many of the Bureau'sprograms,. although operating

iently. Ao far as general criterion are concerned, might show 
Nichols ap in a different light if the Inspectors knew.what to look for,

p” -DISADVANTAGES TO SUGGESTIW^^ 4 ^3 - c' —
Tamm-------■_ ” 00f

Inspector E. D. Mifspection and^Planning Section,
yeiLRoonTraintng and Inspection Division, states^dhat check lists tend tg 

fitten^'ion only on the items, listed andf therefore, dull
Mason is opposed to the adoption of the suggestion. • 

tg \{t/cc^Messrs Sizoo and Marbo >



Memorandum to Mr, Tolson

Inspectors J, E,’ Mugent and I, H,- Williams, Training 
and Inspection Division, do not believe a check list should be 
made mandatory for every Bureau program. However*  they suggest 
a memorandum' be circulated among Assistant Directors at the 
Seat ofi Government reminding each that if he desires to have 
some particular inquiry made by the Inspector, it would be most 
beneficial if he would furnish a check list of the particular 
points he wishes to be covered,, Although the Division supervising 
the specif ic program has the responsibility for periodic 
re-evaluation to determine the desirability of continuing same, 
Inspectors Nugent and. Williams point out the inspection staff is 
most anxious to assist in any manner possible, 

EXECUTIVES CONFERENCE CONSIDERATION EDMiCS

' ' The Conference of '54, composed of Messrs. Tolson, ,
■Mohr*.  Tamm*  Parsons, Si-zoo, Men.nrich, Delmont, .Rosen, Nichols 
and Mds on, recommends unanimously that the present procedure be . 
continued^, ' : .. . . - 7 . •



Mr. Tolson 9/28/54

Executives Conference

SU&GESfXOE 543-54
,f UASE bi Seattle office

-afield mvisiox

MJ IUW-MATION CONTAINED / ;

In accordance with SAC letter #54-36 ($) '7/13/54, re
questing the field tp submit their- thoughts. relative to further 
streamliningthe Bureau fs 'work^ the following was. received:

Em&S5TlCff! . ’■
—>,,„■ .......................... ....

That the bulk of case supervision be taken away from 
the Special Agent in Charge and require, hiw to gctUglly super
vise only the important or petentialiy^'important c..nd potentially 
embarrassing cases in the fffi.ee and have a superpisary official, 
in the nature of ail noff tee tanager11, with no Investigative 
Matters assigned» ; . •,■“•■'

PAESEtiT PhOCEguiiE: '

Each supervisory official tn a field office handies 
roughly at least 5@0invOstigattvd matters. , . '

■ I • A&VA&MESf . ; - ‘ ;‘ : '
s • ' ’ ■• - , >

if close and effectivesupervisioncere given in the 
field, tt/oould obviate the necessity for detailedsuperv leery 
attention presen tig required at the.Eeat of gpv.ernnentt

< UlSABVAl^A^EEt- • ■

. <\ , Thebe'would be a loss of investigative time by virtue
of having other employees in a supervisory c.apacltyj however, 
these apparent disadvantages would be overcome by more effective 
handling of wafer criminal-type ease.St ''/Si/i

GBSE3VATICfEi RECORDER^
iHfiEXEMa-,W9Qa.

-Nichols __ The suggester points out ihpt there res Tgc^ue pt ionas
.^“ofit—tt the ability of the ordinary supervisor to handle the usual 
Mohr... _nuwber of investigative, matters, if he is r/ot‘~interrupted by • 
P”®°ns—aetra.neo^s administrative functions and corollary duties/ hqw- 
Tamm^eperj, with the ever-increasing number of investigations, poten- 
^^~nm~tlally embarrassing to the Bureau and. with the increasing number 
Tele. Room____  - Y
Holloman&tSQ()



Memorandum to Mr* Tolson

of cases requiring immediate and exhaustive attention, plus the 
administrative responsibilities of the office, it is virtually 
impossible far a supervisory official to closely examine the 
results and: give direction to important investigations without 
slighting some other phase of his work,

Mr*  A*  Rosen, Investigative Division, states he is 
wholeheartedly in favor of any change which can be made in 
field divisions which Will result in t closer actual supervision • 
of investigative matters*  De believes that since the suggest 
tian involves over-all administrative problems in. the running 
of a field office? it should be thoroughly analysed by the 
Training and Inspection Division, and Administrative Division?

• which are directly dealing with field administrative problems 
and procedures and: .can carefully evaluate the suggestion*

Mr*  Ji T*  Mohr, Administrative Division*  advises that 
he ip opposed to the s uggest ion*  .

* * ■* • '

Mason, Training qnd Inspection Division? 
recomme'-nds. that there be ho change in the present procedure*

RXSCDTlVSS CODFfiSP&VD QvDSITDDATIDN: ■ EDMtcs ' S

The Conference of .9/27/54, .Composed of Messrs*  Tolson, 
- - Mohr? Tamm? farsons? Sizoo, gennrich, Belmont, Rosen, ffichols 

and Mapon? recommends unanimously that the present procedure 
be continued*  ' ’ ' / c\ '

. ./I



lir, Tolson 9/23/54

Swecutives Conference ALL INFORMATION CONTAINED 
sf>

DATES&S&ESTIVil $$, 5B9-54 
. BABE BY CHIGA&O vFEIGE 
^pBUISSlOl! OfrEBTvETS Ell -

SELECTlVE]EmXCE AGT OT 1&4B CASES

Inaccordance with SAC letter 54-36 ($) T/13/54^ re
questing the field to submit their views relative to further 
streamlining the Bureau's to-orhi the following was received:

- SBGSESTIOM? ' / - - ' -

Eliminate submission of reports in Selective Service Act 
of 1943 cases where the subject has been located and prosecutive 
action has been declined, In lieu of reports it is suggested that 

s the Case be closed by memorandum^ or , in cases where the. United. .-.■ * , 
States Attorney hasbe.ehconsuitedjbyletter to the Bniied States. 
Attorney ' ,•

, JP&ESENT PWCEIVSEt. ■ . < t ‘

• Reports- are required at the present time, The suggest er 
states he believes the reason reports are. submitted in these cases 
is to record statistical data, such as. the location of a delinquent 

' registrant*  tie feels this, dbta dan. be recorded at the field off ice 
and submitted to the Bureau by separate letter or as a separate 
item an. the monthly Administrative-'Bepart, as is presently done 
in "no card**  cases*  *

ABVAhTAGES: ' ' . - ' v '
' 1 ' ' . ‘ ' ' ’ S ‘-1 . ,11 *’**•,' “ ‘ ' ' ,

saving of Agent, ‘stenographic'clerical and supervisory
• time*

' * BIEAEVAETA^ES:t . ‘ . ’ ' ', ' ' ' • * * ■

The field off ices will be required to h&ep a record of 
statistical accomplishments and furnish same to the Bureau,: lf^ 

Toison a subject again becomes delinquent, the office will not [have thq^ 
^f^n~~Jull benefit of all previous investigation conducted, & 
^F—^SEAtATIcBE: WdHFYFn'ta

Parsons __ J«UtAtU - ‘ f3OCT 11954

^,emn ~ t The saggester states that this suggestion will bring
Sizoo -______elective Service Act of igf^aases under the pjtQjxisions of
Td=.RO’odm'^ir^ Section 44, .fBI Hana^e^^j This states as follows? ,f(A)

QCI ^^psr#'. Sicca ffarbo - ‘ :



Memorandum io Ur. Tolson

Submit investigative reports when investigation is conducted 
except in the following instances*  (1) FBI National Academy 
applicant investigations. • * . (2) All cases except extortion 
cases in which dll of the following conditions exist: (a). The 
information developed is negative or trivial and no special 
reason exists for advising the Bureau-, (b) The investigation, 
would have been include din an initial opening and closing report, 
(c) $a process was issued, (d) The inquiry did not originate on 
the basis of a request from the Bureau.. A brief memorandum for the 
file or letter to"the ff. S. Attorney with a copy for the file 
should be prepared and include i (a) Brief synopsis bf the facts 
developed,, (b) The opinion of the S. Attorney when opinion is 
given (letter to S. Attorney, copy in file in lieu of memoran
dum). (c) Names. and addresses of persons interviewed*** * . *-* n

Mr.A.. Bosen, Investigative Bivisi oh * states he. believes 
the suggestion is based on the misco.nv eption that reports in 
Selective Service cases wherein, sub feats have teen located and 
prosecution declined. are submitted, s olely for the purpose of 
recording statistics at the Seat of Government. He states the 
recording, vf statistics is one of the reasons f or submitting these 
reports and decentralisation of this function would undoubtedly 
result in confusion, inaccuracy, and a lack of uniformity among 
field offices in recording of statistics. Many problems would 
be created involving correspondence, with the Bureau.. .Accurate 
recording of statistics %s especially important., since the purpose 
of these investigations is. to make meh apailabie fOr the armed 
forces,. rather than secure convictionsBureau accomplishments 
$ii this classification are extremely inadequately: reflected in 
the statistics of convictions only. ' ’ ■; -- '

■ * . ' ■ " \ • \

Mr.f Bo sen points out that thefour conditioh s. do not 
generally exist with, regard to the type of reports- covered by 
the suggestion; fij- The information developed': is not negative 
or trivial and special reasons do exist for advising the Bureau*  
It is noted.that in each instance the subject Act's been declared 
delinquent by.his local Board and the 'report reflects his excuse 
or explanation and disposition made of the delinquency report. 
Many times, registrants are mistakenly reportedfdelinquent by 
their boards. On the basis of these reports, rn^ny helpful changes 
in procedure have been, instituted by the Selective Service System 
and the Selective Service Desk has been able to1 keep, abreast of 
current trends and developments and. call errors^hade in the in
vestigations to the attention of the field.,' It\hgs also been 
possible to make suggestions for- future handling Of these cases 
and, in a few instances,. patently erroneous decisions by the -G. S. 
Attorneys have been reversed as a result of Bureau observations 
furnished the field. The Selective .Service Besk cannot possibly 
follow every individual investigation but relies, on delinquency 
reports from the field, its fugitive index,, and monthly, admini.s-

f ■< t * «•
-- ■’ ' ■ .



Memorandum io Mr, Tolson

trative reports as bases for keeping down the delinquency in the 
‘ field*  If a case is reported delinquent on d delinquency report 

and thereafter closed without an investigative report, corres
pondence With the field it made necessary *

(3/ The investigation is hot included in aft initial 
opening and closing report*

(3) Process. is filed in some cases wherein prosecution 
is later, declined', * . ,

SZECIITIVES dOltSIBBRATION: W;cs .

Ihe'Conference of 3/37/54, composed of Uess.rs». 'Tqlsoni 
llohr/ iammj Parsons, Sisioo*  Sennrich, Belmont, Posen, Nichols 
and llasonf recommends unanimously that the present procedure 
be b.antihued, .



Mr. Tolson.
9/38/54

Executives Conference.

'NLEPHONES '
ah. ««|W. oO^-®S 
BEESIi>Wfeu

SU&GSUGQESTIONS

Special Agent]__________ _________|a recent instructor
of npw agents,. has suggested the Manual of Rules an.d Regula
tions be amended to include a requirement that an agent'must 
secure telephone service for his place of residence.

be
b7C

PRESENT REGULATIONS

Section PCI of f he Manual of Rules and Regulation's 
presently) provides that employees are subjeci'to duty at all 
times. - - Section $C7 provides, f'When leaving, residence on per- 

'“V ‘ sonal business after working hours, Sundays;*  of' holidays, ■
Agents other than those in supervisory positions and' those 

. on assignments of particular importance who must keep the 
office advised1 Of thei.r whereabouts at all times are not.re- 

V . quirS.d to advise the office Of whereabouts. if absence is for 
3 hour's or less. If absence. is for more thaw 3 hours, Agent, 
must advise the office of his whereabouts if telephone is . 
not covered," ■ ; '

• ' observations " . * " - ■
* - • - The manual do es not state specifically that an
agent must secure telephone services for his place, of resi- ' 
denpe, although it is -implied in the second provision quoted 
above. The matter of- having telephone service is discussed . * 
during New Agents. Training School and of course upon the

‘ ’ arrival of the agent in the field.the SAC sees that the agents 
obtain' telephones or makes some provision to get in touchwith 
them*  It appears that this matter has Teen handled success
fully in th.e past without, the requirement in the manual and 
it is not believed necessary to include this provision in

- ™sX»n manual now-. Tn fact, if this requirement should be placed « 
Mchois—_4.n the manual.,, it might become an issue sometime as to whether

~ih is expense could be claimed on the' expense voucher. Therefore^ 
Nohr—_—it is felt that this requirement should not become a permanent 
RX°ns pert of this manual.,.
Jamm RE
Tele..Room j2_c ; Mr-, Si soo, Mr, Harbo
.Holloman______
Gandy - ------------ . > 13 OCT 1 1954



EXECUTIVES CONFERENCE CONSIDERATION: ‘

Present at the Executives conference of 9/88/£4 wore 
Messrs. Belmont, parsons, Eichols, Mohr*  Siaoo*  Rosen, Hennrich, 
Tamm and Mason. The Conference felt that there should be 
no change in the Manual of Rules and Regulations.



Mr. Tolson 9/36/54

ALL nnfWSATION CONTAINED

SteBssfe
>nv/i 1 • /

Executives Conference

SmSESSTOS $738-54
~ MADE BY INSPEGTOE K E. . 
f&BIMlEATUN OF CERTAlfTFEIORTE If 

IETFRSTATE TEAR SPOT TATIOEOF STOLEN 
HOTfR WlDIEBf WS£f£ SBAYE^TBAEFIC~-ACT 
AfD SELECTIVE^ SERYICE fASEE.,

In accordance with SAG letter 54-36 (q) dated 7/13/54, 
requesting the field to submit their thoughts?relative to further 
streamlining the Bureiiu*s  work, the following was received.

SGGGESTIGN: ’

In interstate Transportation of Stolen Motor Vehicles, 
fthite Slave Traffic Act and Selective service cases a field office 
upon opening a new case- should ‘Send a short letter to the Bureau 
setting forth the complete^ title, character, description of 
subject and in ffSTA cases description of victim. Eq reports should 
he submitted to the Bureau except closing reports in these cases.. 
The closing report should contain a very concise statement of " 
pertinent facts and necessary statistical data. An exception to 
this rule should be ITSMV ring cases, cases of unusual importance 
or widespread interest and cabes where subject becomes <a fugitive?*

PRESENT PROCEDURE: - ‘

Reports are pre sentip prepared and transmitted to the 
Bureau, where these reports are- afforded selective supervision.

ADVANTAGES.

1. , It fixes sole responsibility oil the office of origin .
for the proper supervision of the case. The office of origin, 
would be checked to see that they are. properly handling the cases 
at the time of field inspections. This would eliminate the 
present dual responsibility which exists in that, both the office 

Tdlson___ or origin and the Bureau presently supervise the Case?, . I believe
Boardman ^-the do re effective system would be to place full responsibility 
mS-"—on the office, of origin and advise the field that, if these cases 
Harbo_^—Were nbt properly supervised by the office of origin administrative 
p°«nng action would be take 
Rosen - ’•

Winterrowd__ Hr. HatbO 
Tele. Room------
Holloman -' >->• k
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5*  would decrease the number of supervisors at the
Seat of government, At the present time there are over 8,000 
pending investigative matters ITSBVI over 1,800 pending investi- 
gative matters WSTA. and 6,000 Selective Service Cases pending,

3, it would, reduce the amount of mail coming to the
Bureau which would result insaving of time in Records Section 
and the corresponding saving 'in space,

BISADVANTAGES: . . '

1, Bureau files would not be complete and we would
not have all the in forma-bion developed concerning the cases-..

5. ft could conceivably result in correspondence with.
the field to properly handle name, checks, because the Bureau would 
not. have dll the information 'in file.,

3*  , The Bureau would not have control over dissemination
inasmuch as. there is no way to check the field, However, reports 
in these type cases are normally not given much dissemination:, '

‘ OBSERVATIONS: : . '

‘' Mr, ROseP of the Investigative division recommends . .
against phis- suggestion stdting report writing has already been 
streamlined. to the fullest -extent desirable by SAC Better 53-69 -

* which eliminates negative BBC reports and eliminates initial ' 
r reportsfrom office covering theft where nothing but de tail , 
of theft are reported, At- the present' time a large number of 
cases ccnsist -of only 1 report which is. Both, an opening, and 
closing report, Hr,. Rosen'believes the suggestion would c,reate 
additional work and would, increase rather than decrease the number 
of Bureau supervisors necessary, - .. ;

NElECmtES CONEEREHCE. gBBBIBERATTG'Ni EBMfaeW s ■>' 
- ' ’ <- — ** - ( 'r

’ * Jr . . - . <

5 Present at the; Executives donferen.ee of 9/S8/S4 were ' 
Besets, Belmont^ parsons, Bichols, Bohr, Bieoo^ Ro'sen, Rennrichj 
Tamm and Mason, The conference recommended, unanimously unfavorable.



TOLSON 9/28/54

SUGGESTION #758-54 
MADE BT TEE HOUSTON OFFICE 

fCURTAlLSENT .OF BLANKET/gNEORUANT COVERAGE.

In accordance with SAC Letter 54-367/13/54, 
requesting the field to submit views relative to ways,of further 
streamlining the Bureau's work, the following suggestion was .made;.

SUGGESTION ' ■ •

That the practice whereby a field office requests blanket 
informant coverage by another field office be curtailed and made 
more selective*.  This might be achieved by requiring Bureau . ’ ’ 
clearance before; instituting such informant coverage*

PRESENT PROCEDURE / . , ' . ‘ . • • . ‘

A field office in connection with any investigation •• ' 
might request another field office to contact confidential informants 
when stitch a lead appears. logical and reasonable*  •

- « ADVANTAGES TO SUGGESTION ■ , ' . . . •

' Host inf.armants are restricted in the scope' of the 
information they can. provide and blanket coverage ava-tls nothing; 
reduces, chance of informant's losing interest; "shotgun" informant 
coverage usually results in "shotgun" results*  *■

DISADVANTAGES TO SUGGESTION - ' .
' ' - - ~ ‘ ' . ' - - ' ' ' ' . ‘ r H' ' • ' • - ' ' , - .

* • • . Curtailment of coverage might possibly result in overlooking 
or bypassing an informant who cbuld be of assistance,.

5 „ «k - * v "*

OBSERVATIONS

SLt~~ Rosen, Investigative Division, observed that contpcting
Nichois-dnformants constitutes an investigative lead; that an SAG should 
Harh°nt^nbt have leads covered if they are not logical and reasonable steps 
Mohr—the investigation; and that tio need for instructing the field 
R^.°ns~dTgng these lines exists at this time*./  . Zx //<2 
Tamm _- - - 

^f,I^de-Messtrs*  Sizoo ..winterrowd 
"Tele. Room Harvo
Holloman -- 
Gandy ‘ ‘ j j1
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Memorandunt to Mr* Tolson

EXECUTIVES CONFERENCE CONSIDERATION EDMtmew

Present at the Executives Conference- of 9/28/54 were 
Zfessrs. Delmont, FarsonSj Nichols, Mohr, Sizoo, Rosen, Ee.nnrich 
Tawm. and Jfason. The Conference unanimously felt there should 
be no change in present procedure*  / « iZ



ifr*  Tolson 9/38/54

^edutives Conference i \UL mi® 

3GGGE.ST111/3 ^543^54 4-.
Sr GB1GAG1 & BEW GPEEAllS OFFICE

~~~¥ZZIW ^TAQT^WJ}.^ .
FOTiliED-SOQ * ’

. Jsoccor^anc^. M$i f/LC. letter 54-^36 (pf dated f/13/54, 
requesting the field to submittheir thoughts relative to further ’ 
streamlining the Bureau'swork, the following was received, 

EVGCESTlOpi *.  • • ■ * ■ ' '

Eorm EB-20.9 it used by the field io reflect the results
. pf contacts with informants,:Ehere an. informant has teen contacted 

and has furnished only negative, information, Pew Orleans, suggests 
■ that not be filed., in eubsiantive case- files maintained q:n
subfects concerning wham informant ’had nb 'informati.bh,;' Ehtcago . ' -• 
suggests the exact opposite procedure, pecbn'aending 'that PD-309 .
be filed in. pertinent substantive Case file.& ds a record that .. / ' : 

4 \ informant had no infotmatian concerning a particular subfec-b,.

■f
'. ■ ’ - copy‘of is ■attached forinfbfnatto'n.^ The form ■ " 

was'''designed, to^ facilitate:, the recording- of contacts with' infof iiiants, 
The fofm is. fo pe filed tn the Infp^dnt^-p'Cdmt^istfd^ive file . ■:
only and -was'not designed to be'filed in substantive^ case files, .

' - -'Mr*  Belmont of the Domestic intelligence- Division advises
that Form. FP*309  is an approved form used by the field far recording 

' ■ costaotswith, tn/ajmanis/ Fhdn theuseof this.form, was considered'f • 
‘ prior to its approval, it was decided that it should remain exactly 

what it-is, a record of .contacts, and any positive information should 
be set out in a memorandum, The Form $1-309 is placed, in the 
informant's administrative file and is a ready; check on contacts 

. Toison.-/ j with, informants*  which is the purpose for which the form Was 
^^k^'evtsed^ ~ Positive infarndtion ^hich is placed tn memoranda is. 

filed in the. informant's Sub.A file with the. informant's reports. .
- -Et is het believed any change should -he made; in present require*  

tments and all contacts with, informants, should be reflected by 
fPP*209's  tn the informant's admtndstrative\file»

record® -s»
. BDEXED-W IS OCT.1.1954 .V //fa /

Belmont 
Harbb__ 
Mohr___
Parsons*.
Rosen __

> Tamm __
Sizoo - . ,_____
Wterrowtf j, ’fr<> 5$ ZQQ 

. Zfr. Barba
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EXECUTIVES COITEEEECE COESIBERATIOE: EPg-new

Ere sent at the Executives Conference of 9/28/S4 were' 
Messrs. Belmont,.- Parsons, Eichols} Hohr^ Sisop, Bo sen, Benn-rich 
Tamm and lfa&op+ The C(inference unanimously felt there should 
be no Phange in present procedure, /



Mr*  Tolson

gsettottw*  Confergnee . nirtWfmoa OfflWAW®- .

aE^WSUGGESTION $536-54. ’ . DAxS^AM^5 f**
MADE BY CEIGAGO UFFIGE 1
MI£QEL££$E®^^

OF SECURITY INFORMANTS

Tn acco rdance with SAC Leiter. 54-36 (@) dated 7/13/54*  
requesting the field to submit their thoughts relative to further 
streamlining the Bureau's Work, the following was received*

SUGGESTIONS*

I» ' It is suggested that some criteria for payments to. 
informants be devised which can be used by Agents*  Supervisors, 
and. SACs aa.g guide*  ' '
-3 _ -. ’ ’ . ‘ ‘ ‘ ’

?• . - It is suggested that Bureau letters to field officps
stress necessity of evaluating payments to informants but 
eliminate the indication of personal liability in case of over*  
payment by Agents. . .

3. : Iti.S suggested that, more Agents be. commende.d and rewarded
for developing valuable informants. , , \ . .

4*  . . 'ft is: suggested that the inspection approach to the
informant field be positive rather than negative with respect to ■ 
action which has been incorrectly taken and that write-ups bn 
inspections not be made unless there are gross substantive errors*

OBSERVATIONS: " ' '

The following observations are made by Mr*  BelmOnt of. 
the Domestic Intelligence Division in connection with the * , 
foregoing suggestions. Each observation bears the same number as 
the suggestion above*  '

1. The field is aware, af the necessity to obtain full
.value for any money spent for information*  In handling

^n~T^n/ormants and, the information received from informants, .
— through experience the. field is aware of the value,and ss/^ / 

elation to investigative, time that any such efforts-of . fyw 
an informant Should be given. • It is difficult to set up a norm.

~/or criterion upon, which to base payments asfit is known information

Tolsqm—— 
Boardman..
J'Hchols__
Belmont' — 
Harbo _ __
feohr_____
Parsons — 
Rosen ___
TTamm •
Sizoo ____ 
Winterrowd —J.
Tele. Room,—
Holloman____

Mr*.  Sizoo. 
Mr*  MdtBo

BDGfmetn
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is provided gratis on some occasions when the same, information 
would be the subject of payment to another informant,. The 
question of setting up some standards in this matter has been 
considered before and it has been, decided to permit the field, 
based upon local conditions, to place an evaluation on the 
services rendered by an informant and the information he produced, 
but fhe SAG must be assured that he is receiving full value for 
any money expended in this regard*  It is not believed necessary 
to establish aiiy criteria for payments,

2, The Security Informant jjesk is aware of the necessity
to. properly guide the f ield'in evaluating payments so that 
the ’Bureau obtains full value and*  in individual .letters 
to the field, such is emphasized*  Ve do not stress personal 
liability unless there 4 s a specific reason to do so. 
However, there is an SAC Letter. 54-33 issued June 39, 195d, 
which points out to the field the necessity to be. most careful 
with expenditures and, if an expenditure is not proper, it 
may result in the Government1s requiring reimbursement. from 
the SAC or AGenti , Je see ,no reason to change this*

3*  - The Seat of Government is continually alert to. recOm-
meht commendation and. meritorious increases of Salary for 
ex.empldfy work conducted inthiefieId, The SAJs are also 
.alert to, this possibility and do not lose any opportunity

' to .reward outstanding work*  ‘ ’ -

4. it is otir feeling that informant matters, the same as'-
any other , phase of Bureau operation, should be subject ip 
inspection and errors should be called to the attention of 
the field*

EXECCTTFES' CONFERENCE C0PSWRATION'. EBMtmew

present at the Executives Conference 0f 9/38./S4 -were 
Messrs, Belmont, parsons, Nichols, Mp.hr, Si zoo, Rbsen± Hennrich, 
Tammi and Mason.f The Conference unanimously felf there should 
be hp change in present procedure*  * .Z Aj .

I
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5?* a Q/28/S4

t ivas Cunfer$ no 0
all

< .... ., HERl. x’XCix DAT!
.Kitt

Jzz&Attzitt c'y lac wiua
■f\iL. '" "_‘i"...- 7---  ........ . »-*-'" 1 i-j'-,i>i,iiii-"» *» _.

2ft accordance oith ZAC ■Letter ',&-C^ZL (\J (te^od 
rogue ati'fig the field to subnit their thoughts relative to further 
etreurgll'tlng the Bureau's uorh^ the following uab rcceiued^

- That the rale regarding rcprcductlon. of ZAC Letters be 
broadened in order to mhc it possible w dlsseefnata natertai 
Contained therein to thb 4^enio» ,

- - * 2' y

LZiX&r^r .■'...’ . \ .

■ . ZAG Letters arc. net &>;;?• to be reproduced*

AnPA^a^L:

Ztnce izatcrial contained in z&C betters ttiich should be 
dicue^inated. to Agcntc it hel-dfort ■e.cn/arGfi&cbt it ia felt if 
thaae LAC letter^ could be reproduced in ne^crandu-z farsi to the 
agsnta9 utder and quiakeT diciieainatioh ooull ba gainedo.

• ■ . Ttiare t3auld he a greater pcecihility that in/argiatibh 
appearing in ZaC ^ettara izight reach the crang people It it 
bel.iatfcd bg the buggeoter^ hcccecr^ that such a pbeathilitg. could 
be n^ntniaed by requiring all Agents tp purge their persenaL 
raasrde of cuxh. jzeneranda eu&ry eiz nenthc» 4il Agents leaning 
the scmice phould also be reguired to turn ih such -iazioranda 
%it$e purging i-f. reaamu and turning, in, of ce^ior&nda by Agents 
leaning -fie cerit-ice ohoula be mete at haadbUar^re city and 
under the superultiien cf a. ' ■**

Tolson__
Boardman 
Nichols 
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Harbo___
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Tamm-. ----- -
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■..:Carty, cf the draining Zeetion of t/tc draintn-g and

hTr 
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^cr
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Memorandum, to Mr*- Tolson

Inspection Sluts ion? feels that the procedure of attempting to 
insure that Agents purge their files of SAC letters on a 
periodic basis is too cumbersome, In addition^ he does not 
believe Agents should hate in their possession SAC tetters 
because of the extremely confidential nature of material con
tained therein*

It is also pointed out that reproduction of SAC 
Setters in the field is a .duplication of effort and mark*  

■ If nore copies are needed? the off ice can request more copies*.

sxscvmss. COUPSS^CS CCffSIPEnATfCM: EIMi.cs

The Conference: of p/ST./Sdy composed, of Hessrs*.  Tolson^ 
l(ohr^ Tamm., Parsons? Sizopj.. Sennrich?, lelmoni^ Posen? Hichols - 
and Mas.ons recommends unanimously that, the present procedure 
be continued,' / ,



Mr. Tolson 9/28/54

Executives Conference

REPORT WRITING
ALL tLTpFJMTlON COMTAX^ 
HEREL’Z £•- JKOLASSIg^/" <
DATeJ. J. J'LlY

SUGGESTION
b7CSpecial Agent a re cent instructor

of new agents, has suggested that the Manual Of Rules an.d 
Regulations and the EBI handbook be amended to. require the field 
to. set out desCriptio.ns of victims in the following cases:

’ Assaulting or killing a Federal Officer,
Crime on Government Reservations (against the per son J 
Crime on Indian Reservations (against the person) 
Obstructiow of Justice (against the person)

PRESENT, EEGGlkT'ICES _ ■

Section-4A2a, (G), (c), page two., of. the Manual of^ f 
Rules, and Regulations presently requires that the names of \ 
Victims be included in the. title of reports- in the following.*  
cases: - ’

Apti ^.racketeering. '■ . •
Civil Eights, .

> Extortion. ' ' \ i , '
■ Ki dnapping.. ■ . » ; . '

WhiteSlave Traffic Act. *’
, Involuntary Servitude and Sh very*. >

Assaulting or killing of .Federal Officers.
Grime on Indian or other-Government Reservations and ' 

crimes on high, seas in cases involving crimes . 
against the person. ' „

Gbstrubticn of justice* ‘ K '

Section 4A2sj (11), (g), VII, page five., of the Manual 
of Rules and Regulations provides that descriptions, of victims be. 
set forth in the details of reports in the following cases: 
JXBs jjg My . ■'“/&)

vr. »rZ recorded -32 -155 q „ na
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Crimes on the high seas. 
Extortion.
Kidnapping.
White Slave Traffic Act*
G.ivil Eights.
Involuntary Servitude and Slavery.

OBSERVATIONS ' . . •

Prior to Bureau bulletin 53-15 (A) dated 6-25-533it 
was not necessary- to. include the names of victims iji the title 
of reports in the following cases:

Assaulting or filling a Federal Officer*
Crime on Government Reservations (against the, person) 
Grimes on Indian Reservations (against the per son,) 
Obstruction of justice (against the person ■)

- » Bureau bulletin 53-15 was sent to. the f ield in order • 
to assist the Records Section in indexing names in the reports 
since the Records Section only indexes the names appearing in ■ 
the title and synopsis of reports ih criminal cases. It has 
never been required that the de-s'd-niptfodes. of victims in these: 
cases be set out ih details in reports. There1 does not appear 
to be a need of mating such a requirement now and .it is believed : 
that the manual should not be revised to require a description 
of victims in these: cases., ■ '

The General Investigative Division -sees no particular 
need for the inclusion of the description of the victim in the 
details of the. report in the type cases under consideration, 

■ ’ ■ • CONFERENCE ' \ .
EKEGGTIVEb/cONSIDERATION I ■ Elites , .

The Conference of 9/27/54^ compased of liessrs, Tolsonf 
llohr/Tamm, Parsons, Eisoos Hennrich, pelmontRosen, Nichols 
and llason, unanimously recommends that the prbpent procedure. *'  
be. continued, / C/~ 4^



nr. tolson

EXECUTIVES CONFERENCE

SUGGESTION $679-54 , 
-. JMDE BI NEWARE OFFICE 

^IR^TELS

9/98/54

Mt urtnwAi®* 001"!®

In accordance with. SAC letter 54r36'(Q), requesting the 
field to submit their thoughts, relative to ways of further 
strfdmlining the Bureau:Ks Work,the following suggestion was made*

SUGGESTION

That blue onionskin copies of Form ED-36(Field Teletype 
Form) be prepared, and that the word },AIR TEL” be ■printed across , 
the- top in bold type. (Copy.of Form. ED-36 is attached)

i PRESENT PROCEDURE ■ - , . \ ' . ; ' '

: • * The original of Form FD-36(Field Teletype Form) id
. /-. ■ printed on, heavy, blue paper. Copies Of these 'communicat ions / ; 

are presently typed on white onionskin paper*'  ,,Specialf- tagsfifbf
’ attached to the copies, typed on white onionskin paper. '

.. ADVANTAGES TO SUGGESTION ■ ' • / ; •' ‘ '

. . The suggester believes .blue copies of Form FD-S&will
serve? more satisfactorily in bringing theexpedite hgtut^ipfthe. -

. Air^fei to the: attention’ of the proper supervisor and
1 ; ddoptibn of the. suggestion would also eliminate the' necepsa^y Of

'having'stenographers attach ^Special” tags to white onionskin-,
■ 'copies, of Air-fels;’

■ DISADFanTAGES. TO SUGGESTION z , ' . '‘f ‘

Nr. I. P. Mohr*  Administrative Division,■:point
that paper costs alohe would be increased $1.54 par 1 f OOO'-mgfe^. * 

: . ’ than present paper costs through adoption of this idea dndf&S^es. 
S^aT^ s^e an^ appreciable advantage to. be Mned. ,, ■'> N

Nichok.^— RECORDED -1 fl v
Ha‘boont~— ^r* Ntchois, Recprds and Communicati ons^ Division., \
woh/L-j^ opposed to the adoption of thk suggestion
Parsons_______  INnf-YPn 1ft -s’IS OCT T)

?Xemn —EXECUTIVES . CON^EUfCE^CONSIDERATION EDUsCS
sizoo ....- The Odnferepce of 9/27/54, compogsd^cf Uess rS i, Tore on, Mohr

Parsons, Qisoo, Eennrich, Delmont, Ro.sen, “pichols and Mason,
Hoiipixan^recommends unanimously that the present procedure be continued, 
s^-y-"-AttgchTmeht ■ '

-V> i ^^^^sk^^Sieoo and Hdrbo 
......... dmg.'^^.



Kr*  bolson S/2L/54

■ ,.x tl^»i|iiw»«wgg 

SSW^' 

DATE..

Imecutives Conference

4W<?^TM ?ZG* -7^-^ v I .
uabb bi s.wsiw ms''

. fUBMWSIDli OB MBPBBTS IN BBMTJBB- ITBB
- ' ' >$CTU &Tz£S .

<7*  . ,v .' '• 'i "'"'i " । । mtoMMiH

. ' Zn accordance with SAC Letter {r^d-Sd dated 7/13/34,

. requesting the f ield to subnit their thoughts relative to further 
streamlining the Bureau's work*  the following &ai received. . - * \< •_ , 
^UGGP/TION: . * ’ ' ’

flj Submission of a Comprehensive report h» office of 
origin at Completion of investigation/ (1) Let out leads bytele^ 
type,f air~tqi- or letter .and results’ of investigation reported <in • 

;■< ,similarr mannerf including .naf.e of Agent and dates gf invesfiga*  
, tton/ (3/ "progress" letters'- to Bureau every forty-five days , ’ .

* rofldbting developments fn case/ (df Maintenance of\ log by Agent0- 
.- in' fte-ld 'office file reflecting dates, names and addresses of ' 

persons interviewed apd (f) Preparation of field office and Bureau 
. tndeZ' cards at time, comprehensive report .was prepared*  . \

• -4 - ' . . - '

' ; PAtiWT- PBogfpyRS-/. . ;< ' ’ ■'

/ . ■ Bepa-rts must be submitted within fdrty-five days in all
.. aasds or in fugitive Cases a report should be submitted in forty-

five days*  yith' Investigative activity within thirty days*.  '

■ ■ ABVAMTAGES* ... t . , ' « - ‘ J . - ‘ '
, ■ z •'. - . f - • t" -

. ’ , Ci) ■ deduct ion. In: number, of reports typed,, amount of
': • mail handled^ -and attendant econamd'es/thereto/ fBf Ccmprehen.fiv.e 

reports wi 1'1 shffiCe for .the.'prosecutive summary, reports and will 
materially assist Lnited States Attorneys, in complicated cases/ 
(3j Be ;induaetien.t to reporting investigative progress rather than

. ■ . . tz iscel Igne bus inter views and fdj Bile log would reflect regularity
. > of attention Agent was giving case. 
Tolson * . \ ■

, Boardman ___ _ 1 " . '
' ^hOis_JU:3ABVAPTAGPS:t ' ~ • . • ,»

Belm ont__ 2"^ /
Harbo _ 
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Memorandum, ta Mr. Tolson

&BSEEVATTOHH*

SAC L*  1*  Laughlin, Washington Pield/jff ice , advised. . 
auppesi&ion (1) was .difficult io evaluate because it failed to. 
define routine^type criminal matters$ (2), ignored administra
tive value of consider in investigative natters delinquent an. 
a periodic basisj (3) failed to justify desirability of letters 
every forty-five .days in lieu, Of reports. and (4^ fails to take, 
in account that/m%st "routine-type cases" the substantive vio
lation is generally incorporated in one investigative report, 
such as auto cases, impersonation, etc*  'Me recommended that 
responsibility for supervision should be placed an the field as 
much as possible*

Mr*  A*.  Rosen, Investigative L>iu inion f indicated that the 
above-recommended procedure is nets in effect in twenty-four 

criminal violations, and in addition,,. &AC. Letter 53-69 dated • 
16/2tl/53 provides that RtlC. reports do not have to be submitted if ; 
they contain, negative, or nonpertinent information*  He noted 

that tJiqrd ©as in preparation, a fecymmendqti'Oti that this rule 
bq extended to pending reports*  ‘

HXRabTXVHS CmSRSMCH1 CGNSIQEaATTChj' EHMtmeio 
1 ' ■1 ••■“—;— --------- !—r”— ?? ''

■ '» 

present at the Executives Conference of 9/38/54 were 
Belmontj, Parsons, Nicholsj Mohr,. SisOoi, Hosgn^ He^pTtch,/ 

» mi,- xt; -t-.-x-xj p-Jj^PgQ . "•
Messrs
Tamm and Mason*,  The' Conference felt tftere should be no. 
th present procedure*

- »■&. •



Mr, Tolson

Executives Conference

QHddE&TlDil HCh 505-54 
fJABE BY CL„7EUW JPFIVB 
^REBIT CHECKS Ill ATDLICAHT-

all n^c^^Tiou contaike® 
KERZI, 
PATE.,

Zn Ocop^cfanee i&iiifi HAC Letter (0 re-
guesting the field to submit their thoughts relative to. further 
streamlining the Bureau's work, the following was received.

That a surppy be made concerning the need for checking 
credit records in dll applicant-type, investigations conducted by 
the Bureau,

PHESEHT .PlftfETJlrEE

The IfafyUal of Instructions, Section, l&i page 13 (fj, 
> states, t "Credit records should be cheeked at all places where 

the applicant has resided or has been employed, The# should 
also be checked on close relatives at their present place of 
residence except in AEAA cases, unless the Bureau requests such 
a check. ,-'

AMff!TU}£S

DISAmHTA&XS.

Considerable savings, since credit checks are 
expensive • K nrnnn^

• RECORDED-io
INDEXED-lo

Hone noted by suggest er,

QBSEK7ATI&HS*

. The auggester points out. The auggester points out that while occasionally
—considerable derogatory information is obtained by these 

ecks, usually this information' is also obtained during 
Beimoht—rre ighb o rh o cd investigations and employment. checks, 
Mohr.

R«se°nns—~ ' ^r* ^Gsent Investigative Division, believes
tX? further ccns id eration should be given to the suggestion, 
Sizoo_______

5X1— c.c.. Mr, Steoo
Hoiioman--------- , i%r, Marbo
“'-t— a*nZ  ■ ■ .

credit

no 
He



Memorandum to dr, Tolson

points out the subject of extending credit checks to relatives 
of applicants in Atomic Energy Act investigations as. is the. 
practice in other applicant-type investigations was discussed 
on 8/26/53 by the Executives Conference, The Conference was 
unanimously in /aver1 of extending the procedure of conducting 
credit checks on relatives of applicants in AEAA investigations, 
providing the cost was not prohibitive and requested that a 
cost survey, be madci.

After a cost purvey had been made, the Executives 
•Conference, an 16/2^/53, due to additional costs and for this 
reason only, recommended that credit checks should not be 
extended to the relatives of applicants in AEAAfinvestigations,.

The views of the Investigative Eiviston an set forth 
in Execu tip esConfer ence memorandum to Ur*  Tolson dated 10/16/53 
as being apposed to the discontinuance of routine checking of 
credit records in applicant-type investigations remain the samet 
These- reasons ares (1) Credit checks furnish lead information/. 
(2) This fb the most practical source for ascertaining whether 
civil suilts have been filed against the applicants and (3) 
"Toor" credit ratings reflect unfavorably. an a person’s character 
and might be considered by certain security officers as serious 
enough tp constitute a security risk,, 

EXECVTI/eE .EOMEESEECE EC^TbEEATigff} EIMiCs { - ;r .-n v -;- - - . J, > . i.-.r . - u . r .urn.

The Conference of 9/3T/5d, composed of Messrs, Tolson, 
Mohr*  Tamm, Parsons, Sieoor S.ennrich^ beTmont^ Eosen, Eichols 
and Mas.on_, recommends unanimously that the present .procedure 
be. continued.



TOLSON

EZlQUTIVSS C0NTERE3MS

'flNySSRIICE TRAINING
C^^VIld^ —.

ALL I 
Hire. 
DATS

ION CONTAINED

SAG Letter 54-3?, par T*  (7-30-54) requested the field 
. to submit views concerning In-Service Training.

‘ ' « ’ . ' . s '

\ SU.GGNSTIO.Nr " ’ ' ’ - .. ‘ 2

New'York office suggested holding one hour lecture 
concerning typed of narcotics, methods taken, instruments used 
and. effects upon individual. This should include display of 
various types of narcotics/. * .

, -'4 >• 1 ■

‘ PRESENT PROUEPURE*  ' ' ' - . \

* “ . - There -is no regularly scheduled lecture on the subject, 
of narcotics in our present' In-Service curriculum. Nr, parsons 
advises that questions'concerning narcotics are occasionally 
raised by special agents while they are touring the Laboratory.. 
On these occasions the subjPct of narcotics is discussed and the 
Laboratory *s  collection, of narcotics is displayed to the. group, ’

/.-. - , This' sugges tion has merit in that all agents should 
hape some knowledge qf narcotics since some- criminals encountered

, are dope addicts'. It is not felt, however*  that me should set 
aside an hour for a discussion on narcotics in the in-Nervice

* curriculum since*  to do so, would. be to take away the, time from
. o.pher subjects which are considered to be -of more immediate value 
, and of greater .importance to all. agentsi It is believed that

, 1 spmd value could be derived by preparing a photographic ewkibit
i. . . On this subject for display th the exhibit room at Quantico

■Steps are being * - -- ._ . .
, available which

[’ ' hours.
Tolson ----

[ Boardman . . 
Nichols

I Belmont_____ — . ,
I.Harbo,—________ _
'Mohr_____ r . ■
[Parsons_____ __
| Rbsei?-«________
liamm—_oc - Hr, Risoo 
ESZI , Nr. MarbQ 
iTele. Room ^RffS/NANf JCk 
■Holloman_____ _ * t
iGandy ________

taken to ascertain. Whether a suitable movie is 
could be presented at Quantico during, the evening

b 6 -955 V — n^iff<&®‘54

is OCT 1*11954



MH, HAHSQffS!

Mr.Parsons was consulted on this matter and offered 
J the opinion that in view of the time limitations and the 

importance of other subjects we would not be justified in setting 
aside an hour for a discussion'on the Subject of .narcotics, ■

' . . ■ The Conference of 9/2?/54} composed of Messrs*  Tolson^
Mbhr$ Tamm# Persons# Misoo*  Hennfich,.. pelmantt posen^ ffichols

* . ..J- dlid f^son^. recgmmpha'S unanimously unfavorable^ * J . .

?. * -The Conference babied its on
the. fact that we. haue- recently refused to 1HW Treasury

- department have certain of Our training filmfand under the , 
btrcuinetana-e^. iwb cannot logically ash the Treasury Hepa^t^dnt 
for pL&r^icbfbn t.a of films dealing with the narcotian 

ff 1 problem ''&onfe.ranpe- further'felt' that there was na real need fen
---.a film. onfn^Pc.atfad.'for ddeplag..to. Agouti and that we .da not .,

• .■' Obtain fil^p. ph-. fhca^.e. Omugflihg+ ft other ■ -■'
•- - i'-federal'invedti'gatttd <

<. ■ f urisdiction and.-endidvor ha ^ahe\tubh'.f ilmt- hpatlible.-to '.■ ■ \ .
'■ Wr Igthtt*.  '... - . /■’.- ■. .... / ' ( ■'. : - _■ ■ >;

- - ' ' ’ . ' • -

'J • 4A. '■ ‘ , > . ' ' . '



MR, TOLSON 9/38/54

EXECUTIVES CONFERENCE

SUGGESTION #602-54- 
MADE.SI HONOLULU OFFICE

ALL niFCp^TIOtl G0NTAIM3)
HEREIN la fej,ASSXFIE^, <

/i
In accordance with SAC Letter 54-36 (Of, 7/13/54,. 

which requested the field to submit thoughts relative, to ways 
of further streamlining the Bureau's work, the following 
suggestion was mgdei

SUGGESTION

That the FBI National Acaiiemy Newsletter be discontinued 
(copy of Newsletter attached)

PRESENT PROCEDURE

F.BI National Academy Newsletter is published ’once 
each sixty days; copies are distributed to-National Academy 
graduatesin good standing and to each field office.

The field is required to submit periodically information 
to b& usedin publication, of the Newsletter, • •

. ADVANTAGES TO. SUGGESTION / ’ J

The Newsletter is Usually quickly perused by those 
receiving it and immediately discarded. Very few National 
Acad<smy graduates are acquainted with anyone listed in the 

' Newsletterj with exception of their own friends in. the session 
. which they attended, or of off icers located in, the immediate 
‘ vicitiity where, the graduate is working. Most, of the: information 

is already known to those officers who attend meetings of the 
National Academy graduates,. The saving in time and money in 
disc continuing the Newsletter would be.considerables SAC Honolulu

Iff 
m^EISACBNAMTAGES TO SUGGESTION ' ■ 13 QCT 121954
Belmont______ 1 TV *1 vSt *
Harbo _  SAG Honolulu poffGts^CUt there would be ..occasi ons when
^^3~~^nfor'mation relating to promotions of National Academy graduates 
Rosen waul,*!  not be avatlabl. e to persons knowing them; there could be

-—STcme loss in morale among these men, who feel the Bureau has lost 
winterrowdinj&ej^es^ in them, a
Tele. Room___  /
Holloman — ; . v
Gandy sSTS*  Sisoo and Harbo



.Memorandum to Hr. Tolson

Mr. &. C. Gearty, in charge of theTraining. Section, 
Training and Inspection division, is. opposed to adoption of this 
suggestion. He points out that, based on comments in letters, 
received from FBI National Academy men and many of the field 
offices*  the Newsletter has proved to be of Very great interest 
and the National Academy men are enthusiastically in favor of it.

EXECUTIVES CONFERENCE CONSIDERATION gDMtmeti

Present at. the Executives Conference of O/SB/Sd were- 
Messrs. Belmont, parsons,. Nichols, Ifohty Sieoo^ Rosen*  Hehnrich, 
‘Tamm-and Mason. The Conference unanimously felt there should 
be no change in the present procedure^. / <



Jlr*  bolson

Executive Conference

SVGGESTIQN #685-5d 
\\MADE BY ME1TARK BmSlOK

9/28/54

ALL XEJFteLVTXOti W?.MNW 
«ERE^ 
IO..

jn accordance with SAC Letter 54-36 (q), dated: 7/13/54;, 
requesting the field to: submit their thoughts relative to: further 
streamlining the Bureau^s work? the following was received*

f • '. ' -
SUGGESTION: I ■ '■

Recommends that the portion of the Manual of Rules and 
Regulations ‘dedlihg with leave -regulations be consolidated into 
the Leave Manual* .< \

'' PRESENT PROCEDURE: .. . ' . ' ’

Bath the Manual of Rules and Regulations and. thp Leave 
Manual contain information with regard to leave* -

ADW:TACESt _ \ = \ . ' ■ .

2, k Le&ve regulations can be ref erred to more easily by 
having them all ihpnezplace* • . , ?

2*.  Elimination of duplication of information Sinee there
are some regulations which are identical in both manuals,

DISADVANTA&ESs . ‘ . .

None indicated by suggester*

observations

Mr*  J*  B, Mohr of the Administrative Division pit
■ : September 3j 1954 advised that prior to July 1952 leave regulations
Boardman—-^ere printed in their entirety in the Manual of Rules and Regulations*  

At that time there were, over 100 employees whg performed >time and

Tolson _ 
1 
JNichols . 
Belmont 
Harbo__

, Mohr__ _
Parsons 
Rosen•: 
Tamm_______ L, *
Sizoo_______ •_
WinterrowdL___ _
Tele. Room___ ,-
Holloman __ALir:ne

.Gandj^_____

Mr. Sizoo
Mr* Harbp

i< .*y  A



.airtendance work in the Bureau and as a result had to refer to 
the Manual of Bules and Regulations for information pertaining 
to. leave, The'Bureau wanting: to restrict the acessibility of the 
Manual of Rules and Regulations to clerical employees prepared a 
separate. Leave Manual. This manual is a complete exposition of 
leave regulations containing 43 pages in comparison with 
approximately 6 pages, occupied by the condensed outline in the 
Manual of Rules and Regulations*  The Leave Manual is smaller 
in size than the other manual, easy to handle and easy to revise*  
Because the Leave Manual has Worked so well in the past it is; 
Ifr.i Mohr ^s ppipion that no change should.be made in the existing 
system, - ■ ■ . • , ■.

EXECUTIVES CONFERENCE CONSTBERATICNi , EDMtmew , ■
-* 1 *

, present at the Executives Conference of 9/$$/54 were 
Messrs, Belmont, Patsons, Nichols, Mohr,- Sisoo, Rosen,. Rennrich, 
farnn and Mason, The Conf'erehce unanimously feltfther-e should 
Le ho .change in present procedure,. \ f



-MR, TOLSON

EXECUTIVES CONFERENCE

SUGGESTION #527-54 ‘ 
MADE BI OMAHA OFFICE 
^firearms training 

------- M»IT—

MA jusstaFk M

^ATs«r“i

In accordance with SAC letter 54-3$fy) , 7/13/54, 
which requested the field to submit ideas relative to ways 
of further streamlining the Bureau *s  work,. the. following suggestion 
was made: - ’

SUGGESTION .. . -

That firearms scores’ ho. longer be recorded after 
participation, in, field. firearms- training and In-Service .firearms. 
Scores would be maintained during-firearms and turned over to ■ 

- • the appropriate supervisor or Special Agent in Charge for noting 
and, if all persons participating have fired a qualifying score, 
the firearms card would be destroyed,.

PRESENT PROCEDURE ' . / , ■ ■ . ... <

Scores are entered on individual cards, maintained for 
each Agent at the conclusion of monthly firearms, training, and > 
the field is advised.of scores .fiped at in-SerVide Training by 
the Bureau,. " ~r ' ■ ,

ADWTAGES TO SUGGESTION -. : ' ■

• “ Adoption of the suggestion would reduce the amount of
• time- spent in administrating this program..and. the clerical. time

' ' in recording, the scores, SAG Omaha fpels t "

. disadvantages to suggestion .
SA.Q Omaha points out it might be felt that a person's 

firearms ability would not be readily available if spores were 
l^ZldNsent: however, it would be known that he has qualified and ore ■ 
tichok-ef- the ppime factors in determining whether or not .the Agent

-would be“'selected for participati.bn in. a raid would be hi:g expected 
liohr.,—reaction under pressure, ' .
Parsons ------- ■ ■ •

?Znn . Mr„ &• G, Gearty, in charge of the Training Section,*
^.rr^raining and Inspection Division,, is opposed to^adoptioh of the \

Gizoo and CmS
-W80M' T3 OCT 1^1954 / ‘ '



Memorandum to Mr, Tolson

suggestion^ He states the fast that a man has qualified jnith a 
particular weapon is not sufficient# it being pointed out that the 
score is qualif ying, The Bureau and# more particularly# an. SAC 
is concerned with, the degree of proficiency of an Agent ih 
determining whether he is qualified td handle dangerous assignments. 
In the' event the suggestion, as proposed, is adopted, this information 
would not be available when desired. Considering that SAGS are 
periodically transferred, it is believed that the information as 
now recorded is- necessary and should be continued, 

EXECUTIVES ■ CONFERENCE CONSIDERATION ppfamew

Present at the Executives Conference of 9/2S/5A were 
Messrs,> Belmont, parsons# Nichols, Mohr, Sisoo, Rosen# Hennrich# 

. Tamm and. Mason, The. Conference unanimously' recommended unfavorably.



1 >z. AH. TOLSON

EXECUTIVES CONFERENCE ;

SUGGESTION #629-54 
MADE BY OMAHA OFFICE 
FIREARMS TRAINING •

repel

9/28/54

In accordance with SAC letter 54*36 (q), t/13/54, \ 
. requesting, the field to submit views as to ways, of further 

streamlining the Bureau1s work, the following suggestion wus -madei

SUGGESTION ’ • ' \ *

That the Bureau no longer be advised when Agent personnel 
■ in the field are delinquent at the con cl us ioh of the summer 

firearms*  Or at the conclusion of winter firearms training-.*  It. ts 
recommended that this delinquency be recorded inthe field, off ice 

• to which the Agent is assigned and the delinquencies in firearms 
training, be made a matter to checked by the inspecti on staff 
during inspections^*  ’ .

ADVANTAGES TG SUGGESTION. -

At present it is necessary for the field to advise the 
■ ’Bureau bg April-30th of atty delinquencies in. the'winter, shoot, 

and by October 15 th of any delinquencies in the. spring, summer 
* and fall shoot-*.  Adoption of the suggestion would- effect savings. 

> in clerical and administrative time-, SAC Omaha feels*

• disadvantages to Suggestion ■■
* . , ’ : None noted by the suggesterf'^

' OBSERVATIONS 13 QCT- 1-1954 .

Mr*  Gt. (7. Gedrty in Charge ofthe.JRsadni.ng S&siioii:, 
Training and Inspection DiVisiop, agrees with the suggestion*  

Toison Each office is inspected, once yearly at ‘which, time,firearms records 
Boardtaijoles specifically noted' and where there are delinquencies a write-up 
Mmont-results*.  This procedure is sufficient, Mr*  Gearty believes*
Harbo._ ' . .

—EXECUTIVES CONFERENCE CONSIDERATION EDUtmeW
Rosen - -

'— Present at the Executives Conference of 9/28/54 were .
■ Messrs*  Belmo.nt, Parsons, Nichols, Mohr, Sisco, Rosen, He.nnrich, 

jeie. R<&G^d[essrsSizoo and Harbo * kA
Holloman______ *\  > - K





Mr, Tolson

The Executives Conference
ALL BW^UTIOfr CONTAINED
HERE I 
DATE

SAG letter 54~ST,.. paragraph & (7'-30-54)3 requested 
the field to submit views concerning Tn-Mervice Training, 

^(iaESTTOM '

The Boston, Eew York, Pharlotte and Mashingtop. Field
Of fives*  as. well as Er, X.Eichols, Assistantto ‘the Director*  - . ‘ 
generally agreed that the three days (actually 2% days) spent on the 
practical case at Quantico be divided in order to utilize this fifite ' 
far two or three practical cates rather than Just.’one case, .

■ The present practical case presented to In-ffervice at
Quantico involves two and one^half days and not & days*  This' case 
deals with Espionage and Development of Double Agent*  The practical' 
case is changed. after each cycle of In-Service and anew case is then 
presented vtliich takes into consideration^ the tempo of the times a.s 
to cho ice of case. During the presentation of the case*  investi
gative techniques applicable to any type investigation are also 
discussed, Tn addition*  the experiences pf Agents in attendance

' are solicited fcr.the bere fit ofafl*  f few of the, investigative , 
techniques applicable to any. case which are discussed during the,- .

■' . practical problem concern interviews*signed  statements*  searches 
. and seizures*  collection and preservation of evidence, plaster 

casting and surveillances, K ■

' C0MM£etS:: ' " '■ • , ■■ '
The practical case is fashtpned in such a way to give 

the greatest number of Agents from, all sections of the country 
benefit possible, during the limited time allocatedToiso#hejno st.

Boardman-:____
< Nichols

Belmont 

Mohr---------------- 3(it
Parsons ______ *'•  •’ <
Rose h; - 
Tamm "
Sizoo  ____ j— ,■
WinteJ®^feaS/13ie^ T
Tele. Room___ f ’ -
Holloman——:__  ♦>
Gandy ;

Sizoo
Marbo

' 13 .OCT T’1954 .



X£ is believed impractical -bo have two or three ons'-day practical 
cases on a variety of subjects because'time would not permit full 
presentation, adeguatp discussion^ stimulate thinking or conceh- . 
tration, ’nor would short cases be practical to provide. mawimijn 
b&nefit tn all investigative techniques*  , ' \ • *

_ * * 

' ’ k *•

^^affPIVS# VOllFERSfiCE- -COtfSTDVMTlOlfe Epiftmelo. 9/3^/54 . -

Present at the Executives Conference of 9/28/54 Were 
Xessrs., Selmdnt, Parsons^, pacholsf Mo.hr, SisoP,; Rosen, Renprich,. h 
Tamm and Masoni The. Conference unanimously felt there should ’be 
no change in present procedure*  ’ ' •/ „• • ?



1 •

falcon 9/23/54

Hzecu hives Conference
—— -
. $533+34 6 $613-54 OATgJ
1 r.RSii'S.^ Asms 
V    1.1 n ■rntnQMJNRE

Inac cor dance with RAG letter $54-36 (Q) dated. 7/13/54 
requesting the field to submit their thoughts relative to further , 
streamlining the Bureau*?  work, the following mere received. .

SbGaitfS'iomi*  ■

Suggestion $563-54, node by Dernier Uffioe 
Suggestion 5/623-54., made by Minneapolis Office ■

That the present requirements precedent to recommending 
an Agent as a Resident Agent be amendedf that. Special Agents in : 
Charge be allowed to consider an Agent for assignment to a .Desi- 
dent Agency eVeh though hOhad been censured,, provided the censure 
was not. of a severe nature and one’ which would affect his opera
tion as a Resident Agent ($5.63-54)/ that the condition be deleted 
but that such administrative action be considered by the SAC at 
the time, he malted hid recommendation ($&13~54)«. ■ .

■ 'fMRSSPf PAdCSDB^t ■ • . . : ' '■ > -• ; •/

TSection 2*  page 16, Uanlial of Huies and Regulations, 
. Item 3d states,ff Mo censures, reprimands, or’probationary action 

within the two years preceding the recomttendatdon..,...tf

■ <r .................. / , - ■ ' iv ■ ■
My being able to recommend an Agent who has. received 

a letter Of censure, the field will b'e. in' a posit tori to place 
.Agents in Reside nt Agencies tha ary excellent Agents but who \ 
might have been censured^ It is felt, that the fact that an .. 
Agent, has bean censured does hut mean he is not capable, but. 
that censurashtp has been, necessary to maintain the Dureaii. *s.  \
■stature. iTolson_____

, Boardman___
Nichols___ i.
Belmont  
Harbo______
Mohr s . 
Parsons 
Rosen____ _
Tamm - 
Sizoo _ ________
Winterrowd_____
Tele, koom___
Holloman

•Gandy----- ------ _J

OC * 'Hr..
-fr. MarbdW^

' Attachment

1>»C>



Memorandum to Mr, Tolson.

There would be a lessening of the exacting qualifica^ 
t-ions presently demanded for a Resident Agency*

J, P, Mohr*  Administrative Bic is ion*  state's that' 
while the rule, itself to specific and clear,, it has not been, a 
complete bar tt the selection of a Resident Agent., The Bureau 
has made it a practice to carefully consider any administrative 

. action when, passing on 'aut hor ity. to' the field to designate a 
Resident Agent*  This- procedure has proven satisfactory in the 
p.astj however*  it appears desirable to revise the rule somewhat, 
in order that the Special Agents in Charge may take advantage 
of the revision., There are many instances when an SAC undoubtedly 
passes over the best qualified man- for assignment to a Resident 
Agency simply, because of this rule as stated, above, He recom~ 
Trends that the rule he revised as follows: , .. ' * - 

,!Mo serious administrative action within the ■ J 
two. years preceding the recommendat ion,n '

' RTHCUTIVHS CGMFRRRff&R. CnyHibSSATlCPt- &)M;cs. . •

The Conference of 9/27/54:, composed of Messrs, Tolson, 
IJohr*  Tamm, Parsons', SISoo., Hennrich, Belmont*  Rosen*  HicholS, 
and Mason*  unanimously recommends, that the-present requirement .

• regarding, reeommendati.on of an Agent as -a Resident Agent as,set 
. out in the Manual of Rules and' Regulations be revised to read, - 
ghyo serious administrative action within the two years preceding 
the recommendation-gf'. Proposed manual provision attached.

t



If r. 2*o2son

Executives Conference

SGMESSttOT JM*  630-54 
HADE $Y OMAHA OFFICE 

'i<&gEEAELtS TMEHSG

6/26/54

ALL L NPCj 
hlhelhJ 
fcATE-Jj.

In accordance with SAC better 54-36 (£•) dated 7/13/54, 
requesting the field to submit thoughts relative to further 
streamlining the bureau's work, the: following was' received.

si&GESTicjih . • . •

That the Bureau consider dropping firearms training for 
Agent personnel attending In-Service training,. In the event there 
is training available which is. not being afforded to the field, it 
would he advisable to. afford this type of training,

PEESEET- fkCCEbllEEt ‘ '

’ Agents receive firearms training while attending 
In-Service, , ■

AHVAHTAGF3: ' ■ ’ \

Saving of Agent tine and economy resulting from a savings 
in per diem and ammunition, \ '

ETSAMHTA&ESf . ■ r

... Hone noted by uuggester,

(mSEEWXO:.ES ' ■ ' ■'

The: suggester f eels that Agent-time and per diem should 
not be required f$r f irearms, training on most courses which are 
fired tn the field, except in instances where the bureau has been 
advised that an Agent is weak in one or more phases cf firearms 
training and needs additional training.

Tolson__
Boardman 
Nichols __ 
Belmont _ 
Harbo___ _
Mohr____
Parsons^

—- Ur,. Ci Gearty, Training Section, Training and Xnspec-
~tton division., is opposed to the suggestion, lie states the t 
-Executives Conference considered this , on &/20/54 and unanimously^ 
felt that the present f ir-arms training should be continued in **

R<gen_ ..t con neat ion with
Tamm _ _______
Sizoo _ ________
Winterrowd____

In-Service schools,
RECORDED - 54
INDEXED - 54 is OCT 1 1954



Memorandum. to Mr* Tolson

EXECUTIVES cmSREECE CCMSIDEEATIOEi EDMiinew-

Present at the Executives Conference of 9/29/54 were 
Messrs*  UOhpj TaW&, Parsons, Sizoo, Hennrich,. Eelmont, Rosen*  
Eollonan^ Kichof s, and liasoji*  The Conference unanimously 
felt there should be. no^Ohanije in^the_presen-t procedure.



Mr, Tolson

Executives Conference

RUICEGTICF //v. 62(1*54
MAVS 31 '&&*  MEMPHIS 0FFIC3

9/29/54

ALL.XNFi
H2FEIW 
DATEJj

In accordance with SAG Metter 54-36 (Q) dated 7/13/54, 
requesting the field to submit thoughts relative to further stream*  

; . . lining the Bureau *$  work, the f ollowing, was receivedi

SL'GdSTIOMS/ ' •' .

(1) .That the bimonthly listing of delinquent matters,.-, 
whereby each.fie Id'division lists the pending cases, in which a 
report has .not been, received f or a period of forty-five days? be 
■discontinued/ (2j That the requirement be elimlridted whereby in 
the Monthly Administrative Report Selective Service cases be 
broken -doipn as to those in which.the submitting office, is office 

.of origin and those in wh ich it is handling leads for other offices, 
that the requirement to fist th the. Monthly Administrative Report, 
the number of Selective Service natters closed administratively

* . -' be eliminated/ *andThat  Form’ Fl*113  " (Monthly Administrative 
. . Report Bata Form/ (Sample attachea) be eliminated or made optional. 

This form is submitted monthly by each Agent th each field divi- 
/• . sion. and includes, the. number of days spent on surveillances?

Atomic Pnergy program, accounting cases? annual and sick leave, 
- •'■ general assignment, official business outside the field division, 

developing potential criminal informants It is used in preparing 
'the' loathly Administrative depart, .'

/1/BySAC letter 54-49 dated g/14/5,4 delinquent matters 
. are required to be listed semiannually rather than bimonthly, 
(2J ; .In the Monthly Administrative Report, Selective Service 

' ' case*  arc broken, down as th the number in which the submitting.
Bwd^nZjshf^^ origin, the number in which it is handling leads for \< 
Nichols..—other offices, and the number of Selective Service cases closed. 
S°nt —gdministrqtiuely is compiled, (3J. .To provide, data upon which A 
Mohr_ ._3&o prepare the Monthly Administrative Report, each Agent submits'f(^/ 
juX118onthly to his Special Agent in Charge a completed Form FJ1-113.

REC9RDEMS // f
Hoiioman^Z Fillsave‘c^s^d.erabl^i^^h^c^piUng}results' •



Memorandum to Mr. Talaon

not commensurate with the time. to compile; delinquency lisualljr 
cleared anyway a short time after listing*  Would save the 
■additional time required to make the breakdowns and compilation*  
(3) iiumber of days spent on surveillances not recorded In Monthly 
Administrative Report; Supervisory desk in field better able to 
estimate time spent on Atomic Energy Program; information. regarding 
accounting capes affects comparatively fem. Agents; total days on 
annual and sick leave available from other records, maintained by 
field office*  as. are number of days Spent oh general assignment/ 
each month. some-Agents are, usually away- on leave, ln~ Service 
training*-  tnopcctlons*  etc*,  and are not available to prepare the 
form 1T-1I3., ' • '

...

Rone cited by the suggester, - *

1 -Tr-.J ..LLr-mm^u-r- U-. - 11 i.n a.

, Mr*/A*  Rosen*investigative  division*  pointed out that 
the listing of delinquent matters is 4 valuable source of inforr 
mat ion concerning the condition'of the work supervised by the 
Investigative division, and should be son tinned, Pt is observed 
Sac letter, dated Q/ld/54changed the requirement from a 
bimonthly -to a. semiannual listing*  . - . ■ ,

Ur*  Rosen observed that the breakdowns of Selective 
lierviae matterstn -the Monthly Administrative Report as tv those 
in which the -submitting office is office of origin and those in 
which it is handling leads for other offices should'be continued 
since it indicates the scope and magnitude of the Bureau fs 
responsibilities in Selective Service, matters*  -

.: E&e same .observations Of Ur*  lopen apply to the 
compilation cf the, Selective Service cases closed administra^ 
tively*'  ' -

Ifr*-  J*  P*  ffohrt Administrative Pktyisionj pointed out 
that the Information in Selective Service matters should continue 
to be received fur budgetary purposes and for justification 
material in ccnncc.tion with the binector*®,  appearances before

• Appropriation Committees*

Ur*  Mohr painted cut., however that the Administrative 
division was nat now primarily interested in the submission of 
this information*  7 - .. f

Hr*  Hohr pointed out that Porn 12Z-115 (Uonthly Adminis-- 
trativa Report Rata Porn.J should continue to be used, inasmuch



Memorandum to Hr. Tolson

the information facilitates preparation by the divisional offices qf 
page one of the Monthly Administrative Asports He pointed oat 
that the Administrative Division is presently &or'#ing on a 
revision of form HD^llH...

HTE&DTIVHS CCHFHDHDCD CCffi. PvS&ATlCHi EDHsmew.

Present at the Executives Conference- of 9/29/54 were 
Messrs. Mohr, Tamm, Parsons, Sisco,. Hennrich, Delmont,. Rosen, 
Holloman*  Michols- and Mason. The Conference' recommended 
unanimously, no change in. present procedures.



t

MB, TOLSON

HERE!
SUGGESTIONS $550-54 AND $552-54 
'CRIMINAL imsyANTfPRQGRAN

9/29/54

'.?E‘?ICK co^A ISSd

4 Zn age brdance with SAC Letter. 54-36 (q), requesting the 
field to submit their thoughts relative to ways of further 
Streamlining the Bureau's work, the following suggestions we.re 
made; ‘ '. . . '

SUGGESTIONS. ., ■; .•' ••

#550-54 4 considerable amount of paper work would be eliminated
•and by not 'requiring some of the data presently necessary ■ 
$552-54 ; on all Potential Criminal Informant cases until such time

'...'as. the Potential Criminal Informant 'has definitely 
produced Something of value and there is positive 
information onwhich to logically base, the belief that - 
he will de be lop. into a symbol informant. ' (Submitted .

’ by Denver and Norfolk Offices)

PRESENT REQUIREMENTS ■ . . . ‘ ’ ■

' ' At present considerable, detailed, background data •
: regarding Potential Critiinal Informants must be obtained during:f 

• the initial stages of their development, in abcordanoe with . ,...
. ‘ Manual of instructi.ons, Section 108, page 2. Twenty-five 

background items now required are set out on Bureau, form ED-237 
(Criminal Informant Review Sheet), a copy' of which is attached 
hergtbf. •Porm’^D^SST' is 'maintained on top of all Other -serials in. . 
the file of the Potential Criminal Informant.

• advantages..to suggestions^' . /
' ftlOEXED-59 WocT. 11119S4 . ,

• Detailed background data regarding. Potential: Criminal
. Informants is obtained either at the time thek&a&e is. opened, or 

as soon as practicable thereafter, even though a very~small 
l^Tf^f tion o/ all Potential Criminal Informants ever develop into 
kchois^symbol informants, the suggesier states. Re feels that a tremendous 
^°at—amount of investigative time, and paper work could be eliminated 
Mohr_^_tArough adoption of the above suggestion. There would also be d 
R^sfns~^reductioh in dictating and typing tine in connection with hundreds 
Tamm of requests to the Bureau to check identification rec ords and 
yT£j-^&ttbsequent replies made, by the Bureau Js identification Division to 
tXXLw? field. In addition, there would be a reduction in dictation 
poiioman.^^ tronscription time required, in preparing hundreds of letters.
'i A ■< ‘

Siteo.a and Hatbo 



Memorandum to jfr* Tolson

requesting a cheek of Armed Service records, SAC C. W.- Brown of 
Denver states,

SASH, 1, Paisst? Norfolk, feels adoption of the above 
suggestion would permit Special Agents to direct their initial 
efforts toward the real, primary objective of developing 
productivity of the Potential Criminal Informant, instead of becoming 
■bogged down at-the outset with a considerable amount of background 
data, which entails, an appreciable amount of paper work and which, 

.although very important^ is in a secondary Status to the principal 
objective., In instances where a number of contacts, with the 
Potential Criminal Informant have readily facilitated an evaluation 
of the Potential. Criminal Informant and it has been determined 
he obviously will not be productive and should be deleted, the- case: 
could be closed without losing a substantial investment in the 
form of time and effort-represented by all of the accumulated, 
detailed background data. SAC Paisst believes the, Agent would be- 

. in.'/d more favorable position to build up the potential Criminal 
‘ Informant’s confidence in the Agent, instead of making -searching 
inquiries at the outset which might incur the distrust of the

■■ Potential criminal Informant, This would permit development of the 
necessary background data, where found necessary,, by degrees- without 
taking a chance q,f jeopardising the relationship with the Potential 
Criminal Informant,

DlSAPfANTAGPS .TO SUC&NSTIONS 
“IT n--L 1 v 7- J '.I--... --.1 , T.T -.j.-ij-inrrw-rj-y iiTW — * i.

- - f

'SAC Paisstj Norfolk, states there would be less supervisory 
control afforded Individual Agents during initial stages of develop
ment of Potential Criminal Informants;' however,, he feels some of 
the background inf ormation,: such as the credit report, has no 

^direct bearing on the productivity of a Potential Criminal informant, 
Me states it would also be necessary for the.field to place, additional 
Stress- on various -.fundamental rules which are necessary to preclude 
possible embarrassment to the Bureau,

SAC 6% ft, Brown, ienve'r, points Out this detailed back-' 
ground data Would not be available to the Agent; however, he. feels 
this, is insignificant until such time as. the matter begins to bear 
fruit, . • * -

Mr., Posen,, Investigative Division, states there should be 
no diminution in requirements as to background data to be ascertained 
relative to Potential Criminal Informants, This information. is 
necessary in order to know the true potential of the Potential 
Criminal informant as it pertains to his criminal activities, 
associates, .experiences, and so forth. His ability to produce 

‘depends considerably oh the knowledge the Agent has of the Potential
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Criminal Informant, as a basts far questions asked,. cases on which 
contacted, assignments given, etc.,.

Mr> Rosen is opposed to adoption of the above suggestion 
made by SA.Cs Denver and Norfolk,

EXECUTIVES G&IFEREECE CONSIDERATION' EbM;mev>

' Present at the Execuiives Conference of 2/28/54 were 
Messrs, Belmont, Parsons, Nichols, Mohr, Sizoo, Ro sen, Rennrich, 
'.Tamm and Mason, There is attached a pink document listing the 
35 items which are to be accumulated in the file as to each 
potential and approved criminal informant, The Conference 
Unanimously felt that it is important that .all of these items 
be retained as requirements and that the more Agents know about 
the informants, they are handling the better job they will be. able' 
to da with those informants dnd the. less likelihood of embarrass
ment to:-the Bureau*'  - , ' ■ '

Conference unanimously recommended no. change ip- present 
procedures*-  , . f . ; ’ ,Z f "‘ - '



Mr. Tolson 9/39/54

Executives Conference

SUGGESTION NOi 583-54 
MALE BE IICEMOiJB OFFICE 
“REGISTER NBMBER ONE

ALL sffi

In. accordance with SAC Letter 54-36 (Q) -dated 7/13/54 
requesting that the field submit thoughts relative to further 
streamlining the Bureau 's workf the following was received.: 

fvGGEETIGN:’ ' ’ ■

That the Senior Resident Agent be required to draw a 
line on the Number One Register at 8*30  a.m. and initial same/ 

. that bn nonwork days a. review and initialing of this register 
also be required of the. Senior. Resident Agent/ that the .register 
be forwarded on a daily basis, to the headquarters city and a . 
trained' clerical employee be author ised to initial the block 
stamp for filing', ■ * . /

r ' * ' , t

‘ PRESENT PROCEDURE: . ' ’ \ ‘ '

Register Number- One is maintained and checked, daily 
where there is a Senior Resident Agent, Upon receipt in the . 
headquarters a ity, they are block stamped, checked, for form ahd 
accuracyy and then initialed for filing by the Special Agent in. 
Charge or designated supervisor. " . •

ADVANTAGES*  . - ■

Would eliminate, duplication. of effort .insofar as review 
. and initialing are concerned, 

disadvantages.
Lessening of supervision on the. part of the Special 

Agent in Charge or designated supervisor

Tolson_____ OBSERVATIONS.
Boardman _____  ' "
Nichols _______ ,- j, - . f oi' -
Beimont  2/r. E, U, Mas on■ Train tng ana Inspection division*  is'

——epposed to the suggestion. Be states the -Scndor. Sesddent Agent
parsons_a2iou7d not be required to be in the. office daily at 8:30 a.n.j 
tX? ' '' s ince many t imes he will be out working*. 
Sizoo_________ , !
Winterrow.!^*. ^r, MarbO 
Tele. Room _ __  *
Holloman______ fir. Bisoo -
Gamly,-------Otn/f ' . ’ . ■ ' \



Memorandum to Mr. Tolson

Inspector C. V, St&in, Training and Inspection Bivi- 
si on, and SAC I, I, laugh lin, Washington Field Office, are . 
opposed*  They feel there should be no change-in. supervision of 
21imber Gne Registers and that they should be approved for- 
filing only by approved field supervisory- staff employees*

Inspectors J, E*  Rugent and Jfff*  Williams, Training 
gnd Inspection Ziyis ion, favor the suggestion, since it would • 
cut down needless paper going .across the ZAC's desb» 

^CifTITZS CtiNFESERCR COZSIDZ&ATIOR: ED^mew

ir ‘ Present at the Executives Conference of .9/29/54 were
lesprs, liohr, Tamm, Parsons, Sieoo, Hennrich, Belmont, Rosen*  
hoiioman, Eichols, and Jiason*.  The Conference recommended 
unammously unfavorable,, /



NR. TOLSON 9/29/54

EXECUTIVES GONFEREEGE

SUGGESTION #600-54
HALE BT HONOLULU OFFICE

' fPoLicE training schools 
BE LE-EUPHASIZED

til IHfflQRKATION CONTAINED 
nERj£W/^teLxV3S^^ 

DATE

In accordance with SAC Letter 54-36(r), 7/13/54, « '
requesting the field to submit thoughts relative tpways of. 
further streamlining the Bureau’s Work,'the following suggestion 
was mader I

SUGGESTION . '

• That the holding of Police Schools be. df ̂ emphasised 
considerably, - - - . <• ' '

PRESENT. PROGEBURE ■ . ‘ • ’ ■ - .

Police Schools are presently held at the request of 
law enforcement agencies making, such a request, to a field office.

ADVANTAGES TO SUGGESTION' \

SAC', Honolulu states numerous police ’schools .are held 
for the- benefit of law enforcement agencies and he feels 

» requests for these schools have: been made at random and 
indiscriminately by police ■.departmentsHe-states .if the-

■, number of Police Schools- were reduced matertally and police 
departments Were advised the number to be given Was being reduced 
in the interest of a tetter use of personnel, polio e departments 
would plan their training programs much more effectively. • 
For example, if a police department knew the Bureau wguld provide 
them,with, one Recruit Training School and possibly one 
In-Service Training School per year,, it is believed such schools 
would be of the finest caliber and police departments and

Toison sheriffs r offices would then value more highly the service < 
R>rZXreadered them by the BureaUt SAG,Honolulu feels that curtailing

Police School Program even further than the present policy 
ntTvermits would result in greater saving of Agent time and expenses 

Handling of such MHools.

&^dZZ‘ »cXED-59 I3 0GT 1J954
ieie.Room  - SAG Honolulu pointed put that some' law enforcement

. r'^T* 1 tagqnc ies would seek the ir tra&^in^ from. undMersitfs^gjid other
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schools which offer training in police subjects. ff such a 
feeling became very widespread it would seriously challenge the 
Bureau's leadership in the field of police training,

OBSERVATIONS

Urt (h d Gearty, tn charge of the Training Section,. 
Training and Inspection Division, believes the present .Police 
Training Program should be continued. It is the best answer 
to any complaint of "one-way cooperation.” The Bureau gives 
police something they need, free of charge. Effective liaison 
.with law enforcement agencies'is developed through this medium 
resulting in their "being advised of cases in which the Bureau may 
have fUris diction. They make possible our getting into cases 
before evidence, crime scenes, etc., are disturbed, since these 
law. enforcement agencies are aware of our jurisdiction. Training 
in investigative techniques pays dividends when ioe take over a 
case- since police are inf ormed on the proper way to investigate, 
it is believed that this suggestion is inconsistent in- that 
instructions have recently been sent to the field, pointing -out 

..that police schools will be. held only on the specific request of 
a department and that, when such a- request is received, it must 
'be determined that, a necessity for a school actually exists, 
The field must also determine that lectures are. not unnecessarily 
repeated1-and. that lectures are rotated to insure that a fresh 
approach is used, Eany of the field offices now operate on a 
coordinated schedule, and do handle a number of departments at 
qne time in holding a police school. This is encouraged in every 
instance possible.,

EXECUTIVES CONFERENCE CONSIDERATION, EDHimew

* P^osept at the Executives. Conference of Q/Q&/Sd was
Parsons*  Sizoo, Hennrich, Belmont, Rosen, 

HHoman,.^chol.S: and Eason . The Conference unanimously 
recommended jio change in current, procedures.



SIR, TOLSON 9/RP/54

EXEGNTXVES dONFERENQE ALL ItimpATIOa COmUJED 
HEREt^h 
DAEE JMJ»SDXQESTXON $7X0*54

.HADE BT HEMPHXS OFFICE
POSITION CLASSIFICATION STANDARDS.

-•» t -n—nirKii"^-' "rf ■"[■• •■ 1.-■‘rrTf. .»uinmUBie:T“.tm .iff""

In accordance with SAC letter 54-3$ (q):, 7/13/54, 
requesting the field to submit. views relative to- ways of further 
impraving the Bureau's work, the following suggestion was mpdei

SDGSESTION

* Host of the ff,. 8, Civil Service Commission position
classifications do not pertain to any type, of position in a- 
Burgau field office,. It is suggested that field offices be 
permitted to, destroy all those, exceptthose of which there is 
some possibility of their having ah interest, making: it 
relatively easy to maintain in a. binder and eliminate a lot of • 
changes of pages, ' .

PRESENT .PROCEDURE *

On 8/21/52# each field 'office was sent One copy of each 
of the 32. position 'classification standards, ; AO revisions were 
published by the Civil Service Commission, same were forwarded to 
the field Offices by transmittal sheets, which sheets set forth 
specific instructions as to the action to be taken,. These were 
to be maintained under high standards o f security,,

. OBSERVATIONS

■■HF*  x,. P*  Ho.hr of the Administrat ive Division advised 
that since the submission -of these position plassificdtion Standards 
there have been only 7 revisions made and that it appeared the 
Suggestion did. not take into consideration that the larger offices 
had a greater variety of positions, Xt was his. view- that (1) it

T j. is not considered practical^ nor would time involved justify 
nL°fx~lZlassification Untt^s treating each field office on. ah individual 
^fois—basisp (2/ fact that a field office does not now have a position 
SrK°at~classified in a certain series does not preclude the possibility 
Mohr ,_______ ,
Parsons______
Rosc-n-----1„ ' / Z A /***-  ‘ I
japm—-ccrHessrs, Sis00 (] . (p ’

^rbo [fA- —e^.2-
Tele. Room AXNf dmg / I pf■Sr-— </ RECORDED, 50 0CT * ?-^1954

------- -------- - -- - . - ' - . -



Memorandum to Hr, Tolson,

■of having- the positibfL classified thereto, at a later date;
(3) The Bureau does not maintain. extra copies of position 
classification standards for dissemination to the field at such 

< time as' they may be needed and it is not possible tp order Sane 
from the Government Printing Office, except, on a. subscription 
basis; £4) Sven though a position is not allocated to a series 
it is possible to use same for comparison purposes in, preparing 
position classifications, •

‘ gXggggJ™ , CPltSlPEhAPPON EPlhW “

Present at the- Executives Conference of 9/29/54 were 
pessrs, Bohr, Taftim,. Parsons, Gis.oOf Eennrich, Belmont, Rosen, 
ROiloman, pichois and iftison^ The Conference- recommended 
unanimously, unfavorable, „ / C .



Mr, Tolson

Executives Conference

9/29/54
ALL nn^pK?/AT w OvKTAINSD 
HEREI5!
DATE 4

SUGGESTION #735-54
\,JIADE BY RECOUPS & COMMUNICATI NS DIVISION 

^AMENDMENT OF/JSTANDAiD F0RM#64

.In, accordance 'with SAC Letter 54-36 (Q) dated 7/13/54, 
requesting- the field to s.ubiiiit their thoughts relative to further 
stredvilitiing the. Bureaufs work, the following Was received,:

SUGGESTION: l' . '

Attending, of Standard Form 64 at the'next printing in ' 
Accordance with the attached-sheet: "Tor SAC, From: Director, FBI," 
As this.form is used mostly for field office mail, the following 
breakdown is suggested for printingj: 8Q% - To*  SAC; 20% *
unchanged., for Bureau and Department tigil, . :

PRESENT PROCEDURE:

The "To" anff "Ftom*  lines are blank.

ADVANTAGES: . ' .■

Saves clerical timd»• ■

DISADVANTAGES:

Increases the number of forms being used by the 'Bureau.
' ' ■~l’~ >*WS«i (MX , V

---  ,M40 ?a 0CT 1 1954- ?
ltr. 'E~ D,. 1108071,/ Training and in.^ectivn\DtvlTS'4on,' i»asL 

Unfavorable to the suggestion in that the^hnb'-coneui^ed in filling 
in the heading is insignificant and it would appear that the .

.disadvantage Of stocking additional forms u'ndihe confusion between 
. the 2 types of forms would outweigh the saving in clerical time.
Hr, J\R> Mohn Administrative Division, September 3, 1954, 

Toison^jxon curved in Hr»: Nason fs views, 
Boardman______

SntZ^ggggTEgg CONFERENCE CONSIDERATION: 
•Harbo 
Mohr -— -—-_- 
Parsons - —_ -- 

tX? no hr, Tamm,r Parsons, Si.zoo, Bennrich, Belmont, 
If00- ,-Nichols and Bason, The Conference unanimously 

Kr' Si «S° 
Hoiinman* * - ifr, Harbp 
Gandy ; - , /

EDMtmew

present at the Executives Conference of 9/29/54 were Messrs, 
Parsons, Sizoo, Bennrich, Belmont, Rosen, Solloman, 

recommended unfavorable

A?
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ml xiiFqat-UTicH coming 

dSW^
^ecutiucs Conference

S^r.’SPXPS
; ':u?r £x :rpAnx. or^rer
h^7 WZJ2£ LTCTPrCTl'VlS

fn accordance siith SAC Icti&r 31^6 ($} T/13/Cf, 
requesting the field ta outz'St its thoughts relative to further 
otrcarlinino tr-c bureau1 s verb*  the following tag repeivedt ■

SWl'STTCSt: . ‘ ; •••

Consolidate csisting tnStructionp with regard to inde&inf 
procedures*  . •

PTTiSPItf- ff - ' . ■ . ' ' - * ;
• ' ’ * '■ * ' . - - •

instructions relative to indexingare scattered in- •• 
three sources: . ' • ■■•_'.

'• • 2. Manual of pules and paginations.
• «$♦ Hdnual for Field Ptaupgraphers. ...

3* jittte# Cutdc ■■ . * *-'./. / .-

' • AWf.TfCKS: ■ / / ‘ • •/-./' ; '' ' •'/-.;

2» Single sodrae to fa consulted*. -r' , ’ ■■

.St, Sxvc manual space bg el ininst ion of sore, dt^plieati-on/

>- h'onc apparent*

- " Mr, P» D, Mason of ' . ‘ •
the Training 3 Inspection Division aeknoziledgep the 

desirability af the suggestion*  pointing cut that consolidation 
“ been suggested art considered seuerai fine a in^the past, , - TOISOO:_____ —.

Jtoardinan __ jS3*
Nicbols  ______ u
'Belmont • - 
Harboi—s______
Mohr .-^-g. 
Parsons_______-
Ros e n - - 
Tamm_________ _
Sizoo -- .^,
< 
Tele. Room _;^__
Holloman_____ _
Gandy. v.

IfT*.  3lnoc •
Hr*  Parbs

OUUQ ____ 1]'^ „ \ RECORDED- 50
Wimenowd’

/T INOEXED-50 I&/OCT 1W54



year or two, but has not been carried out due io the Bureau’s 
economy program,' It is felt that Stenographers do not need all. 
the data in the "Index guide” and the brief, necessary instructions 
should be retained in the Manual for Field Stenographers»

EXECUTIVES CONFERENCE CONSIDERATION;. EDMtn.ew

Present at the Executives Conference of 0/28/54 were 
Messrs*  Belmont,. Parsons, Nichols:, Mohr, Sieoo, Rosen, Mennrich, 
Tamm and Mason, The Conference recommended unanimously favorable. 
Although there is adequate indexing information in the. 
Stenographers Manual for use by stenographers and adequate 

- information in the Manual of Rules and Regulations for use by 
Agents, the index guide issued: by the Bureau was primarily: , • 
designed to benefit elericai employees, particularly those 
assigned to the Chief Clerk’s Office and indices duties. The 
last index guide Was issued about no 'additional copies are. 
availableat the Bureau and from time, to time requests are received 
fop copies*  The Conference unanimously felt that. without - 
adjusting the Manual of Rule s a nd. Regulations. or the' Field 
Manual for Stenographers that we should at this time prepare d * • 
new up~tq-date index guide for'the benefit of field employees^ 
If you agree ths Records Section, and the Training and Xfispectiqji. 
pivisiqn will commence preparing the guide, ' - . '



HR. TOLSON 9/29/54

EXECUTIVES CONFERENCE

&UGGESTI011 #750*54

•’JJ, ni®OK|5ATXOtI CONTAINED 
HERE^
dateJs -1

MADE BT RECORDS AND COMMUNICATIONS DIVISION 
CERTAIN^IEMORANDA NOT ROUTED TO READING ROOM
..........  - . I "T- ■ ---■-l.-T—• r ** - *•*».->« ---

In accordance with SAG, letter 54-36(q),7/13/54, 
lohich requested views as to ways of further streatdinlng the 

. Bureaa *3  work, the following suggestion was- mader

SUGGESTION

That memoranda containing the following types of 
information prepared by the Identification Division concerning 
Bureau .fugitives be mailed to FBI divisional off ices witbout 
referral to the Reading Rooms ’ ' ' "

. i.
whether

Identification record giving fBl number and stating 
ident or possible ident}

•1 <

Summary of descriptive data in fingerprintrecord} ■

Information appearing on noncriminal cards $n fingerprint
record giving perhaps serial or other identifying number, date of ■ 
enlistment or application for employment, and datefingerprinted}

Whether dr hot d signature appears in the fingerprint

2.

4,
', record}

‘ 5.

' 6.
one;

Fingerprint classificati on}

Transmittal of photograph or request for field to obtain

Transmittal of service record obtained by Identification
. Divisions

PRESENT PROCEDURE
Nichols - »'

^rh°nt~~ Ihe above types of memoranda are routed through the
-^Reading Room for approval.

Parsons _ - .t ’ *

Tamm/^Rur-MeSSrs + Sisco and Marbo f f * 
siz°° —swfsdma / / &&

S V</ recorded ■» ■
■ v • iwEXED-6°
8 1 rte-f A inrA. ISJulA.

A. ’ 354.

ws



Memorandum ta Mr, Tolson.

ADVANTAGES, TO SUGGESTION

Saving of -tine, of Redding Room personnel*  Memoranda of 
■this type, are quite similar and are almost form letters; after 
typing, such memoranda are checked by the Posting Section of the 
Identification Division and the only way Reading Room personnel 
could check the accuracy of the information is by comparing it 
with the fingerprint records? photographs and service records? 
all of which are furnished to the field as attachments to such 
memoranda,

DISADVANTAGES

4 few typographical errors may escape: detections

RESULTS .OF PREVIOUS SURVEYS *

The Identification Division advised that 247 of these 
memoranda were prepared in January 1954; 367 in February 1954; 
,422 in March 1954; 285 in April 1954; and 240 in May 1954*  In a ; 
Siz-month period one Reading Room employee found only two 
typographical errors in mail of this, type, 

OBSERVATIONS. .> '

Mr*  Quinn Tamm of the Identification Division agrees 
and fgvbrs the adoption, of this suggestion*

EXECUTIVES CONFERENCE CONSIDERATION ’ EDM.tmew

Present at the Executives Conference. of 9/28/54 were 
Messrs*  Belmont, parsons, Nichols^ Mohr? Stzoo? Rosen, Rennrich, 
Tamm, and Mason*  . In view-of the fact that the information furnished 
goes only, to FBI field offices to. serve as investigative leads 
and that the transmitting memoranda are in the nature of forms 
and are already read by readers in the Identification Division and 
in full consideration of the fact that from 250 to 400 of these 
documents, go out of the Bureau monthly yet only 2 minor errors 
(both typographical) have been discovered in the past 6 months? 
the. Conference felt it a desirable, streamlining step to have 
these fugitive memoranda go directly from, the Identification 
Division to the Mail Room and skip the Reading Room,

If you approve the unanimous recommendation- of the 
Conference these fugitive memoranda prepared in the Identification 

. Division will in the future skip the/ Reading Room*  {x, f



tfr. Tols on 9/29/54

Ezecuiiu es Confe rence

SUGGESTION NO, 563-54 
I UAPE Bl SETf tusk ms

flYpjfc;.

ALL inr/J^UtlCU CONTAINED 
HEREltf 
date J?

CfEfPLifEES

In. accordance with SAG better &4*$6  (Q) dated 7/13/54. 
requesting the field to submit thoughts relative to further 
streamlining the Bureau 's work, the following was received, 

SUCGECTIOll: \ ’

That. consolidation of LEUtt and SGE cases be permitted 
and that thereafter the preparation, of in.dividua1 files, on all 
applicant-type\gases be eliminated and the material retained 
in the folder Until same have been closed aim months,

Ate&ffg’ PLOCEBGHE: . . ■

•• . • , In applicant-type cases, as well as LEUN and EGE cases, 
<3 separate file is. prepared, Which is serialised each time a 
piece of mail is received in the office, Applicant cases are.

, consolidated after they have been, closed aim months, but not
, LEGE O.r EGE. cases:, ■ ~ -

ABVAETAGES

Considerable paving in. clerical time cgueedby the 
elimination of raising, up of filee, serialising^ and withdrawing 
and replacing the file, edch title a piece of nail is. -received. 
Consolidation Clerk ?s time would al so be saved in that she would ’ 
not hate to withdraw the file, remote the file, back, front, and 
fasten er if the material-was placed tnfolderp as in the. case of 
Atomic Energy Act cases, tfhie would also result in a saving o/ 
file materials.

Tolson._______ _

' Sr n —UlEAS^AETAGEE:
Belmont,_____ i

Mohr° $on& noted by sugpester.
Parsons _____ 
t±"-------

■ Sisoo--------------- _ ^j5l
tXrX"!! %•■ Stanleyftfeciton Chief, Employees Security
c^dfa~&c- Eessrs, Harbo E>. SieoO uauuy — — ' , w «

t'Aj



Memorandum, to- Tolson

Sec-bion, Investigative Division, states he does not consider HUB 
and SdS cases in the sozie category as applicant-type cases and 
therefore handling of these matters would not come within the 
scope of the Bureau ls program, relat ive to consolidation of 
■applicant-type cases• Be contends that these matters are 
referred tc frequently in current Bureau investigations and the 
Cases are re~ opened with.such regularity that they da not lend 
themselves to the sane type of handling as. applicant cases,

Mr,. &»£■» Callan,. Inspector, Special Inquiry, lection. 
Investigative Division, advised that consolidating BEtW and B'&E 
cases would result in possibly more confusion, in that regular 
reference is made to these cases because they are of a security 
nature, and when there is more than, one case, in. the file, the 
probability would be that more than one ind ividual would want 
that particular file,. The frequency with, which the files are 
aalled-for would create a batticnedk by. consolidating so-v.any 
names in bn e file, further,., it was his opinion that no saving 
would result, because, these cases are frequently ^e-opened end it) 
w^uld necessitate tearing an'entire file down and preparing a - 
new file aifaeriodic: intervals*  It was his opinion, as well as 
that of Jr*  Stanley., that these, two classifications and applicant" 
type cases in Bpeeidl. Inquiry matters should not be consolidated*  

fimTJT-fS rwi?wgS aittlDBlATian*  ^pMslnew. ‘. • ' . '
■ '1 ? ‘ ■>

present at the Executives Conference of g/sg/sd were 
Messrs,, liohr, Tarnni, Parsons, Sisoo, ffennrich, Belmont,. Eosen,^ - ■ 
.MollOman, Nichois. and Mason, The Conference recommended ’
unahimousl y unfa v or able, ' ' ?



4

Mr, Tolson 9/36/54

Executives Conference

x fSEGaE&mffS #866-54 end #801^54
. .MgOXlf ISFOIMAET

^--~r,. ^-^=zxXiga,L ^0tiT r0M CONTAINED 

m^rgy, ~ ■ . :

#890-54, made by EA Marcus' E, Eharpe, Springfield 
Office $ That two additional items be added to Form Rb-g.37 . 
(Criminal Informant Review Sheet), as follows t “Alternate ■ 
Agent designated to contact11 and, •Rhere, when,. how to contact,”

#801-54, made by Robert F-, ffomaek^ Birmingham Offices 
That two additional items' be added to Farm FR-RST (Criminal 
Informant' Review Sheet),- as f ollows t ”Geographic location of 
inf ormant™ and ^Type . of coverage, ” ' : ‘ , •

(Samples of proposed form attached,) 1 - '' • ,

PRESENT PRQCEBlREf

Rprm FP-33T (Criminal Informant ReviewSheet) is a 
forEi which is ’Eiaintqihed .as a top ceTial in individual Criminal ’ 
informant files, This form lists various Information regarding 

■ .' the informant and the serial number where sudh informqt ion.can 
,be located, in the file, '

ABVANTACES^. ~ :■ 4-_ ■ , ' ... r ' ■ •

' Would save'.Supervisors9 time in reviewing these files, 

ilSADVANTA&EEii ".. ■ ; .;.

r , A review of the files currently pending would be 
necessary in order to obtain the information to be added, rx

■■- grseefatignss ■ : ‘ - ■ . ■■
Tolson. - , *

JfchdfelZZZ <8i*»  «&♦ Rosen, Investigative division, and E, M,- 'fa’sori,
and Inspection Dioision, are opposed to the suggestion,

• Mohr ' y*
Parsons . -Jitiachment • ■ ./

Ur. RECORDED - 23 °
Mr, stzac

■ nn OCT IF4954‘A^UVJ 4. I^oB®»23 
' ■ f —-

• Mohr

., Rosen.-----
Tamm , . V'-'*  
Sizoo_________
Winterrowd j.n 
Tele. Room~J™ 
Holloman • - • 
Gandy _______



Memorandum ta Hr,Tolson

Xt is pointed out that the suggested additional items would be 
subject to frequent change, the time this farm was approved 
for use, the Executives Conference recommended that it be 
limited to. items which are not likely to change and the best 
items were selected f or use on the form,. Xt i's believed that 
if we start adding items it will soon be necessary to have a 
second page,

SAC Ji At Sobey, Birmingham*  and SAC Percy Gyly, 
Spring fie Id, are in favor of the suggestions,

EXECUTIVES COSEESiWCE CQHSJBERATIQN : Epytmew

Present at the Executives Conference of SjSQ/Sd mere 
#*£?***  Sohr*  famm*.  Parsons*-  sizoo, Senhrioh*  Belmont, Rosen*  
Holloman,. Nichols and Eason,, conference unanimously: opposed, 
to both .suggestions feeling that Form FB^837 should remain as. 
presently constituted ctd that data likely to vary from time 
to time should, not be: included on that. form-., lit other words, 
no. change recbmKended*  . ‘

' ■ ■ v"!/ ■ ■



Hr, Tolson 9/30/54

fxecutices Co nferenee
ALL IfirC?)L4']'Tr'«»

SUCCESTIClf J504-54
UAD£ BI SAC miSAK KcQAgE

Present at the Executives Conference of 9/39/54 were 
Cessrs. Ho hr, Taisify Parsons,. 8izoo-, Eennrich, Belmont, Posen, 
Holloman, Eichols and X'ason*

SApl'cCabe pointed out that the present rule permitting - 
the field to/RTC by. air-tel,. teletype or defter information 

’^concerntng^tTe details. of the theftJn fntefstatejTrahsport^tion ■ 
Cf staT^flSdtdr^elilcTe^^s’e^ ‘when uTrdther~fft^^^ 
nV^dttVe^gtn^itilteS'a^ery excellent StreamllntKg technique*  . 

'The office of origin, of course, includes such data in the details 
of its next report*  -

KcCape was hopeful that this technique could be extended 
to'other violations, Tr, Bosen Opposed extension of this \ 
technique because all positive information in other cases shbpld 
be- submitted’ to the/Vureau in report form, hr, Posen pointed 
out that fugitive cases, for example, must be reported in report, 
form otherwise there is no way for the field or Seat of Govern
ment supervisors to know that a thorough, logical, .complete 
investigation has been conducted, .. ' - -

SXMltiWBB dC&'FESEl/CE B’CClimDATTO/lt . . - • ; ‘

The Conference recommended unanimously unfavorable,

■ '■ ii S
f / ’ . ■u

Toisbn__—.&&;> Sarba ' -
BoarHihan ... £** •J- /-, j-.
Nichols_____— lit, Bizop
Belmont  
Harb’o___  - .:■
Mohr ____ ‘.—
Patsons . . ,g2X*/f  mbW
Rosen_________
Tainnx _ ________ S
Sizoo — 
Winterrowd -------
Tele, Room___
Holloman ___ __
Gandy - --—
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MB., TQLS.QN

EXECUTIVES CONFERENCE

SUGGESTION #792-54
MADE ST BORAGE S, BADLETT 

.ALBANI OFFICE
ZfTVBN O-JjfffrLLQF-UF TO FIE ID 
WOTjOW of cASEr~~~'r~~~~

O/BO/Bd

■ all xiiFpRfwrwu comtm®’
J7 HERE. 

DATE

SUGGESTION

In many instances, it has been noted that reports or 
other aommunicatioris requested by Norm 0-1 (Follow-up to Yield - 
States, of Case) cross, in the mail, (Form 0-1 attached hereto)

' Ehen it ts apparent that such i& the case*  it is 
suggested the field be authorized to dispose of Form 0-1, *

• PRESENT. PROCEDURE 1

it is now necessary for the field to return Form 0*1
* to the Bureau together with, a notation to the effect that the 

desired information, has. already been submitted,-

ADVANTAGES TO SUGGESTION

The suggesting employee states considerable savings in 
both Agent and clerical time would be effected in the field and 
.at the Seat of Government through adoption of this, idea,

SAG Saucy, Albany, believes the suggestion merit's 
consideration and agrees with the comments of the suggester,

DISADVANTAGES TO SUGGESTION

Vhile it is true that, a number of Forms p-1 sent to 
the field, requesting the field to submit a report,'cross in the, 
mail with a report being transmitted to the Bureau*  it is 

belief of lire. E» ff,; Ninterrowd, Investigative Divis ion,, and 
Nichols4, Belmont, Domestic Intelligence Division, that these 
S°ntEfiorms should continue to be returned to the. Bureau*  gnd that no{j^ 
Mohr—-change should be made in present procedures. They point out P**  

\r^°”s~the present system should remain in effect inasmuch as sometimes
Tamm_________

Teie.^00pc^-liessrsy,.Si,zoo and Barba 
Holloman ' /

\A/ INDEXED-116 13’OCT .1.. 1354



Memorandum to Mr, Tolson 

there is delay between the title .a report reaches the Bureau and 
the date on which the interested Supervisor receives the report. 
There is ho. delay, however*.  in forwarding the Form 0-1 being 
returned from the field directly to, the appropriate Supervisor 
and, in many instances, the Supervisor is alerted to the fact 
that a report has actually: been received by the Bureau and he can 
take, steps to locate it upon receipt of the Form 0-1 advising as io 
the date of submission by the field.

The saving of time in the- field would, be negligible. 
It seems the only time saved would be that required to dispatch 
the form to the Bureau since it will be necessary, even under the 
proposed procedure, to search files and ascertain from Agents 
whether or not a communication, has been directed to the Bureau, 
Clerical time saved at the: Bureap. would be negligible since it is 
no problem to route the forms, to the various Supervisors. and they 
da serve the purpose of assisting in locating mail, which from 
time: to time can become misrouted, on a volume program, They \ ’ 
also prevent the necessity of a. second follow-up to the field in 
certain cases, -

EXECUTIVES CONFERENCE CONSIDERATION EDM: mew • \

Present at the Executives Conference, of 9/30/54 were 
Messrs*  Mohr, Tamm, Parsons, Sieoo, Hennrich*  Belmont, Bpsen, ; 
NPlloman, Nichols and Mason, The Conference recommended unanimously 
unfavorable, . 1 *



Zfr. Tolson 9/30/54

Executives Conference

4S02-54
1JABE Bt
EL PASO 0FE1CE

mj. wa? fbisirtSK'eXr

■ 'b7

Present at the Executives Conference of 9/30/54 were « 
Zfeasrs. 1/Obr, Tairwi^ Parsons, Sizoo, Hennrich, Belmont, Rosen,.

, , Ro Homan, Eichols and Lfa.son, ,

-El Paso, points out. that ’as'a result of the program for 
f^^ffsplidatinjg, field files the off ice .has obtained numerous file 
~t^baK^r^::Ri^Sdu~ruT^i^ that afier/ffle. covers., are no 

longer suitable they be used as file baclicf4^Rr^PUSirJviould like ' 
to have authority .to put up-ppptapriate rubber stamp, impression 
on used-file backs, so that they, can be used’ as file fronts-... •

. SX^crTmS COiffERFRCE. 00'iiSlBEPAmfrr. •■ ' ' ■ ■ ' •

The Conference felt that the cost of file fronts is so 
small that the practice of stamping the f ile backs with a rubber- - 
staxip in. or def. .to use as file, fronts —'Ould actually result in 
more expense than present.practice; the -Bureau is. now issuing .

' /He back's With pprnuncntl'y.'attached Acco: fasteners aizd these . . . 
' would „ be unsuitable for ube'pt ftip.fronts;- if the file backs, - 
were used subsequently as file fronts.-there wotil^'be d ncssy : * 
sltuati'Qn*  ynaninouslij unfavorable..

,CC; SizOO
far*  Harbo

Tolson___
Boardman— 

J^ichols __
Belmont?___ .
Harbo _ ____
Mohr 
Parsons  
Rncpn
Tamm______
Sizoo   —. 
Winterrowd 
Tele. Room 
Holloman —
Gandy- ■

ELTH-tPid
stt-«wj#sa

(NW-ia
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Mr, Ho, Ison 9-35-54

Executives. Conference

ySBGGESTIOM BEEAEPIEG
GBitlAILIEG TEE EEMBEli OF

IBlJREAli AFP^TFSEri^liE^BihEB
• ■ "FOE Pi EEE' AUTIOE---- ALL XNFCtWiTIQH CONTAINED
................................................  HEREIN

SUGGESTiOlT . I ' v 1
.AFrO (Lu rZ h<7

Inspector Victor F*  &eay suggested-a. survey be 
made of the' provisions: in the Bureau Manuals requiring the 
field to procure\Bureau authority prior to taking action 

• and that as many as possible of such provisions be' eliminated,

PRESENT PROCEBUBE : . ‘

There are approximately 175 instances set forth tn. 
the manuals wherein the field is' required to secure Bureau 
authority, before acting, Following are typical examples:

Members of law enforcement agencies are not to 
< accompany agents during the Course of security -type investir, 

gatione without prior Bureau authority; Employees Shall not 
join an organization, where Bureau, employment is a prerequisite • 

■ without Bureau authority/ leave without pay exceeding three . -
. weeks must be approved by the. Bureau; The US Attorney is not , 

to be contacted regarding accidents, or suits without prior 
Bureau authority; all circular letters to be sent out by 
field offices must be approved by the Bureau; Bureau author
ity is necessary-before a SA may serve a subpoena or summons; ■ 
Bureau authority is required, be fore a trash cover may he 
placed; espionage subjects or suspects are not to be inter
viewed at their places of employment without prior Bureau

t .authority; a subject shall hot be designated a top functionary 
without prior Bureau authority.

Tolson-------- 1

13oardman
Nichols------------ac: Mr, Sizoo
Belmont _ ____ - ■> r yr «
Harbo________ r - Mr*  Marbo
Mohr__________

R^.°ns (Attachment J
Tamm .
Sizoo -_______ - -
Winterrowd____
Tele.Room____
Holloman______

ao^to-2'0

'M



ADVANTAGES DE SUGGESTION

Conalderable -t^e> ®oney and effort would be 
saved, There’would be, a saving in expense in employee time, 
cost of correspondence, teletypes and phone calls*

3, It would help'develop a sense of responsibility 
in Special Agents in Charge and the field in general*  Re
quirements for checking with the Bureau prior to action in- 
cline the field, toward making no moves without a prior check 
with the Bureau*

DISADVANTAGES OP SUGGESTIONS

The Bureau would not have close control oPer the 
activities of the field • embarrassing incidents could result,.

OBSERVATIONS ’

A :44 page list (copy attached) setting forth the ?, 
; various instances in which prior’ Bureau cl ear ahce is required 

before the 'field may take action was forwarded by the Training 
arid Inspection Division to the Identification, Administrative, 
Records and Gommunicati onsj. Domestic: Intelligence, Investigative " 

- * aftd Laboratory Divisions for their review for the purpose of 
determining whether ahy of the requirements for Bureau approval' 
Could’ be. el'tmindted*  . * .

> e ‘ All of the above divisions recommended no changes
be mad.g in the. present. requirements with the exception of 
the Dotiestic: intelligence Dtvis• ion. which point ed cut by

; suggestion $725-54 it hq 'd proposed the, SA& be authorised to 
personally approve: interviews itith faculty membersstudents ’ 
and employees of institutions of learning in security type 

, 1 investigations which suggestion is being handled separately, 

EXECUTIVES' &1NEEDENEE GON^IDEEATiGN EDII:CS.

The Conference of 2/27/54, composed of Ifessrs., Tolson^ 
Mohr? Tamm*  Parsons,, Sizoo, lefinrich, Belmont, Posen,. Nichols 
and' llason, recommends unanimously that the present procedure 
be continued*  : :

3



ifR. TOLSON 9/28/54

GOm&E$C&

SUGGESTION $681-54 
AlAUE ST NEVABX QfPICB 
BTUOJiTHLTfLISTM VF

. ALL INFfW^WL1 C£^TAim>
‘ HSREIH W \

in accordance 'iBith SAG Letter 54-36(q)t 7/13/54, 
requesting the field to submit vieiijs as t'a ways of further, 

’ etreamlinihg the Bureaufs: mork, the following suggestion teas made..

‘ sBddBSfipg - ‘ z 1 ‘ .«

fhat field off ices be permitted to submit bimonthly -.
\ Ifqting qf delinquent matters on’the fifth wqfking day. of every

• ' other month rather than, .cimultaneously wdth the monthly ' 
' administrative report,. , -^ ... . , ; t ' ’

PRBSBPP PP0GEB5BB • . . '• .. ■"? .. ' f ‘ J

' .' Patil 9/14/54, the field was required to submit
■with the manthiy addihistpatibe report. on bhe third working. day 
ofevery other month a listing of delinquent tiatters, ^pioet?er> 
ffyf fetter 54-^- now requires. the'field i.O 'dyfyii.it this'listing of •

•_ delinquent matters on a semiannual basis rather than. bimonthly, ■■> ■ -

. - “ . Both the administrative report and the list of delinquent
matters <tr£ prepared from the same master assignment pards^ 
Bndeavoring prepare two reports, at the sam^. .time:, ,f'fbm. the 
same hards,, resalts,.in delay,.- foq.ddditiondd\\day& for the . 
preparation o f the list of delinquent matters^ould facilitate 
handling this, :.

■" BlSAPrAPTAGBS fa SUGGESilGB
Tolson____
Boardman 
Nichols

Pane noted by the suggester.

Mohr

R^nns~~~~ Since the regulations have recently hkeh changed to
Tam®.—listing of delinquent matters On a semiannual bqpis^ it is not 
v^t^dfpll that any change should, be made in the date of either the 
i^^!^mintst^rative report or the delinquency list, further, it is' 

• Gandy”3”"^llepcd that/thfs should all be done in one operation, that is,- 
* fi f delinquent matters and the preparation of the

. and Barbe . fife’, 4 \ •/
AiMgpmg Sv ..... . /. l /1 , , .. •.



Memorandum to Mr* Tolson

administrative report,

EXECUTIVES GOinfEREEGE CONSIDERATION' EDMsnevs

Present at the Executives Conference of S/GS/Sd mere 
Messrs, ' Belmont, Parsons, Nichols, Mohr, EigOd, Rosen,- Bennrtehj.' 
Tdtcnt and. Mason*  The Gpnferenoe unaniin.ou.s2y; felt there should be 
tig, change in present procedure, tr y



Tols oil 9/38/54

Executives Conference

StGGBSEM $0. 579-54 
HADE 3Y BETR9IB VEEICE 

'.^RA^LfjTTAL M m

ALL IE?! 
HERS 5^1 
dateJLi

Tn accordance mi th RAC better f54-36 (Q) dated 7/13/5*  
requesting th, & field to submit their thoughtsrelative to furtht 

\ streamlining the Bureau^s uorfc3 the following gas received.

5bG&£STlOf/s

That a form letter1 be approved for use in transmitting 
tax exemption certificates to- vendors. (Sample attached*)  

PHESBET PRfXtBbf.'RS.s ■ < “* , ’

4 separate letter is prepare# to each, vendor to ttansiitt 
tax exemption certificates. . s ,

' ATj7ADTAGE8*  • /' ' . ..

Saving of .clerical time in preparing these letters, 

BTSADVAAfAGESf ' ’ . ; ' ■

. ope noted by sugg ester.

BBSER7ATi0BS’

: Mr,. -Ji,. B, tto'hr, Administrative Bivision,, has no 
objection .to the adoption of such a form letter. * .

2*  laughlin-i, laahtngton Eield Office, believes.SAG .
the valune of tax exemption Certificates utilised7 throughout- 
the field justifies favorable consideration of the form-letter 
to handle the Simple transmission of tax exemption Certificates 

Tolson______  f . .

N”wTn~~~~ ’ Ur. di*  Hasan is in favor of such a form letter t'
-painting out that thirty-one states, including the District

mm,.-0, of Golumbidf use the tax exemption certificate, and the use of 
parsons-—letter tpould be justified 
Rosen-— *
Tamm • 
sizoo----------- --- A ttachmen.t
Winterrowd __ tiiZOC
Holloman/, Hr. garbo

REC0RDED-20
HOEXED -120

13 OCT 1 1954



Nestor qndqst to Hr* Tolson

EXECUTIVES CCNE'ERENCE Cells XEEUTlOlh BDff&s

The Conference of E/27/54# composed of Messrs, Tols.on, 
Jfohr# T&wa# Parsons# Sizoo# Senjirich# Eelnont# Rosen# Nichols.
■and ifason9 recommends unanimously f.avorable. -Proposed SAC letter 
is attached.



ilr. Tolson 9/30/54

Executives Conference

su&gestioh ^eoc-si 
m ST SAC .E,-. L, B0Y1E 
wvTsmLs emeu .

' Present at the Executives Conference Of 9/30/54 were
Messrs, Ho h r, Tamm, Par so nt, Sigob, Eennvidhj Belmont,' Posen, 
Holloman, Uichols and Hason. - ’

£4C Boyle wishes to. further notify the field employees 
concerning the modus, operand!' and facts of allf/unsolved bank 
Xobberies so that Agents in their daily contacts with police 
and informant's pan constantly discuss unsolved bank robberies 
in the hope of obtaining suspects, ■

' EXECUTIVES COBFEPEHCE C BEST DEB fTlCU:: — . .

The Conference Unanimously felt that the expense 
involved in publishing the type of bulletin Boyle has in mind 
and the time required to administer such a program would not be 

^commensurate with the results, The Bureau has discontinued 
rnoduu.. operabecause of low productivity; present . •

Bureau iP'struaWibns provide for the dissemination of information 
concerning bank robbers and' bant robberies by each field division 

. to surrounding field divisions; hanit 
. scheduled far poit,ferences throughout 

next peat*  Unanimously unfavorable.

robbery matter's' are already 
the nation to be conducted

I

Tolsotv. .-. t 
Boardman- . 
Nichols , ____ •
Belmont 
Jlarbo>__ s—
Mohr _ __ _______
Parsons - —yy
Rcsen.______
Tamm _
Sizoo________ :_
Winterrbwd__ ___
Tele. Room__ t_
Hnllnman 
Gandyr _ ___

Hr*  Sizov 
Ur. llarbo

' RECORD®;®



Mr. Tolson

O
Executives Conference

SUGGESTION #810-54
MADE BI SA JAMES B. OAKLEY
NEWARK DIVISION'

&/30/54

present at the Executives Conference of G/3Q/54 were 
Messrs. Mohr," Tanm, Parsons*  Sisoo, Hennrich, Belmont, Rosen, Nichols 
Holloman. and Mason.

Special Agent Janes B. Oakley, Newark*  felt that the ■ 
Bureau should exteni^itsfsafety program in the field offr educing 
.automobile accidents by Bureau ~ei.nplpfieev~by:~^~ J ' “

1. furnish field with safety data.,

Q... . lecture on safe driving and safety at Agents, conferences.
' ' . * ?

3. Hake analysis Of field divisions to establish safety
accomplishments. , . - . .

4.- .. issue posters on safety and '"speed of reaction charfsV-
to- Bring employee awareness to. bear upon the necessity for safety.

■S*  Stress, the necessity of avoiding accidents*  as well as
the legal responsibility which Would result .-and the rAspohsihility 
of employees to the Bureau. •

6, \ : Tai:e all such steps as are necessary to reduce the lops
to the Bureau resulting from automobile accidents.

EXECUTIVES. CONFERENCE ACTION:' .... . ;

2*  . ; Conference unanimously rebommends Administrative Division
continue to furnish' the field safety data at intervals as in the 
past. ' .

. Tolson -^. 
Boardman 
Nichols_
Belmont __ 
Harbo__ r
Mohr___ 

' parsons _
Rosen___
Tamm------ ‘—^Q. Ifn Si 200

Wlnterrowd____ : JjCb7*:bO'

Tele. Room —__  ,
Hoiiomah—

'll. That safe driving and safety in other phases of FBI work
be discussed at next conference of Agents.. If approved, SAC^letter 
Ts attached* ' f -

AU

MMED-20
INDEXED- 20 — —
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Memorandum to Tolson

Conference felt.that the present checks by Inspectors 
as to. accidents occurring in field divisions involving, motor 
Vehicles and the records of the Administrative Division already 
provide adequate analysis aS to the safety accomplishments of the 
Bureau, and Individual offices dad*.  aS a matter of fact*  our Safety 
record in the FBI has been constantly lower than that of the rest 
of the government, and the most recent report shows, that our 
accident*  rate is about onerhalf of the rest of the Department of 
Justice*  . - .

4 .' ‘ Unanimously recommends the Exhibits Section of the ' ■
Administrative Division, ispue timely posters, regarding, safety • 
and i(speed of reaction.T! . ' ■ . .

5 ... ' That the respotS.ibilities of employees and the nece'ssity
■ of avoiding accidents b el pavered-in the previously mentioned ’ ’

• • talk to- fe presented at. the .pernt-. conference. of Agents* ’ ■ ■

4. That the Suredu.cohtihue  its past. pracitCe of 'seeking.*
. utpys and means, to keep accidents, tb- a minimum*  *;•  <■ ff.

’Letter tq ^A'James; . Odkle.y is attached.. '



Hr, Tolson 9/28/54

jg’secut Sixes Conference

SUGGESTION NO, 745-54 
«* “ by m utoswxr

Ju accordance With SAO Letter 54-36 ($} dated 7/13/54, 
requesting the field to submit their thoughts relative to further 
streamlining the Bureaufs work, the following teas received $

SUGGESTION* - .

Th&t the Laboratory not acknowledge by form letters the. 
receipt of^videnais in those cases in which the letters requesting 
ezaninatttrriitnTte that cur polio ieq have been complied with or 
■emanate from regular contributors who*  are familiar with our 
policies, . ’

■ ' PnoCEbUItE* .'

Letters from agencies outside of the Bureau, requesting 
laboratory examination arc acknowledged by form letters stating 
the examinations will be ma.de and Laboratory: reports submitted, 
F/e use different- form acknowledgment letters, depending upon . 
whether the letters of request indicate compliance with our 
policies, There are some law enforcement agencies which regularly 
send fraudulent checks far examination by farm letters which are 
not acknowledged by,, the Bureau, before the Laboratory report goes 
out, It is estimated that thefnab oratory prepared about twenty- 
five form acknowledgment lettersu^adyE'

(1) till eliminate preparation of about thirteen
* acknowledgments g day., with resulting saving-in time of typists, 

supervisors reviewing acknowledgment letters, and in mail room 
processing, (2) In cases which, do. not havefoo be 'acknowledged,, 
will save several hours in the steps, involved in processing be-) 

B^r°°a~ fore the technical examinations, 
^ihols~^r RECORDED -17 z .
^^J^wgaogs.- [NDEXED-17 I / Q

Parsons 
Rosen —<__ - a
Tamm ______ 4? & Ir
Sizoo _________
Vinterrowd___ -
Tele’.-Room _C*C » 
Holloman.. 
Gandy__

(1) Some law. enfoneef^t agencies may wonder whether 
has been received aw*is  being examined before receipt

Sisco . • r\\)Cv/Xffarba ™ nAT 1 1QM 1}WHr 
ft Hr 

tnL) -
is OCT 1.1954



Memorandum to Mr*  Solson

°f our Laboratory report*  Since most of our Laboratory reports 
are now go.ing out within, eight working days after receipt of 
the evidence in the Laboratory, it is believed the benefits fra®, 
this streamlining proposal outweigh this disadvantage*

t

.OBSSSVASIOffS*

Mr*.  2, J. Parsons, P*  B*  .1*  Laboratory, recommends 
that this suggestion be adopted*  ; -

Mr*  If A*  Siabo, in Mr, Sols on 's Office, states he is
in agreement with the suggestion^ th view of. the short period now 
taken to get out Laboratory reports*  ,

OOMPERMROR C0MEIDRBAS10N: pitf'CS.

She .Conference of 9/2?/b4, composed of Messrs. Soleon*s u» w4 .ys*  * .v *' f • 9. ■*  v '
Mohr, Samm*  Parsons, Si200, Menitriphj Belmont, Rosen, Michals 
and Mas on^ recommends unanimously favorable. J

- 2
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MR. YOLSOlf 9/28/54

executives cmfereime

SUGGESTION $699-54
MABE BY SAM ERAMWM OmCE l 

f^PE^GOETIJmi^^BTATIZArTOy 0P_ 
I^MATERIAII^ERSONNEB FIXES

In apcordanae with SAS Letter 54~8ff$$)*  7/13/54, 
requesting views us to ways of farther streamlining1 the Bureau*#  
work,, the fallowing suggestion was made}

SUGGESTION

That the present system of serializing the material 
in. employees*  personnel files be'discontinued*

PRESENT MAomOBM

Everything in personnel files is serialized.

ADVANTAGE TQ SUGGESTION

Would save substantial time in getting all material 
into appropriate personnel files.

BlSADVAMYAGES TO SUGGESTION

If something were missing it might not be readily 
apparent*.  although such f iles are kept under loot and ley in the 
office of the Special Agent, in ■ Gharge.^

OBSERVATIONS:

Mr. X» B. Nichols, Records and Communications Bivision^ 
pointed out that oh I/t/SS, the Executives Conference gave 
unfavorable, consideration to an identical suggestion teaause it 

Tn1<;nn was felt serialization provided heeded security of the infarnati.cn 
Boardman -that such a suggestion is believed impractical us far aS the 
^fft-Bureau^z personnel f iles at the Seat of Gouernnent are. concerned} 
j^bO__thu.ts. as of 8/13/52*  it was felt if Bureau personnel files were 
p°^»nZ~ heridltzed it would not be possible to determine whether a. 
Rosen—gt-uen file contained all of the correspondence and conceivably 
Tamnl z 
Sizoo_________ . /*  ,
w’interroffdGz?~JZi?3ar5<.' &£zqo and Marbo 
Tele. Room___  y

RKORDE0 - T Q. 13 OCT 1 1954
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JfeMoranchm to ifr. Stole on

administrative action might be taken on the Maia of incomplete 
information;■ that unnecessary time night be spent on locates^

Inspector B*  C*  Brawn does not favor the ad option of this 
suggestion, He pointed out that personnel files do not accumulate 
enough material to make filing or serializing a problem; that 
stripped personnel files could be very embarrassing even in a . 
field office; security of the material in a personnel file ie,; 
equally important to the Bureau and to the employee and it is\- 
worth the slight additional time necessary tp serialize*

Inspector £•. Hugent agreed with the observations of 
Inspector B. Brown,, * ' •

SAC X*  Laughlin, Washington Field Office*  believed 
that serialization should continue to insure continuity and 
security of personnel files*  He. deemed the time element in serializing 
negligible^

BXBCBT1VES COHFBBBHCB ffOHSIPEBATiOH %DH;mew

present at the Bwecutives Conference of 9/38/54 were 
llessrs*  Belmhnt*  parsons,. Bichols, Hohr, Sisdo, Boden, Hennrich, 
iava& and Hasbn*  The Conference unanimously felt there should be 
no change in present procedure*  , / i



Ur, Tolson 9/28/54

The Executives Conference

ALL COHTAIlWl
HESS I 
DATE

SAC letter SA-STf Pdtdgrdph f, Rated ^-SO<-54j requested 
field to submit suggestions regarding In-Service Training,

Records and Conmunications Division has suggested that ‘ 
a one-hour lecture of( Press Relations be given tt? In-Service Agents

PRESENT procedure

The only. discussion of the subject beforeIn-Service < 
at present is during the one-hourpavel forumofthe Records and 
botiiiuntcgtigns Divisi.onp, ‘ , ■ ' .

ADVAHTAGES LISTED BT RECORDS ARD COUMUNICATIODS DIVISIOII .

; r Agents are interested in subject*:

• • \ Would avoid enbarrassingsituations where Bureaugets 
d fTbad press’* because ofinpr op erly handled press natters,

• Preparation of press releases could be djseussed.

Gdsmtzs -, . ■ ■ , ‘ .
fcl . i, ** - ‘ • . . - * , - _ t

. Thts appears to be, d very sound sdggestl.on add shbuld 
be included in the Tn^Eervice.curriculuia. if tine can be allotted 
to- ii,t ' - \ - • ■ 1 '

Tolson > -

Karbo
Belmont — l£r.„ Si soo
Ilarbo _______
Mohr _ ________ _
Parsons <«'- ■ 

^d^^as
>jSizoo _ - -. t 
IPinterrowd '
. Tele. Room___
Holloman _ 
Gandy _ -______

RECORDED-7 •.£<£- 
’. _ -— ’

INDEXED -' -j OCT

U/\



Mr, McGuire was consulted concerning the problem, He 
recognized the difficulty involved in trying to find. an hour 
iphich'could be allocated for 'this discussion in the curriculum. 
He stated that, until time becomes available the Hecards. and . 
Communications division till give added emphasis to the subject . 
of the preparation of press Heleases and Press Relations in theif 
fanel Porum,

EXECUTIVSS GGHPEHHMOH aOHSlPERATiaih . &)M:cS. . f

The Conference of ^/P7/.549 composed, of Messrst Tolson^ 
ParsdnSf Sizooj Hennrichf Belmontj Posen, Nichols.

recommejids. <
McGuire i.

’ MOhtj 
.and Mason/ 
out h.v Urf

Unanimously favorable^ along lines torhed



Mr, Tolson

Executives Conference:

SUGGESTION 4805-54

RECORDS 6 COMMUNICATIONS DIVISION 
Tp^^^SGEML PIPE0 ENEL EILES ON

AU. HlFCfa 
H3RS 
DATE,

9/28/54

SUGGESTION:

That the Bureau consider a procedure whereby dll 
Personnel files being retained overnight be recharged through 
the preparation of a typed list of the files. The list would 
contain the name 'and the file number, as well as the information 
as to. the room number in which the file is being retained 
overnight, , .

PRESENT PROCEDURE: " . '

* ^fPersonnel file^nre not recharged, or transferred, 

GBSERVATICNS,: * • ' - \

Mr, Nichols,: Records A Communications Division, advised 
that no particular .difficulty is being experienced in the Personnel 
Records Unit in. locating Personnel, files',. Generally a personnel 
file can be located in the office to which it is charged or can 
be secured by following through' on the regular course taken by 
Such files in connection with signature mail. The suggested 
procedure, would require a,. substantial amount of time and effort 
on the part of personnel in each, office throughout the Bureau: 

'on a daily basis in making such a list of personnel files*  Further^ 
upon receiving the list in the personnel Records Unit, it would be 
necessary to prepare new and up to date charge put slips for 
placement in the file cabintts, This also would require a 
substantial number of employee hours, Mr. Nichols recommends 
that the suggestion hot be ccJo-P^e(^EQQ^pE[) 7

'EXECUTIVES CONFERENCE. CONSIDERATION: & C ~J'S'¥ ~
Belmont <. —--- ------------------------—|N0EXED . 7 ,

Harbo— The Conference of 9/37/54, composed of Messrs. Tols<
p°-I„n'~ Mohr, Tamm, Parsons, ' S'isoo, Sennrich, Belmont^ Rosen, /icho.ls 
Rosen—and Mason, recommends unanimously that the pre

Ur. Sizoo ,}<
Holloman^_____ Rfr**  ROThO y■ •” EE

■Jy54



Ur. 7Olson $/28/b4

executives: Conference
“-ttniwjiin-1r /.------- iiqiiiiinrrTrniiinfiW'i~inni.iiiji<ji <iTiririi iim

E120SE W 2/p. 72X+34
ALL LHF’ ’ 
herein . 

aSTXCE W-X
Er^.£ :

■L’JIOL’ CONT.MlteB

In ap^or40fto:e toith EEC letter vu&Sd (QJ dated 7/13/84 
requesting the field to submit their thoughts relative tv further 
streamliningtn# 3ufeau/& warh^ the following wa.t re.aeived^ .

- / +

££t(WE;.,PZi2!f....................  '-■ I1 "' ...................*

1'hut ue discontinue destroy inp all but nne. copy of 
serials in the f ile after the file has been closed for six months 
and ,th is operation tale place only after the file has been closed 
for a period of one year*  Xht& could be. handled by u&ing the 
■ansi.gntie.nt card jas a -.tidkler, far .©Hfr the nsedffn^ent pard dp. 
•destroyed*  then. the.^srlais nsadd be stripped, f rest the. file*  ' >

P^SSff PL CC^C^i \ ' • ■ • ■ .. ■■ ' •.

, , Closed files are stripped of all- e^tra copies of .. \
serials after the file has bpen fit a closed status for a period "■ 
df si^ ■aanths.*. .' " V ? > ' '' - ' ’

J.’"''--' ■"• . ! \ • '■ ’ ' *'

.: ■ (If Jf a file is reopened within, the period of ’and ■'.
year af'ter it. all, copies of the' serials pill ‘be -
available*  It is noted that under the present procedure*  files 
are frequently, - ravened after str'ipping$however f there is less 
shance'pf .a file b^ing reopened after being closed for ..one gear..

if-ould definitely afford a supervisor a batter opportunity 
tp adequately and intelligently handle- the file. Since all the 
sariald would bd'cvailable*  - "'•

PiEAbPJi^A^.£. . ‘ : ■ ■ 77.
*J"

■£&?' Efr

%her& isculd be a temporary loss Of spade*  

' :^&2. 
^iwbAm X

, ti ’WHCED--7 ’soctxjqs*



l/'eaiora/iduK tp ar*. Tolson

&r*  L*  4*.  haug.hlin*BlC*  Lashing ton Field Office , is 
opposed to the suggestion, He states in LashingtonFieldcxtra 
copied of eerials are destroyed and files consolidated as rapidly 
as clerical cssistance permits after the six months * period*  Sa 
ctates he Cannot see where purpose would be served in holding 
them, f or one year*  as those instances where' additional copies of 
reports are needed are. relatively rare, and daps not see where any 
hern is done where only one copy is available f even in thane few. 
instances*.  ' ‘

Zi'r^ X*.  B+. Michels.% Records and Communications Biuisidn^ 
i& in favor of thp suggestionstating that although .adoption would 
require some additional spacehe believes the. advantages would 
outweigh, this disadvantage*  ' . . '

'Wifs.

the Gonference of 9/2,7/54f composed of Uessrs*.  folstm, 
}£ohr3 Tamrn^ Parsons*  Sizoo, ffennrich, Belmont, /Rosen^ iftchois 
and Mason, recommends unanimously, that, the present procedure , 
be continued*  ■ \ .■'



Ur, 9/28/54

ALL IKFC’f^ MT! 
HEREIN 
DATE J!

In accordance with Q&G Petter f54-35 f€j dated 7/13/54 
requesting the field to submit their vie&s relative to further 
streamlining the Bureau ^s isork^ the follo&itig was received*.

I6”h

gl/a#SS!Z£t%I 30. $72*54  
i&vs sz :&&$£

- in- ..-r ^-.^ -,.- i; ,r-•- •. .. ^ - ■ ' t ;

gfta'd the last sentence tn paragraph 2t page 8*  Section 
Manual of Instructions' having tn 4® with Security. of Govern*  . 

Employee investigations f'atid reading %& follows.*  be deleted} 
tr£ach Special Agent in Charge is held personally responsible

-■. far tbs supervision and review of reports submitted in this' - .
type Of pras^. tf ’ ■ • • . . ,’-

' " P&zcgmtA*  ' ■

$fa*  SAGfq held personally responsible for supervising .
? , and repieioing reports suhPdtted f.n loyalty cases and in his ' 

absencesuch respnhsibilitg rests on the 4«distant Spectai. ' •
. Agent th Charge.* •»■-.- . ‘ " ■ ; \ >

- ' - ' , r > *, ' ? ’
“ - ” . ' •’ • •.•■'/■.'• - ,/ • '■ •. ' • ; ' .X- •

Will eliminate at expeptfan and result In uniformity} ■
&H1 el iPtnate duplicate reviews by the supervisor and the CAC» » 
will eliminate special routing} wifi expedite submit si on of

’ these reports} will, permit- the duperylsor to evaluate, reports p^/ 
in this dZappificatlon which- should be reviewed by the 1

ji>litAB7Ait7A8S8r R^ORDED ' 1 z /. . / / i Z7 <7
,. ,,/ , INBEXED-'?.; r~ InJ^
Vould reduce some supervision and reunew of cases in - ’ . -y k ♦ m • r b , . * ww—mm ■i>-*> r- miuidiiih •vhis ciassmf icatian 

Tolson _ ______
*”±afa 

Belmont__
Harbo - , ; 
Mohr_____
Parsons 
Rosen--;___
Tamm' • 
Sizoo _____
Winterrowd. 
Tele. Ropni _l. 
Holloman____
Gandy _______

13 OCT 1X1354

ZZ , jfr, 4. Eosen^Inuestig^tive is^pposedto
vny change', •■lie points: cut the/relieves loyalty investigations

cc * 2£r*  4 izQQ 
ffarbo 

atn /■,



Memorandum, to llr*  Tolson

arg ad important that no SAC or Agent should ever get the im
pression that there is anything routine about them,. It is a 
recognised fact that loyalty investigations can have, an extremely 
lasting effect on the job,, career, and reputation, of the indi
vidual being investigated, The mishandling of one of these 
investigations: can not only unjustly gffect the employee or 
applicant in an adverse way, but they also have many potentialities 

' for embatrasament of the Bureau, Critics vf the Bureau and of
the, Employee Security program could ask far nothing better than 
a loyalty case mishandled by the Bureau forjise in attacking the 
credibility of cur investigations, and the "effectiveness of the 

. security of'ccvern^ent Employee Program as d whole,.

Upi Posen states in some of the larger off ices having 
a squad set up for handling Security of government employee . f 
investigations, it is believed the supervisor/oftheequad should,, 
of course, handle supervision of the investigations, 'but -it is 
also believed the over-all supervision and review, of reports 
should remain the. responsibility qf the f&C, Tn smaller cffices 
it is believed the- investigative supervision,, <iS well as the - 
review of reports, should remain the responsibility -df the i-4^ - ;

“ SbJ£:cs K

• • . . The Conference of 9/S7/54, composed of itessts, Tolson,
llohr, Tamm*..  Parsdnsf tfisod, jSennrich, Belmont, Hosen, kic.hols 
and Ifaso.n, ’ re.abmme^ds> Unanimously that the present .procedure 
be continued j .. .. . <7 fi 'y “
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UBt TOZSOX

In accordance with SAC Letter S4-36(g)» 7/13/54,. which 
requested the field to submit their thoughts relative to ways of 
further streamlining the Bureau^ mark, the following suggestion 
was made:

SffH&BSTICS:
*

Prepare and issue rubber stamps to be used to reflect 
receipt and necessary notations on informant reports*  The 
proposed stamp is:

ftThe attached report received fr<m Security informant
... -   ,- .v..,-1--.T,-..„ t. .v . -,. ,n-j.. ■ n T„-|-[|.--|.|J ;l'j y

PRESET PRO CEL UR E

Agent mates n$c.$ssary notation in longhand*

ABVAilT&GES TO SUGGEzSTIOlf

Eliminate necessity Of considerable writing*

BTSABVAHTAGES TQ SUGGESTION

None. apparent*

OBSERVATIONS
RECORDED -17
INDEXED47

%r» Bslnontj Domestic intell ig^tce Division, is opposed**  
A large number of stamps would be id6»IuSu and^the saving of time.

, would be negligible*. ”r’
Tolson________
Boardman_____  t 13 OCT 1 21S54
NicholsGOUFEWCB GOlJSIIftBkTION PPMtmem 
Belmont   •.■••—"- ------------------ ---------------------------------- <-—
Harbo - fcsaBwasss > » .
Mohr---------------  Present at the Executives Conference of 'B/B8/54 viere
r^.T —ife-ssrs* Belmont^ Parsons, pichols, Dohr, Sizes, Posen, Bennrich 
Tamm ygrm and £&son» The Conference unanimously felt therg should

n0 change tn present procedure 
Teie.Roomda-JTessrs*  rSizoo and Harbs



M - TOLSOR

EXECUTIVES COXYERSRCS

9/28/54

SUGGESTIVE #711>*54  
MARE SY SPRIIIGFIEIR OFFICE<GOSSSLTSAT/^jt^XUAL^_RSZSS .AgfREGULATIOSS
AJIRXMAUUAL F OR FIJ&RSTEMOGRAPHER& ’ '' ' ------

. > MWMwrri.l l*W*- lr- .. i.n. w _*  Utr r^-af. —-------....____

In accordance with SAC Setter 54-S6($}3 7/13/54, requesting 
the field to submit it# thoughts relative t'o streamlining the 
Sureduis work,. the following suggestion was received?

SUGGESTION:

Manual of Rules and Regulations and Manual for Field 
Stenographers should be combined. tjita single vanual^

PRESENT PROOERURE?

5fc»o separate manuals maintained,

ARW.TAGES:«*»<(■*  r~ — <r. ■ mw
Ml imtnati on of one manual and keep clerical employees 

more, fully advised of all necessary instructions*

PISADVAmfAGFSt

Tine and cost involved, in combining*  editing and printin, 
consolidated manual*  v

^SERVAYlOSEt

1*,  There are Considerable data in the Manual of Rules -and
Megula-frions which a stenographer dcag^uot need to know*  ,

RECORD® ■ 17 WPFXED47 '•
2*  It 'would bp costly to consolidate manuals^and^wodLld
result in d. single manual of undesirable

Tolson—---------- -13 OCT 1^1954
Nichols J3Z Previous to issuance of separate manualsstenographers

-li&d to resort to: Manual of Rules and Regulationsr-for instructions' 
MOhr° Stenographers frequently extracted necessary data, resulting tn

Un?

p^sons-^^^ personal manuals being, maintained by stenographer, Present 
tZh” Manual for Field Stenographers was. to achieve segregation of 
s^oo-^—SASentidl data, for .st eno orach ere,



JfewirandBa to 3lr», Tolson • 84416

ffXgg#FTV%g CONFERENCE CONST'DERATION! gDUtnew

Present at the Executives Conference of O/28/EA mere 
Messrs*  Bclnontf parsons*  Nichols*  llohr*  Sieod, Rosen*  Eevnrich* : 
Tanin and Hason*  The Conference unanittously recommended that this 
suggestion not be adopted*  . rz



9/29/54Mr. Tolson

SAG Letter 54-37, T,. (7/20/54) requested the field 
to stibnit views. concerning In-Service Training.

in the replies, a number of offices made suggestions 
or comments concerning the method of presentation of '. 
instruction. The essence of these comments boiled down is 
as follows:

1. More forum-type discussiojs rather than straight 
lectures. Use practical case technique instead Of lectures. 
(Detroit, Butte, Seattle, Buffaloj Bl Base, Anchorage, 
Miami, Mew Orleans, Philadelphia)

2..' Reduce time, that lecturers devote t.O: administrative- 
problems (Atlanta): stress policy with reasons therefor and 
stress investigative techniques (Salt Lake City, Albany)} 
change stress with changing times (Kansas City); Training 
Division should assist lecturers in improving their techniques 
(Honolulu). . ’ .

, .1 ‘ J • . . *

3. Eliminate review of material Covered in. SAG 
letters and Bureau Bulletins (Norfoik and Louisville) and 
Manuals (Butte)} make lectures more interesting and 
revise program periodically, make- wider use of visual aid's 
Galt Lake Gity).

4, Emphasize mistakes and how they should be avoided 
(Omaha, Mr. Mohr).

AD/ANTAGBS AND. DISADWTA&ESi ’• 1

None listed by field.

Toison BOARDMAN'S BIENS:
Boardman .. ■ *'*  ........................................... ;......................
Nichols_______

M.™ont~~ • ^he basic structure of In-Service. is well
Sb & turers time should be devoted to cases that were

Parsons

Mr. Si zoo
Mr. Barbe

Winterrowd____
Tele^Koom - ... ... _ .

Attachment

RECORDED -17

organizeds 
not



properly handle#,. why not, how they should have been, handled*  
recent trends, use visual Wd?af

? ss‘ .SOSSH^S VIEWS; >

Present prograft is fundamentally sound*'  Course 
■ should cover basic errors found, during field office inspections. 

Training Division should cover these for all categories. 
Devote more tine to getting, over to the field sources of 
criticism directed to the^BpreiaU-*.  . ... -

- ■ . . • ' ‘ ' •< * ' ' <•■' •

.. OBSERVATIONS; '> ■ , -.a- - ............. . ■■. k £ *.  . ■ -> > *
» <r *

: _ > , » - «*

The Training ahd .Inspection Division agrees that the 
forum-type method of teaching it desirable for In-Service Train
ing and that it encourages better class participation- and creates 

/ a higher degree of interest and stimulates thought ,oj? part of 
the class members*  ■ lecturers have been instructed to use visual 
aids where they would be of value, to grouse and maintain the 

.' interest af the class*  to-cite recent changes in Bureau policy 
; and to use showmanship to maintain interest and clear up any 

questions the dass may havb*  1 ’ > < * ' !

• , Routine, stereotyped, repetition of material set forth
tn- BAG letters must# of course, be avoided* ’ ILowever, some, of 

» ; the Bureau's mgst pressing problens are, the Subject of DAD. • 
letters and. warrant further emphasis and explanation during ’ * . 
InrSeruice Training^ aff ording the Agen ts ah; ^opportunity to

;. :. 'drscusf,, the prebiemg and .reasons for changes- ■in-Burebf pplicy.^

- &n Duly ig54y a conference for all In^Seruice
lecturers was held at which the need for enthusiastic presenta- 

. J tign of new ftaterfali disevssich/ 0/ important ggseSj andt need ' • 
j ‘for class participation was stressed, -

> / The Training and Inspection Division has d Continuous
■ ", program of monitoring Inservice lectures* ' This program will - 

be continued and constructive suggestions where pertinent will 
. 'be 'wade,*. • - ; ’ . •

PROPOSED PROGRAM; ‘ •
, revised ■

• / li That attache d/Ihstrue tors1 Guidance Sheet, be again
made available to all instructors appearing before In-rService 
Glasses*  This was last done in April 1953*  It has been changed 
ta add the instruction, that lecturers should encourage, class 

' participation*,  forum-type discussion^ use current interesting 
casesy and emphasise investigative techniques•

R



EXECUTIVES CONFERENCE CONSIDERATION: EDU:C.S;

The Conference of E/27/54s composed of Messrs, Tolson, 
Mohr9 Tamm9 RarSonsf Sisbo^ JZennrichj Belmont, Rosent Nichols 
andpMdson^ recommends unanimously favorablb.

2. That,- after, all of the suggestions have received^ ; 
fuliL Consideration and decisions made; another cghff rence be 
held for all instructors who appear before the in-Sier Vice' classes 
Ito discuss the f i eld fs reaction’s'.and to discuss constractive

■ measures for fmprQ,ve.m,ent. basedbn suggestions from the field and 
the Seat of Government, This conference should not be held until

'after all of. the suggestions' have been, acted upon,. and-proposals 
'approved die ready to be put into operation, ,

EXECUTIVES U&NFERENCE: GONS IDERATlUNi

' The Conferehce of 9/:2Tf549 
favorable, .■ . . - < . - '

recowTsezids, unanimously .'-

■S,; ■ After dll of the suggestions have been considered . 
and proposals, approved^ that each instructor who - has not Submitted 
anew, revised manuscript covering his lecture material duping 
1954 be requested to review his material and submit a new manur 
script: incorporating a fresh approach, 

EXECUTIVES COmRENCE . CONSIDERATION: • W; <?? ■ : * ' ■

The Conference of "9/27/54, recommends unanimously ' 
favorable, ’ ' .



irstrcgtors* gcibapce course for all bureau lecturers

I*  Instructors will Receive lecture assignments: from. Training 
and- Inspection division,, They mill be advised?

4. By schedule as to date, time, and topic, 

B,. Uhere to report for lecture, 

II, Instructors will be responsible for:

A,, Preparation and organisation of material in advance for 
lecture,

B, Preparation of any teaching methods that -mill be employed, 
such asr ' ’ ,

, ■ 1, Case illustrations

3, ' Use of blackboard ‘ (Training division mill be. * ►
• * , . ‘ glad to assist,. Consult

- 5. Slides Inspector C, C, Gedrty,
' ; ' .Room 5348, Give thought

4« llovies - - - to using visual aids,}

• -5. Specitiens- . : ,

&, Photographs ’

, * Gode- ibords. . \

Hisdellaneous ‘

Submission, of leotibre outline to Training and Inspection 
, division for approval prior to lecture date, ;

*■ * • ’ ■: ' v

>, >. - Arriving on time as scheduled and reporting immediately, 
before lecture to: ' -

< i, ' ‘
i

1, dustice iB'uildihg Office of R,. I,.. Sarto, Roon 5356

. 3, Old Post Office Building - Office of 
Roop, dip’

, .b6

3. PBI. Academy^ Quantico, Virginia - Office of SAC b7

SASs fetofe dtp



HZ. lectures must be presented in quality as to:

' ■ . 4*  Knowledge of the subject

• . / < h* itake a speechinstead be instructive,.. . . ' • '

Er*. Teaching ability : . ,

d. Enthusiasm . ...
■> %»

ZF. Instructor must: .

, 4. jSSeafc clearly, and . loud enough f or ail in. room to hear-- 
repeat question asked if class did not get it the first

' ' time. . ■’ ■ \ , . ••■ . .

B-.-; Eave knowledge Of subject and impart this knowledge . ' t. * 
• to. others. ,' ., ‘ . ...

' • 4 * s t ' 1

- .. . S. Be. enthusiastic. ‘ ‘ -

.’Si. Arouse- and tuatytqtn interest of others. f ’ ■

, -...liyget.elass^p'articipaityntyy^orum^type'dihcptyianh.. , 
'■■•’»' - . * '■ *.  . -, . « r" . * -

” ’ S. ' ffse currcnty interesting case ddteriul.’. ... ' "■ •/'
7'*1 '* • * * ’ • - , '

<' ‘ Keep lecture simple. •■ . " ■ ' • ‘ • '. '* , ’

■' ' d&fty across one idea at .d time-ty logical steps-. ., .
*’**?.  «•' ■ * * x ■ * - r * * - '

' ‘ do sloui. enough ihqdtfpil can take notes^ outlining'-•
: ' important potyts ty illUstrationis to class on blq.ckbtar^*

■ the- ujhole picture. . 1 . ■ ■. : . -

’ • ■, ffi te recen t Bureau pplitydnd other recent changes on 
j- ’ ..." ' topic. '. : ; -/.....

• \.. ; ‘ -. :-l- ; - ../ l ■ * ■.

"'X./ Emphasieq tnuestigattye techniques:' „ . . ■... • ;

‘ . ' ,1. Keep the student thinking. .

: "K. Allocate time properly s# important phases are not. ‘ .
. . ' glassed tyer*  but. are emphasized. ,,

Xi.- Use showmanship to keep interest, and to bl.ear up paint#..' 
■* - . » ' " * ‘ »■

Fi Instructor must not: ' ' . ’ ‘

A. Be Sarcastic ~ instead be* helpful. ’ ' , ?
' ’ ■ • * " ' - ‘ *



Q, Pace floor - but move enough to rest students, 

■ 22,.‘ Pfeterid to be enthusiastic, '

.<» Tell stories riot in line Or associated. with, topic.

• JP. Read lecture in; its entirety* .

<2‘, Tai &• as tlI,t - but instead as ^we.” . . • \

‘ H, Apologise -' but ride .hard points through*-  * . '

; ■S’al& off record -\no' ouch thing atIn^Heruiee,

■ j, ff.se profanity. - •• . ■ • •
■ - , y' ' ■ * 1 s 1 1 i ■ ’ >' '’ '

jti Tell students that they do not have to take .notes, .

•* . F2<* Attitude .Of students:- ' . . ,

. .; J,,- Iftd student will like to. le:drtl- iff p

J . 1,, t He is gipep thp fight'motivation-■

■ -Si. He understands what he is told, . > ,

. < . '3, He gets satiefaction from learning, ■' :d

, f 'b'ltgattyn of instyuatoff ' ■

- ' A, - Instructor 10til learn from. ezperiendeA of students,

..■ Instructor will command respect and d.isaipline while
. - . lecturing. Ho- now worry,about being a "good fellow” ..

■ ’ . ' ar tffust one of the ffoffs” to the extent of permitting
„ ’ ttaidti. on of good.died, ipllnd andlas tug typtrolOf

■’ < , clase. . ‘ • •’

, Hu Instructor must receive appropriate atteatiph of the 
class inasmuch as. they arc being paid to. ieath- arid 
gre obligated therefore to pay attention to the 
instructor, ,



2%e above thoughts. are not all conclusive but are 
brought but as salient points for guidance for 'Bureau instructors, 
Zectures will be monitored. by• theTraining and, Inspection: 
Bividich to make certain of prpper presentation*  Any - ■ .*
delinquencypill be. brought to the attention of the instruotop*:-  •

. . K - ‘ Bureau instructors Must give full, measure t&, thinking,
crgdnisatiop*  and presentation of lectures in a manner. aj7n:ed at 

‘ - perfection* ' ? • ‘ ’



Tolson 9/29/54

‘ -------- ■—II■■iiWTi-r-r* ------ — ~ ' "V* ------- I 1.1.1 L . A‘1>L CQnTAlHSf .

SIGGBGT10D BQ, 686-34 
s HADE BY jmM'IZar GETICE

-^SBO&BTTY CASES

Jn accordance with SAC Better $54-36 (Q) dated 7/13/54*.  . -• 
requesting the field, to. submit their thoughts relative to. further 
streamlining the Bureau's work*  the following .was submitted•

Stf&GESTTOlfa , . •

That administrative pages be attached to only two copies 
of reports in security-type cases being furnished,to the Bureau, 

PHEBEllT PiiOGEPUREs
, - t

Administrative pages, are attached to all copies of 
reports in Security-type cases being furnished to the Bureau,. 
It is noted that the field has been, instructed to furnish only 
two copies. Of. Administrative Reports and inasmuch as these reports * 
as isell as administrative pages*,  are not disseminated outside the 
Bureau $ it‘ is f el t^the. Bureau could adeguately handle its responsi
bilities; by requiring the field to submit only two copies of the 
administrative pages in security-type cases. It is also noted 
that in connection with the quarterly report an the Communist

- Party*  DSA* : only two copies of the report contain administrative . 
’ ; pages*  . ' ’ ...

.■ ADVAgTAGSSj- ■ .

('!) tfauld reduce the risk of disseminating.administrative 
pages by the Bureau to other government agencies, (B) Saving of ./ 
paper and stenographer time in assembling carbons for typing^ and f f 
assembling completed report, . . • ^-5£

DISAD^AHTAGBS '̂
Tolson ' f
Boardman--------
Nichols.______r Sone noted by suggept^^
Belmont;______ 1

LThr0: VBSEBYATI0,8r ’ aS&T . 18 OCT 1 ^954.
Parsons________

' Hr, A, &■». Belmont*  Domestic-intelligence Division.*  is
—opposed to the suggestion, Be points, out administrative pages 

tXTr^CZ?# this type of report are not extensive and far the most, part 
Gandy^11—®p<? devoted to identification of informants and leads, ^ht.s might 
0 A Sizoo & Barba

Qtnft ‘ - . ‘ . h y



Memorandum. to Mr. poison

save some time in assembling but a?ou2d not reduce actual typing 
time and might consume additional time, to insure the pages are 
attached to the proper reports*  Should the/field not du this*  
it would require additional time at the Bureau to affix the pages 
to the original of the reports*  Be must also bear in mind the 
long range objectives of the Emergency Betentian Program and have 
available at the bureau copies of complete reports for possible 
transmittal to the field in the event a given field office is 
destroyed by enemy attach*

Ee nates also that under the proposed suggestion addi
tional supervisory /time, would be required at the Beat of govern
ment in handling dissemination*  Under existing practices, after 
reviewing and analyzing the report, the supervisor need Chech only 
to insure that administrative pages have been removed prior ta dis- 
semination and is not. concerned with which of the. reports in the 
file have been pulled. Under the proposal,' with only two..sets. of 
administrative pages, the supervisor would be required to check in 
each instance to be absolutely certain that reports containing! 
administrative pages had mot been pulled*  , If such close attention 
Were. not. given*  there' would be instances in which Bureau files 
would contain reports having no administrative pages available 
at the „ - ■
jWTOzas - '

r,.,. .................................... JH.1,11 _ ,lal...... .

I_______  |o/ the Albany Office, submitted a
similar suggestion on 6/13/53, which was achsidered. unfavorably 
by the Bxecuiives Conference. This consideration is reflected in 
Executives Conference memorandum to Mr*  Tolson dated 7/3/53*  b6 . - ' * s b 7

Beeords and Communications Division, 
also submitted a similar suggestion on 9/17/53, which was, considered 
unfavorably by the Executives Conference. This consideration is 
reflected tn. Executives Conference memorandum to Ur*  folsen dated. . 
9/SS/5&,

' BXhVUTIVBS COimZEHCZ COffSfEEl&mEr EDMtCS

The Conference of 9./E7/54, composed, of Messrs, Tolsan,f 
Mohr*  Tamm*  Parsons, BisOa*  MenhTich-, Belmont*  Boson*  Michals • 
and Mason*  recommends unanimously that the present procedure be 
continued. L,/ . C .



• , In accordance with 811 letter 54-36 (Q)j requesting the
field to submit their views as to ways of further streamlining 
the bureau rs work, the following suggestions were made, 

SUGGESTIONS ’ ’ ' .

'. . : #664-54 Instead of writing a separate letter on Security 
, Informant Program interpieipSj the information be •_

. ./ included on the. Administrative Page of the report,. . .

: $665-54 Cover letters reflecting interviews in Security Matter 
. ■ cases be eliminated and instead the’Administrative Page

1 ' be used for this purpose. . .

“ - PRESENT. REQUIREMENTS ’ , ‘ •' .

... ' • . . (The- field may regyhft authority, to, interview a Security
.. ., - subject -who is. now .ah dative Communist., -,The. onig way they can 

s ; ^ihtfrvigw such an individual is. under the Informant- Programs
fthen the, tnterV.ie'w lias been conducted and the individual proves*  to

• y be cooperative information should be reported ds though it were 
a regular interview under the Informant Program, so the same rules 

. ’ would .apply, to writine of. memarimda where the sci interviewed:
- ,»'S aciuma-a pffg

. ■ ■ ‘ Manual of- Xnsffi$c^ion$ ^ecirion B?
reports should be prepared promptlp^illowing^tlyg^lntf'oviejO and

■ submitted to the Bureau as enclff/itreWto a cover membrahdum,, ^dch 
memorandum should include a definite, statemeni or conclusion of 

TnRon: the interviewing Agents as to the cooperativeness of the subject' 
N^hofe"'^2 Whether the information furnished by the subject coincides 
s^tPbubstantially with the information developed against him. Reasons 
Harb°. fgr the conclusions should be set out briefly, This 'memorandum 
p°^ should indicate whether the subject would be available as a witness 
Rosen—tn the prosecution of any of the individuals went toned by him and 
Itff.... should Contain, an evaluation of the subject’s, potential ap an

„ winterrowd[tnformant or confidential source. If further contacts are U-a 
H»no^°omg?ntemplated, the Bureau should be so informed., > . \

'S.A0 Letter 53-46, 7/14/53, Specifically provides' that it 
p/Vwill not be. necessary to summarize information furnished by t^c

dmgt, gg-MesbrC£i£od and SarbO- ... 1. ./•



Memorandum to Xfr. Tolson 

subject*  which is included in the report*

abvantagem.to sbggebtignb

■ The suggester feels adoption of the suggestions set out 
above would effect savings in stenographic timeand in paper costs*  
he pointsout 55. interviews were conducted each month in the. 
New York Qff ice dnd there.are 85 push. interviews pending at this 
time under the Security Inf or want Program*

■ 4 ’ ’ < K *

in connection with inter views in'Security Natter cases*  
SAG*  New York advised on. 4/12/54*  New York had about 300 outstanding 
Security Matter interviews ; on 5/10*  6/10 and- 7/12/54 there were, 
about 25Q- outstanding Security Matter- interviews*  and about 38 
interviews are being conducted per week on which reports and 
cover memoranda are. subsequently submitted', 

NTSABWIAGNS TO S&GGNST1&NS J’ ?/ . •

SAG*  New York states Bureau statistics regarding .these 
interviews would be obtainable only from Administrative. Pages of 
reports*  If the Administrative Page contained numerous names 
of other subjects mentioned by the interviewee*  some administrative 

'difflcMlti.es: in indexing .and dissemination of information might 
result dtlthe Seat' of Government if: J , ' '

.• . lir*  4*  Nt*  Belmont*  Bomestic Intelligence Division*
does, not favor adoption of theabove suggestions*  Be points out 
thgf ‘ tnformation how required in the cover memorandum frequently 
'Will require independent subsequent action by the Bureau with 
'respect to the subject*  particularly as- it' relates to the ■ 
.individual's deuelapmehi as, an informant and where action is 
neaessapywithfespeattg his Security IndetAtpi^q*  ft would be 
most undesirable to include information on Administrative Pdges. 
which would require Bureau action«, .

• ^r, Belmont also. States 'that stenographic time saved in 
elimination af hover memoranda would be offset by the necessity 
of having to prepare. AdmihtpprafitUq Pages of reports^ Because 'a - 
greater number bf copies of reports, are submitted fin ewcess of 
the original and one copy of the cover memorandum*  paper costs, 
would also be increased^

CQNFSRENGB B&NSTBESAITVN* EBltCS

The Conference of 9/27/54*  composed, of Messrs^ Tolson*
Mohr*  Tamm*  Parsons*  Bizqo*  Henhri.ch*  Belmont^ Rosen*  Nichols 
and Mason*  recommends unanimously that present^rocedure be continued^



HR. TGESOX

exeghtives gghferehge
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^fEy^RT^ON>HURVEILLANGE PHOTOGRAPHY

9/29/54
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SAG Letter 54^37^ paragraph T, (7-20-54) requested 
the field to submit views- concerning In-Service Training.

SUGGESTION: . ’IWIWII—Kllll !!■■■■<« !■■<■< . i

■ Hr. &, J*  Par sons included in his nenoranduw, a 
suggestion ‘frow Supervisor F, E, febb that an additional hour 
be added be the present one hour lecture on surveillance 
photography^ ’ ’ ' ■ ; , ■' • , ■

PRESENT- PROGEHTIRE: . , /' '■■■•’ ‘. . > _ * ;

.' , The.Laboratory indicated this lecture has -always 
■been handled in one hour* . , ‘

APWrAGES:. ’ '

laboratory states additional hour would enable 
oppdriunity to discuss sone of problems in current surveillance 
photography in eguipnent and techniquesy selection of proper 
equipment and draw ah experiences of Agents in this regards 

PlSAhFAmGESr /- * • •

JPhe present schedule would have to be revised to the 
extent of taking one hour dwdy- from sone other Pi vis ion,. ■ \

GOMHENTSs: * ' ' •• ' ' .■ < ' - . ;

The scheduling of various topics is constantly 
reviewed and revised, discretion must be used in selection of 

' tine for each subject natter * Should a division in the future 
—depire less tine consideration should then be. given to allocating 

,;an| additional hour for Suruetlldnce Photography, ’ ;

cc? Hr*  Sisoo 
t Hr, Harbo

X'
y ■ • y /. >

0QT„l^Kg



The problem of trying to find additional time for 
expanding the lecture on surveillance photography was discussed 
with Mr. Parsons, He stated that in his Opinion the Training 
and. Inspection' Bivisiori had always:\equitabiy'distributed the 
lecture time in’ the In-Service' course among the various divisions:. 
He recognised the difficulty involved in attempting, to expand- 
the lecture in question and the fact that time would have to 
be taken away from some other Division in order to accomplish 
this,. He felt that it is a matter which should be kept in mind 
for future action: ip the eVent that a reallocati.o.n of time 
becomes possible., ■ ?. . . " .

EIHCHimS. COHFSRSHGH OOHSlBHRATIONt EDH;'cs . ; ?' ' , •
,z » , - ’ > ’ 1 - - ' -

. ' The Conference of ^/2T/54, composed of Messrs... Tolson,
kohii Tamm, ParS'bns, Sipoo, denntichf Belmont^ Hosert, nichoIs " 

:\.dhd‘ ^ason, recommends, unanimously that the present procedure
: be continued.



ITr*  Taj son S’/'23/54

1, • -•■'■ ‘Eliminate preparation dhd handling, of communications'
merely stating wj?o Record!*' ‘ '

3, ’ Reduce mail directed to Bureau.,

•mi..,,. ■nTSABVANTAGEBt
Boardman ■; -— • - • - -
JNichols_______
Beimont_____ None apparent,,
Harbo - ______— '
M ohr ___________
Parsons- 
Rosen ~

ffr. Since ' . 
winterfowd— , gpr, 'Barba 
Tele. Room___ _

'^Executives Conference L-

/ * WCUJ— 5f*̂ ^2asWBf

SUGGESTIONS $718-54 & $713-84 ' '
' MADE BY WASBIWTON P1EEB OEBICE

2U^EGA^7E_RECDRD CHECKS AND ROUTINE

In accordance with SAC Better 54-36 (Q) dated 7/13/54, 
requesting the field to submit. their thoughts relative to further 
streamlining the Bureau1 s work, the following was received, •

.SUGGESTIONS: =

2. Transmit results of negative record checks to interested
off ice- by stamping copy of request ffNo Record11 in security-type 
cases, (718-54) ’ . •

£• Transmit routine leads in security-type cases directly
to necessary off ices without directing letter to Bureau, (719-54) ■

? ERNSEIT EROGEBURE: . . '

2. The results of negative record checks in criminal cases
cap be- handled By starping a copy of the reguest Re cardft and \
returning sdme to interested office. This has not been permitted 
in securttg-typc cases,

2:,. - There is no specific requirement that routine leads in
security-type cases be set out in a letter directed to the Bureauj. 
but many, offices follow this prdeticev . • • 1 * 3 4

ABVANTAGEB! /• ' .- r ;•■. ,ii in j ..... x ji %



Mr*  Belmont of the Domestic’ Intelligence Division" 
recommends adoption of both suggestions on a trial Masts, 

EtECffimS OOmBEDCE dDBSIDEPATKHii EDUiMew

• if you - If pda agrees there, is attached, an appropriate SAC 
iettep^ ■" - • , .

.Present at the- Executives Conference of D/SS/Ml were 
Messrs, MOhrf Damm, Parsons, Sisco, E'ennfich, Belmont, Rosen, 
Eo.llojB.gn, Eichols and Mason, The Conference unanimously

, recommended that this procedure be adopted on a trial basis; 
results of trial to be watched by Domestic intelligence division 
■and Ei eld inspection Staff and if any .change to the-old., 
procedure^ is war ranted such will be immpd.idt.ely recommended, ■



Pr. Tolson

Ewecutive& Conference

<?«4x .

, ; ’ Present at the Executives Conference 9/30/54 were
. . Uessrs,. Hohr*  Tawn*  Parsons, Sis.oo, Eennrich,B.elmont, Posen, 

Holloman, Nichols, and 1‘ason, -

Tt was presented to the Executives Conference that 
the Xdentifteation division has difficulty - in holding semiannual 
clerical conferences for Me entire division because there is: 
no buff latently large convenient meeting place,/and when employees 

; / are gathered together it is necessary far them to stand up 
throughout any such conference. It was pointed out to the 
Conference that the Tleio' fork Office handles semiannual Con
ferences of Agents on d squad basis because. bf the absence of . .

- a- meeting place which -is convenient and the Eecoras and Com-. •/.
* • mun.icat.iana divisionthe Seat of Government arranges for /. 

semiannual conferences of clerks absignc^O'ths Records Section 
■f: -on a unit basis for the same reasons* - . |, - . . /

f\ . ”■ ;

The Sseaiitiues Conference felt that instructions . 
should be issued persiitiing the far ger divisfdhS -at. the $eai.

- . °f ^overmnent tv hold sectionaThr uhit semi'annuai ~confereaaes *
for clerks inlidu of divis ion-wide confere hoes, for^ these- 

, smaller c^ifsrendea ViOUld make passible more iutidatecontdOt ' 
y with- employees and would assist in getting iiiptruottons .across.

to employees, since this. t& much easier with a smaller group 
than with an. wndulf large group. If ypudgree^ there .are attached 

' . apprapriate instructions to the Seat of Government’division ' . . 
headsl'

■ Attachment

^r* ^ieOO tioaraman. ■__. tx
Nichois;. &r^ itarbo
Belmont__ ~
Jiarbo _ ^..
Mohr jiHr^A. m 
'Parsons. y _. 
Rosen< _ _ .
T.amm___ • . _ _ %
Sizoo ' •
W-iaterrowd /• 
Tele. Room ,_^__ . -
Holloman_____ _ "
Gandy _? _ _a- J ~ 7-7 k j ..

all COrtTAI^
rHERE9 

PATE

i !S

'■A'

C Ml

e



Ur. Tolson

Executives Conference

fVctrEETItiN NO. 450-54 
. , MADE BI DENIED OFFICE 
^/NUMBED THREE CAPP

9/2?/54

all rn^-Lj-no^ wutNftn 
HDISD

In. accordance with SAD Letter ^54-38 (0 dated T/13/54, 
requesting the field to submit thei.f thoughts relative to further 
streamlining theBureau’s .work, the following was received! .

SUGGESTION: '

That Agents'not be required to insert telephone, numbers 
on Number Three Cards as to .where they might be: reached during the 
day. » . ’ : . •.

FNESENTFEGCBDUEEi ' ' . - -

• Manual Of Rules and Regulations, Section £ (14d), page
* 10, states: ^The l/uxber- 3 regis ter card is a four-by-six inch

,')>• salmbn-colpred card printed on both sides. The name, .date., time 
< out, probable return, file number, destination (name and.'pddress), 

|v I phone numbers, calls, 'and time in, including reporting for duty, 
/ it ' i*e.  exact time of registration, in the morning shall be entered 

: by employee using it. ; 2%e two-way radio car number should be
shown in place of phone numbers. The whetepbOuts of employees 

5\l must be indicated on the number 3 card at all times including 
bff-dutg hours.n 5 .. . . .

X ’ ’ - - • - " .................................. ■ J ''

AIWANTA3ES:; v ' • • .

N
Baring in Agent time in not having to: look up telephone 

numbers. Euggcsier Believes if it is necessary to contact an 
'.’Agent by telephone-, thd switchboard, operator can loth i»p the 
number*  ; - ; . ■, . ~ ■

ttERVATIbN&t

None noted by suggest er, _ — j/ & $
Toison.—— «• ' * :»" * ' ' . >-■

.B<ardman_J^£r*j™ fTijKS'* Cl * >”’ ' ,

13 OCT 2O3S4 " '

i&tEGjfcgye Biu^efcn, feels that
Parsons _r3»er? a telep&oae nussber is inoun tt should bTinserted on the ^ZXSaisr ffv“s Otherieiss, it i»M. nvt ba included f *

Sizoo_ ____

Hoiion«n^,7?iessr^. .^JIsoo <3 Bar bo



Memorandum -to Mr, Tolson # ■ '

COMSISMRATIGIh

This ease suggestion was previously submitted by £££ 
£*  '$• Proton and by letter da Jed 9/11/3% he was advised that 
the Manual suggests the listing of information which, would be help
ful in contacting Special Agents in an emergencysuch, as the 
nuaes and telephone numbers of contacts or the identity of the 

/ two-way radio car which may be utilised by the Agent*  Phis pro- 
vision was not intended to require Agents, io conduct detailed, 
research for the- purpose of ascertaining telephone numbers of 
individuals they will contact f or shaft periods of timeduring 
the course of their outside investigative activities*  ft is

■• •, * not planned that an Agent will show the telephone number of every 
person contacted, for this would require expenditure of a gfeai 
deal of time in listing telephone numbers which would not help 
materially in locating the Agent*  It is nated/hat Special Agents 
in Charge at Washington field and. fewafh, and’ASAC Hargett of few 
lorf were contacted, with regard to this suggestion and they felt 

. no change should be made in the current practice or in their 
interpretation of the Manual*  ■ 1 ■

CGfmBNGM MTStCS . ". .

The Conference of 9/S3/3df composed of Messrs*  ^plson^ 
. Mohrf TammParsons,. SiSOdj, Mennri.ch,, Sblloman,. ffelmont, Mosen, 

Michals and ffarbo, felt that the present procedure .should be 
continued for the reasons indicated herein**  ’

1/7 ' . ' . :



Ur*  Tolson

£%ecutiuss conference

SVGGWX01I Mfa 738-54
dads wx uxcodds 4^ GoigrtffixcATiws division

In accordance with £A.C letter $34-36. (Q). dated 7/13/54 
requesting the field to submit. their.piews relative to further 
streamlining the bureau's work., the fallowing was receive dz 

KtfG&XJlTTGflf - .

That employees of the. Director 's office who call 
files for the purpose .of securing background information regarding 
writers of incoming letters cease their present practice of sending 
the f iles bach to the file Section atfhe end of the day and 
institute the practice off ending thes^^lss.- to- the Head of ' 7
the Correspondence fnit of^rtwe Decinas faction after having

XDXSfyX PJZA’GTIQB?

1

•f*

Xmplayees of the Director's Office call files on persons 
corresponding with the Director whose incoming correspondence is 
routed through the Director's Office to gain some identifying 
data., which is given tc the Director with the incoming letter, y 
Xn same cases this data is typed on a slip of pink paper .and 
stapled to the letter, but is often removed before being received 
by C'rine Records Section, for preparation Of a reply, These botes 
arc usually very brief and do not give enough inf ormation- to. assist 
in preparation of a reply nor da they indicate if all files on 
the writer of the letter have been checked, Shese files are held 
until the evening of the day received and are then thrown out for 
return to the file Section in the fdeni if lection. building,

When the letter i& received in Grime Records the .fol
lowing day no files accompany it and no list of references, is 
attached, The name of the correspondent must then be searched 
through the indices and the files pulled (a‘duplicatioh of what 

BSan. already been done by the Director's Office), Since the files 
jiichoisXZhave hot usually been returned to the file Section they must be 
^f '^laedd ch locate, 
Mohr_________ / Af

Parsons

Tamm_________ _ / _

’ (1J &ill ewp^^e pre^ratlon‘’Of^lettersxhrr> Grime
Teie.7oombeards*  (Df u.tll eliminate duplication of indices searches and 

of the Same files by the Director's Office and. Grime

&J/r, Darba ; ■

OC-T 1 • -,54
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Memorandum. to Mr. Tolson

Records Section, $3} Will .eliminate the necessity for the /He 
Section to. locate files returned by the Director fs Office which 
have not been filed at the time they are requested by the Grime 
Records Section.

DISADVAMTAGMS: . .

(1). Some- additional wort will be required of employees, 
of th e Director ^s. Office, but oply to the extent of. making a 
call to the Pile Section and transf erring the files tb the head, 
of the Gorfespondence Unit of Grime Seconds Section, (S) ft 

.> may sometimes Occur that files may be sent to the-headpf the .
Correspondence Unit of Crime Recordy on a piece of correspondence 
not handled, by Grime Records.? however, since the file will be. 
transferred^a him on Rile Section records,, it should not be hard 
to locate.. Employees of the Director "s: Office are generally 
aware of the type of mail handled by Crime Records and can send 
to them, the files, which pertain only to that correspondence

. handled by Crime Records. . , ■ . . '

. iirfli*  Mi. -Sichols^ Meebrds and Gommunications Dipt si bn., 
and- ur*.  'Gi/SbiToman*  in the Mir actor ls Office, are in fat or 
of the suggestion:.. Gr*  Gollbman. suggests, Homeoer,. that'instead • 

/ A0*̂ proposed procedure that Once or twice a day the- Mile 
r [section -mightsend som&deG by tc get files and carry $hem to > 
y ,yhe Grime Mefprds Section dnd.Techargh thefa*  ; ' ■ ,

f/MGffTMS gGOffS dHmA[ldWi ■ -SGUtCf '

■ The Conference of O/GT/bd, composed Of Messrs. Tolson, 
Mohr, Tamn-i; Parsons^ Sisoo, Sennrich, Belmont, Rosen*  Gichols 
'and.Mason,., irecommends, unanimously favorable only as it applies , • 
to the bn^d' Records. Section*.  /



Mr. Tolson 9-30-54

The Executives Conference

^etratnInc Wtw ' . ALLniFemTj.o?ioomirjg»
- ~oz arcociate^^^ <“

Fron 1936 through 1941 there, was an ann.uaj^Natiangl 
^^^My-^^ifg^j’fasessionin Washington, D*  g.,./ suspWnJe^d^vug 
wyfrj^einstt no session ,in 1948; 'last- session was
in 1949. At. the 1949 session registrations were: graduates 451; 
guests of graduates 230; FBI personnel 94; guests, of FBI personnel 
?• Total: 782. Director has already approved retraining session 
October 17-21, 1955, Although this- is more than a year away,- plans 
should be laid now; considered by Executives Conference 9-29-54. 
Present at Conference were Messrs*  Mohr, Tamm, Parsons, Sisoo, 
He hnrich, Belmont,. Posen,. Holloman, Nichols and Mason. ■ •

exe'cHtivec W-mtoflggwzzwgzr’ j•' i '' 1' L'-L ■•'' "■'-1'11'”1 11 ,-ri' - ■'■ \ •■’ --n 1 tjitt-
Z. Retraining session be held October 17-21, 1955, 

and panel forum, types of instruction be provided on. following 
topics (subject to any timely additions desirable later): Police . 
Orgdndeatton and Administration; Eeleptio.n and Training of 
personnel; Juvenile Matters; Disasters; Criminal Investigations; 
lecture-, on. Gotimuhism.. . .

2. Fallowing committee chairmanships be approved:

Tolson • 
■Boardman 
Nichols jgPV 

' Belmont , 
HarEo_____
Mohr — 
parsons____ L'
Rosen - - .
Tamm - 
Sizoo_____ _
Winterrowd ___ 
Tele. Room __ 

‘Holloman___u
Gandy _ -

.61 OCT 4. 1954

GenerPl Control Chairman. ' Mr*  
Prognans .Chairman - Mr,
Registration.Chairman --'Mr*.
Press and publicity Chairman^ Mr*  Nichols.
Finance Chairman
Entertainment Chairman 
Transpo rtati on Chairman 
Mousing Chairman

M-iZOQMr*  Sieoo
Mr*  Nichols 
Mr*  Marbo.

“BORPED.-79.

Tolson'' 
Harbo- 
Boardman^

- Mr*  Callahan 
- Mr, . Tamm v 
- Mr*  Mohr
-■ Mr. Rogers^ <

' INDEXED • 79
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.3, ihere are 33 Agents who. have been counselors to
FBI National Academy classes and it is believed that 16 of these 
men should be called in to assist during the session and be 
scheduled for In-5ervice training at the time of the retraining be 
session, fhe 10. recommended counselors are; b?c

fames C, Kennedy 
George , E< Carlson 
James R, Nicholson

* Bah Antonio
* 3an Antonio 

Boston

fullis j}, Easterling - Habile
- San Francisco

Ji Vernon luckeu * Phoenix
James Burrett — Albuquerque - Boston
Percy 7. Richardson,' -> New Orleans F, Fleming Nason « Eavannah
Elmer Fletcher Kansas City Frank lieech ifi ami

- Cincinnati - ‘ -■ Kansas City
Sobeyrt ifobre1 ~ Charlotte r- Atlanta.

4, There are 90 National Academy graduates still in 
field (after excluding those graduates, who have also served as 
counselors) and it is. recommended that any of these 90 graduates 
who will be due for In-Service training between now dnd October 17, 
1955, hdve such In-Service training postponed until, the time of ' 
the National Academy reunion,: .

5, Conference recognised that it is not .possible ta 
provide: accurate figures as to how many graduates will attend 
retraining session but noting that in. 1949 451 gttehitgd and in 
view of the juany requests for a retraining session, it is entirely 
possible that from 1000: ta 1500 men may Show up; many: will bring 
their wives and families, Conference therefore, felt there should 
be a carefully planned program of entertainment- not only for the 
graduates but for their families, including, tour of Quantico, visit 
to Naval Gun Factory, visit to Naval Academy' at Annapolis, tour 
of Washington, luncheon for wives,.t Butch heat reception, and 
other items concerning which recommendationswill be made by the 
Entertainment Committee,

S. Conference: felt that there should be a. registration 
fee to. be paid by each person attending the retraining session and 
the registration fee should be sufficiently large to cover two or 
three of the entertainment functions in Whole or in part; Voluntary 
subscriptions be authorized for investigative personnel in the



ft-eld and at the Seat 0/ Government*  exact amount to be determined 
crgr plans crystallise*  possibly in the neighborhood of from two to 
ft-ve dollars*  Registration fee for the 1949 retraining was $2*50  
for wen and $1,00 for each wife or guest*.  Any Agent who wished to 
contribute voluntarily was permitted to do so, There*  is approximately 
$&* jO0G: in the treasury, of the, Rational Academy Associates and 
inspector Rogers is confident they- Would, be willing to use whatever 
portion may be needed to finance a retraining session in Washington*  
3Mzts will have a bearing upon the extent of any voluntary subscriptions*

I ‘ . Appropriate action in this- regard will: be taken
l depending oh the director1swishes*

,1 . K Although training is to: be of a panel forum: type*.
is recommended that the Director be requested to. address the 

g.rodp and that there be a talk by president Kimbrough of the 
Motional Academy Associates,,,

8. At past retraining sessions there has been a 
banquet at the Mayflower and this is considered a high part of- 
entertainment di any retraining session, The majority of the 
Conference felt that' there should be; a banquet in connection 
Tb’ith this retraining session- attd the' maj'ority consisted of: 
Messrs*  Mohrj Tamm*  parsons*  Sisco*  Senprich*  Belmont*  Rosen*  
Moiloman and Mason*  .

J? ' bn the other hand*  Mr-*  Tolson earlier expressed the 
* f ' • view there should be no banquet and Mr*  Michols agrees with this 
' C. viewpoint*  ' .



The i/i rector

The Executives Co'ifore.nce, 
.OATS

d
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. Present at the Executives Conference 8/1&/54 mere Uessrs*  
Ifohr, Tam.ri, parsons, AIzqo, Belmont, Kennrich, fenper, tiinterrowd, 
hichols and Eason, At the moment we are scheduled for evacuation to. 
Shepherd College, Shepherdstown, 17< Virginia, ih the event the 
President orders that me evacuate Washington/ we are considering 
the feasibility of transferring evacuation headquarters to the 
FBI Academy at Quantico, Virginia, but this decision, must be held 
up until the Telephone Company has completed its engineering Survey 
a.s to whether communication lines can be established to*  all ooihts 
of the country without having to clear through the telephone 
exchange in fashington. , . ■ . ' , '

A key problem in connection with tiny evacuation is the 
availability of necessary records, At present there are 27,000 ’ I 
individual files (40,00'0 volumes) appropriately, narked with an Ifi 
orange band scheduled for evacuation from Washington if such an u)f 
evacuation becomes necessary*  These files, in excess of 19 tons*  
are in daily, use at the Seat Of Government,, and to move them gut 
of the building tremendous" problems will have to be solved in 
accumulating the files, carrying them to. a true#, obtaining trucks 
and then arranging for the trucks to travel to the relocation site . 
under what could well be hazardous conditions, Records Section, has 
estimated it will take- two hours during a normal workday to- assemble
the files on a loading platform/ 12 hours at night or over a week 
endv The Air Force does hot contemplate that it-pill be able to 
give as: much as two hours advance notice of a bombing attack until 

\ sometime.in 1957*,  Consequently,, any plan tp evacuate a mass of 
files from Washington during the interval’between notice of an 
impending attack and an actual bombing, is probably doomed to failure 
If we wait until after the bombing before seeking to mope files, 
there mag be no files to move, or then may be so radioactive as to 

Tni^n hti useless*  The General Services Administration has inaictited that 
.Bcatdmn.uia soon as they have notice of an impending attack, they plan to - 

their trucks out of town immediately while empty in-order to a. 
Hafbo fr&sp the trucks from being destroyed, . ..|„.| Q
Parsons_______
Rosen Qn the other hand,
l^m-from the AB-B0C Committee on 
Winterrowd.Ji*!.  i'l/"' » 

Teie-.

.Gandy__c.e -• 1/r,^ Bcrbo 
?tr, BiDoo

the FBI is obligate^ ^f^ff,ndum 
Alert Planning (office of Defense

RECORDED - 23 .
9



Mobilisation which supervises for the t/hite. Soyse war plans o^**^  
key..agencies^ .dated 3/26/34 instructs} (J).all emergency relocation 
be planned for the duration of the war rather than far a temporary 
9&~da.y period ds was previously .the rule} (2), Government' owned ' ‘ 

■ facilities be used ta the maximum extent'possible} (3). all persons 
- performing essential war functions be. scheduled for relocation}- 

id) liave. adequate'transportation available for moving all . 
scheduled personnel to the relocation Site} /b) keep active the 
prograin, of selecting:indispensable-’operating records for dupii- . 
cation in a repository outside of the tat get area, " ' *

•/ * Tilth regard to ^.relating to. having operating records 1 . 
available , the -Sar flaps Coordinator of the Traipihg lnsy.egt.ioh ..

•.Pivipipn proposed to the domestic intelligence division that} .

■' >t. ’ , ' pne: qopy of every summary report on each Security Indew - -
.? ; ' subject be withdrawn, from J;he Seat of Government or field

;• file and that ia the<futute when such, reports are being- .
•• • " ■ prepared:, an extra copy: be: made} all Such-Copies be sent to • . 

; ; the fpi'‘Academy :at)Cuoihti co wh;eie:,an openrfop .folder Will:.
: ' be. prepared far

( i'z‘\’aan 'be, placed within. the-:foldet} folders' to bo- th . alphabettpai
■■/ .ttgrder} the- fil&s/tq .be ’retained in the attic at--Quantico; - ■ • \ 

. r ’ J which:'Js/quit& safe rU'hd hds d. concrete flopr} it. ts estimated 
‘ ' ’about three hours^>clerical work per day wotld be nceessdry:

f, 'and t^e '.cuantiba staff will ehdedvor to. absorb this., without - 
■■additional personnel .at. this'-titre} .copies'of these summary ’' ' 

; < tcpCrtS would then tp available f qr use if Quantica becomes
’■■ -:. -■ .gaf. epergena.yfheadqud.rteipsisi fpr.',^ to.;shepherds^ ;
f-„ / , tpwp.if thht:rena-ips puf transporta-f' f

f'\- ^tpn’frbn Quantigt'to:ShepterdStOi^,'shoild pose little or ' -
. no problem*  ',..x ‘ ' '•/ .•/ ‘

./ The Training f- Inspection.■pfvisiVTt, pade.this proposal / 
hecaifseii:- ,t 7 ; ' •'. .<'■•

1,^ Any' plan, tp: ’evacuate spci^fty Index .patdsfiyoald ' 
make- available at- 'ftuantiep .only 'the "barest of inforrndtlbh^. such ' , 

' gs ' name dnd aitds,;. citdfsnsh.ipj.o residence and business 'addressee^..
< file ■number3 I'ist'gf 6 fganie aligns of -which the .subject has -’been ' * 
i* *4  member’ or affiliate apd an indication as to whether the subject 

had bpen trained in s.abptgge3 etc,. Training & Inspection division’
■’ _• feels this, is very little information on which to base either a . 

fugitive hunt or to endeavot to conduct hearings in the event • .
\ ^edt df .ffpvernmeni files, and'those of a pertinent field off ice



i^'°dld^;both be destroyed^ for example, ddStructifon of files in , 
. /Zeata^ -ptyg# be■ effected by-one bomb and Semarh+Se& f&rfc

. in the .putted States, accordingtothe Military*
- V - *<;r \ '■ ■ -;' ■'- ■■■"■ -V"-;'.' • > ' 'v ■ /■': r ' ' /■ .' ' ■

, ■'‘̂ ..- f^e .w'o.uld' hnye tO'hap.e. ihfgnmatigh phich 'C.ouid.hef t..
.tg hbfp geautitp Index" .suhfeOts after .appreaehSi-on and it ’ ' r *'  

\n°% soupd tp assume that’-d bombing'of peiy. fork^stba^k isbdld,
f ,d..vd^ entire, 3n ited States, dnd',::-‘

cbndequdntdy^ ^egdtity fTid.ez/sybfectd at Atlantic dity^ ' Trenton, 
...5*̂  Other. places in; few- fers'ey ^.oulp '-be aff orded, .the..contemplated 

'V ^drihgf dnd tie- 'wapldfyfir&-^lkdve evidence-"t'a: hold. these;pepplef
-t '. • V ' . • ,, 7 • -., .’ :"•' ’ ■, , •■ - - . ' - - -v ' ‘ •-'-' ’ .

i '•’’ ,. • V . ■■ 3» Since we/drAgdlrhadyfundef orders from the Off ice. . . '.
-Pf Defense, yahilizgtrbp to duplicate’-essential bpdratihg regards/--v 
dndf it .impossibleto. duplapPt^dll of four / ’
Ppcpri.ty filesf, the.^ost^e'bonpm,icai and. pfacpfcalrpr.obeaufe'' •• .,’;
of Pears to ff .set, aside 'copies .-of sutzmhry' reports fdt Quantico ’’■ ’

.;. /p’J* the;po:st e.ssenifdi. ftZps^ ,.■•<
f pPppgpp-cerfhin' pspipndpo-.hhbfects:,-.''. ” -•'-.V;"'. y,;-; •■•' ;•■■'*/■'■•.,<*

'*'■■.  J'-'.:’’ '•'. z '■;> S" ■ f.f ..-■ .<.<< /' ■■\
■ /" '’4 dttp-'lht^figenOpi;-^dtsipp^\;dS^p''-cotprteff ;-f
■ ■' P^ppeSftphf 'stdtedt ?: ' ■’' "V-x* ' '-.'A ’ ■ ’ ‘i-'k;

■’'■ .•■’"*/'  \ ■■ ,; ! ’ ’■ , -'A '?• ., ■ '''•’•/' ”‘ J. . */„•  -f?r.'> ’■ , ' *S''? ’* ■ ’'r'\-'

< '"„ - ’‘t :fh*f0rtLd:hp$enif&b3^tOrT^  ■
'-. 'ttidt spchr iitp
.'■\'fife,s. tail <^e, tidoed. tp. t^'this fp'',ppS!S;ibie^t '.'?

.• '^p^p'.e.gp-ept • op' r-elbdat.$ph’fi '.fhp :Pdtib;PtOb 'PpAhip'' ia^atp^i2oo;'th'^ f ’ 
''';>^i.pisfdp'fipilrfepmprppibfpppperi^:^pbidt.e p^e^mmery&dpf ^ohdif^.' ‘ 1 
'^Ibi'ons^odP^fplbo^ddhpsd^pi^^d^upStoPr/in^pP^^re^seiiijig i&Pff’f 
‘ '■'copies.. DUphtipd,: ■;^^.Id'fihp^e^ppi^ap•'<;

P&rt gif ff; ‘f 4
, „■ '^deiz^ ^nb'fept.s.bpfho ;pftippfcbdstitnt&-^
\ Df^lce; hop.pot ‘ f
, ft'^\a:^TdfpP-pergpnt ‘apb of gits s gas op;-- tbepeforp^ P.p wa.uid;;no’t be.,.; ' :,. 

''■'jfpppe^ing mdnij of thg''^e^fdf^base.sfppff-pe\Speurftp Thdepf --^e.
‘ •- tonpfd'nop h’ube'pufmpgf^ repgptsy'bd‘~t^C' thodspndp \of gapes;, pop, - '•/■•' /;•'■ •• 

-;: midet ■tnge.dfipatipn  ̂fcrpconefd^rd^t^dp^tp.-, plgfastfh \. ■ •■,vv.

’■ * -‘̂ e;ppfi.tpfndex-'f r;dn^‘&bftpP propoboi^ ph''paufd'. pbtfpe^'pen&d^p'db^pf 
,reports‘in. all dniffehpigha^e 'i^

■. . ^PttonS'j^ldhbp' fnftlfration eases.f tregsoH,. f&pditfonj. Ppitptbr fff 
. ■. grptips& dndipthep 'pending bayes\in;'the Tnieftid-l Sebiifity $ec.ttbiif-. \ 
\ fft.cdji be dr^ed^fhgtgnll of'these capes.' constitute-. indljSppnsable.. < 

'■'■pd&o.fd'S 'and., thenefbtej /should be. tfdnspitted po ^uOnttgo in.
; &dv.anOei Thp‘'tfdnsiiiittdl nf Security

prdoid:p;us,ti3ith infdtmdtioh: to produce at.hearings
■Of those. petPbns, to ^hoim'the'.fepofts xtppfyf apprehended; Unpen.the-. • 

. * Smergehcy. Detention ’Program and when -tfie f id--.offigeyf pl.es-yhgv'e-...’, 
Isgen destroyed^ ’^ordhllfff the field dopy of 'the-.- reportmould be;-' 
Ptilized, r fhe summary:, reports loould giverus:, some information of , 
Value' if a fugitive fboeStigdti.oh, - buf not 'thP harke. degree of. . ?

- .?'''«/ < _/c-.-... ■ '■*  --■- - -



infftriftition .that the complete file would give us$ tts the. SiSWiriz 
reports are written from tfte standpoint ftf available information ■ 

?and euMenfe^ than to locate a fugitive, If the a/.
yewgrk.jfor ^dmplef a» a^osi £>onS^ and the dtty of
Hqshingtbn^ ff ip also struck, resulting in dep&lttion Of bur 
files 0$ both loadtiotis# it. -is. iagiddl to assume that there will

. be little need-fnr summary: reports on Security Indeft subjects-
.... Taaa^ed in .Seftarft anft- imftedtata area> estimated aft put of the 

w^-'subjects ftn the Newark ft er rtiory^ ■ Vnder/ihe extreme emergency
' - conditions which wvulft exist following. ah atonic-bombing,, up until 

.. the war u.as often> it is doubtful that the destruction pf. summary. ’ .'*
’ reports pn a-SP.ftl.1 group, of .'persons' apprckhndeftwoulft ftarrant; , >.■ -A 

■-_■ saddling: the.^ftreau nus& ffth a program? -of ftdintaining ft large . \ ■':
number of reports- gt ^uantiao/oft ft ftoniip.uipft basts#' involving an . 
increfts.ing amaftnt. of upkeep and expenses fhe &iv%fti&n does not a "’.

* agree that’ the getting up. and maintenance of'these files, at QuantipO 
r,’msftld be inewpensipe but# ratherftfeels that the procedure moulft /’

?■’■ ftp ftrnpeppive both. gs. to money ^ahd Pahpomer on-a continuing basis! - .
Pffectifta^ 'ftfty repbpfts\nathiginef dt ftftantie:O..s.houid go . f 

ftegonftP fthe. ifttftidl ^fthftary- r&pftrts on ’Security ' fnfteft? suftjbtftss, and- ':
''■■ additional reports to keep the .fHoe uft tp dateftbftld ftun mell r

... beyond ^OjQOO ft year, * '■ ’’ - . ••, .. !.*- ‘_ - ■*•  '• , , i «'< -- »**  ‘ ‘ ’■*  * • ■ ' , • . ' . . l"

/.W. sumftdrpi tsftmding 3U&&brftreporfts -on .£ft&nit.'y Index’.-f'‘.- 
' mould ftiftp us only ftarftial insurance;,} covering only thofte
ftsUftftdftts' <n fthgft.pftft^dr.y ''reportn:ftatie ■been pritt'eng fthe reports--*  ” \ •

■ . mpulftfte needoft 'for-^ejarings Only in the: relatively.' small nuftber -of 
.-'■cfts.g-Q. rfhepo fftftld. nspprth. mere ftest.roydft hft enemy, qcftion/gnd the.'

<•• 'subfeats, fttero sfill-plifte.dftft apprehehded^ ' thft dt'sftftf. ftftbting. up . 
'A., and mdintdirinft evbft'ftft.e. partial files- sftggbftted wiil'-ift' vftry ■ "■'■'. , ‘ ; 

. . . teaseriaf and: the tnaftrhnee.afforded ftdes not ft'dvftdht the move-
/suggested^ . ■•'■-■ " - ' \ .'“" ’ ft ~ t ' ' '. ^‘
\ • : ■■ - . • * ■, . .' - j- •; '■-■ • .■ ~'

-• ..A ., •_ -A' .••< ^hft. Iftae&tift ‘Thtsll'ifte'hce' ftivision^asia ■counter . - . -•
teftygestion aoftteviplatedi '.. .' 7 - . ./ A;-' ■ '•'

'. .' • A '■' 1*.  fteftliUft up- in:'.fdgnftiftp ft complete:set. of Security A”. -■
■ Index oahdg^ ineluding photograph and despripiion^-where ftftgtlablefr 

ftsep thsse up to date'at all timesuse them for control of the
• f emergency detention prograp, .Ropestift lnteilifteh.ee division ^points’

. out-thfs mill not provide ixifornation necessary for d. hearing
, but. that field copies ftf ihbastigdttv.e-reports can .he used 'for 

hearing .purposes#\ if. available, / .*  ' * -A ' -



2. Where are. thousands of pending Security Hatter - ff 
■cases3lookingtoward investigation and inclusion in the Secruity . 
Index} no record exists at. the Bureau on dll such cases as. new 
ones are received’ frequently b,y field but' not immediately. reported

1 -fe-o? Bureau. BomestiC intelligence Bivision. feels that in an ' 
emergency , field would be instructed to work dll pending Security 
Hatten cases promptly and present to U.S. Attorney and , .-
simultaneously notify Bureau} this would throw responsibility on 
the field but would not give Bureau individual control of such • 
Cases} Domestic Intelligence- Division feels this is a logical • '
step; under emergency conditions*. ■ ! • . . •• ••• ,

. ' ’ ■ 3*  Set -up a duplicate set of Domestic Intelligence
division assignment cards at Uuantico on .all other cases in the .' 
.internal Security Section:}. such as: Soniiunist Party, front, groups; 
treason, sabotage.^ splinter groups,.1 etc*}  hiring these cards,up : 
to date monthly}. this would give a control as to cases, which are 

’ pending and wcuidenable Seat of government. to follow the field..

h*  .fbllbw same procedure as . to-pending cgses in ;
; Espionage Seatibniy sending duplicate assigbweht cards, to ,f‘. , .
- Quantico-monthly*;  ’/ ‘": ■ f . „ ■•,■„.. ’•- • /■'-'•

.’Domestic intelligence Division‘proposes: gibfiles, go 
to ^n.antdc'b}-- should conditibnsnpermtt immediately subsequent ip ' •• .

: evdeyatiop, tr&nsmit .all .pertineni se&urity files to Quanticbi. l
if conditions do not permit . subsequent■ ..evdcudtlcn the Bureau will J - . 

' :still hdve sgme contfbis from which to bpenaiel f1; - f . Y'-' . i

, It is the position of ^he draining' *3  Inspection division ■?'... 
jlhat the sending of assignment, cards bn 'secuyitf'type case's and

\ 'security index- cards to Quanticb do ‘noi comply hiih. thb,. regulations if 
of the Office, of defense yobilisdtion to duplicate indispensable ’ 
operating records and pht them in/a repobitbry '.Outside the target - »'

, drea$ -that bur f atldre to have .at. least epseniial.Worhing records 
available at Quantic f would nepep be embused by the President - 
and the ^mericah people in the event records of some-field office .' 

', - and the Seat of doyernmeyi -are nimultah&ously..destroyed, ■ which .is - \ 
a distinct possibility}. post of maintaining the duplicate:, records , 
gt ^lianticp would be negligible, presumably lend than year,.

' BlEOyimS110013^0fllOBr • f. ..J ■/■ _ ■

* i,; .As to -whether summary reports on.SecurityIndex and
key espionage cases should be sent to ^UantibC} there was divided,, 

. opinion*  ^he majority, Messrs*  Hohr, lawn.,. Pars Ohs.,.- Sisob,, Belmont,;



Uennriehy ’Jinterroud^ Keeper fsnd Tr. Boardman iiho mas nuTfe prc&enij 
oeZiey® '&hai the Bonestic Intelligence division has. tahe.nthe 
h.o^ practical approach by suggesting that copies of Security

I Index pgrds and the assignment cards relating to cases supervised 
Mthe Boinestic Intelligence -division be sent to Quantico in
llei& of copies of summary reports,- The nafority felt that. the 

' Bureau should not create a ‘fhiteelephant" and oyer a period of .
years Security Index files <£t Quantico mhu'ld gr'ov)s therh' 

. t?,wZd ye deletions and additions and that the Bureau could not 
afford the expense. _ . '-■■ v > . . .. .

A . V , 1 ’ ' ? T ' ' _ ' ‘ . * 4
• Th&. ipinor.-dty'f ilessrs, Uichols. and UdSon^ felt that’ the .

• expanse iiodld.be negligible and -should .not evened $}fO&Q a. year? - 
. that failure to send sunizary reports Jn deeurity. oases,.to Quantico;
JppUld: be nencompliance nith dffipe of defense Ifobilieattoti 
instructions of 3/£6/5k to the effect that indispensable operating 
records should be duplicated th a repository outside the target 

> area*  that fihit.e copies of 'those' reports mill not solve dll oUr \ 
■ prob lens they mill go a, longfSay in elitiinatihg future headaches 

and 'rxili shots the FBI tried to conply in, the npat. practical xaf • •
• f>ith sense precautions and Officeyof ^Befenso llobiliration

- regulatiohs^ •■.. • ■. - '-■_ ••■■’. ' \/,7 "' ; _Jv. . ' .. z /■ ' ’

.* y Based upon the ffirector4s- aierts^ appropriate, dotip.it1 - ;
; to.ill. -be,taXOn, t - ,-• \ < 7'?' ’ ■.

• . . There i'p'pattuched a. .safple. .'ileouhity. Index aard on • ./
’ ^araih’ ^dlly bhuldipner,. ' The only addit,ion. 'ish.iah.u.o.Uld be tiade to 
.. thi^4card prior to. its retention'^ be to add a \ .
; deyfriptibfi and a photograph/ ;s'• ':■ " .•*• '/*

.. . ■‘ . flsp attached is a sunhdry report' of 3k pages relating
th individual, and it'ioas felt, that the director pdald see' • 

; hbia tiiieh none^vast and helpful is ths infornatdori.fiohfdined in - . : 
.. th& suntiary report by comparison nith the Security index card*
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EXECUTIVES CONFERENCE

SUGGESTION #804-54
1-iAEE BY FUSS MART C. NOLES

JiEGORBS & COMMUNICATIONS DIVISION
A/SEARC3 SLIPS

-J^nrusviEffs
ALL IHFi

Background

Employee states. numerous requests are received in File 
Revie.w- and Research Unity. RecdrdS and Communications Di vis ion, 
for reviews on vdrious individuals, These are referred io as ■-, 
Search Slip requests because the Search Slip listing the file, 
numbers is. the only .itbli, received and no: form or correspondence 
.is attachedRequests received usualiyfra based on.: (1): an tten:_ 
appearing in a newspaper} (.*$  a.comment by a news commentator bn 
the radio, or on television:} \3/ statement made by an individual 
that would appear ,in print, (4) dh indi vidual fs contemplated visit 
to the Director # et cetera. It has been determined the same / 

. requests are received more than once,. J . . • y

I Suggesting employee states# if it were possible to tetain.
I such Search Slips# considerable amount of time could be saved in 
I ’̂ ^^re-viewing the same files# Anything not pertinent in the first
I yilA/fjfLstance could be eliminated from'the pievAb^^^earch^llpf wi-bhout 
I ^rK°nt-~time- to review the files, • ■ _ .
I M°hr°_ . - - . 13 OCT 4^1954 N
I ^f/f^^APFANTAGES TO, SUGGESTION ^175 ‘ ’ 'Cjy
I T^m” ' . WWM - l-ijllll I ~ \ .
I Si2o° Ur, Nichols, Records and Communications Bi vis ion# is
I ^pfnnlNUPCS.ed ‘to the adoption of this suggestions Ur, Nichols advised. 
[! Hoiioman_jt- is undesirable tg Use a previous Search Slip of itself aS the 

'GandyHTT 4 ihO ' /□ X Sisao and EarbO •

. suggestion :..
I ' • 1 , *•  ■ . , f

. On reviews of this type, Where no correspondence, is . •
- ' involved# instead of destroying these Search Slips after the' .

I - review is made, it' is. suggested the requesting Supervisor initial
I the- Search Slips- and send them to. the Filing Unit,. Separate.
I section qf file cabinets would be set aside to contain Only these
I " Search Slips., where they would be retained for two or three years
I and then be destroyed, . • ‘ ’
I AmUTAGES YO SUGGESTION ’ ’ ®fj V
■ ------------ ------------- -— . II7 J



basis for eliminating a filo reference. What may not be identifiabl 
in one instance could well be identified- in another'. Hhat may npt 
be derogatory at one time may be considered derogatory another 
time. tn light of specific, information available. Although it. is 
realised that requests may in the future be received for file 
reviews on the same individual^ any savings resulting from the 
proposed system would have to be balanced, against the cost of 
maintaining an alphabetical sequence of search slips on a two. to 
thpep-yedr bastSj the space occupied by them? together with ‘time 
required in applying, results from one -Search Slip to another! ’ 
Ur. Uichols believes the amotitit of duplication is. insufficient to*  
warrant the suggested system. * • ■ ,

EXECUTIVES GOEErpEEGE CDNSTPERATIGN ' EBEime.w s ’ '*

Pre'seilt at the Executives Conference of 9/30/54 were ‘ . 
UesSrs. Hahr, Tamm,. Parsons, Sisoo, Hennrich,. Belmont,, ,Rosen,. 
Holloman, Ifichols and Uason, ■ ; ’ •' ' • . . . —

The matter of destroying. search slips, was Considered tit 
the Executives Conference September 25, 1954, in connection with 
an over-all presentation by Hr.. bichols concerning the, fixing 
of responsibility, Qonsequently the Conference had no further 
recommendation, to- make, ' - i • - . 1 •.

The -Conference wqs unahimbitdly. opposed to, using old , r’ 
search slips for subsequent file reviews, because data not . ' *
pertinent, tp the first review: could very well be pertinent, tn a f _ 
subsequent file review and what is derogatory at one .time, may 
not necessarily be ..derogatory, at another time\ The Conference 
agreed with Hr*  Eichols that, the,amount of duplication is - 
insufficient to warrant the suggested system*.  Unanimously 
unfavorable. - . ' .
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EXECUTIVES CONFERENCE

SUGGESTION $793~54
MADE BI DEUET LeROY RIHACA
RECORDS AND COMMUNICATIONS DIVISION

■^DESTRUCTION OF CERTAIN CORRESPONDENCE 
IN^^EATTIZsS

SUGGESTION

Certain types of correspondence be removed from Bureau 
files and destroyed, as follows t

1*  Requests far Pamphlets, books and -fours.

Records and Communications Divis ion Views

Boardman * 
Nichols
Belmont
Harbo____
Mohr_____
Parsons_
Rosen___
Tamm - 
Sizoo____
Vifiterrowd 
.Tele' Roo%f"

Gandy

Mr*  L*  B. Nichols, Records ar\d Communications Division, ■ 
states -current requests received for pamphlets (including 
material an the FBI, Communism, Identification, et cetera) 
are presently handled in Crime Records Section to a great 
extent merely by sending the material to the correspondent^/ 
in an envelope., without a cover letter*  Incoming request V- 
is destroyed, not filed*  Mr*  Nichols states, inasmuch 
as current requests are handled in this manner, he does, not 
see that any useful purpose can be served, by maintaining 
in Bureau files similar requests handled, in past years*

Nith regard to tours. Executives Conference memorandum of 
9/33/52, approved the procedure for Crime Records Section 
to ackn&Dledge letters requesting tours, without preparing 
a yellow file copy or abstract. Incoming letter is 
destroyed after acknowledgement is sent*  Mr*  Nichols 

■ stated, inasmuch as this procedure is currently in effect, 
no purpose appears to be served by retaining correspondence 
received in tdu^-.

regarding violations not within the Bureau's jurisdiction
'tfeSaw rattS

Records and Communications DttiCion Views

Mail

53 0CT^4“ 195A
/Mr*  Nichols believes mail of this nature should be A 
retained tn Bureau files,both incojrdjzg. letter-^and' //
acknowledgement. Executives Conference memorandum, of

TyJt9/33/ss, previously considered this matter and at that. 
v set5-^^KG was felt, inasmuch as there were only 30 such i

Jf~ <x ' P letters received a week, the risk of not having the 
cc^lfessrs. Sizoo and Hdrbo -



Memorandum. to Mr* Tolson
344^2

letter in file would outweigh any advantages to be 
gained by not Handling the correspondence in the 
regular manner*  Mr*  Nichols feels that this correspondence 
should b.e retained in the Bureau files tn order that 
there will be a record io indicate the correspondence 
was properly referred to other government agencies 
interested in the information .furnished*

3*  Correspondence from mental cases

Records and Gommunieati ons Division Views

Ur*  Nichols advised that no too much mail from mental 
eases is presently being filed*  At present the Bureau 
destroys iAnoaming correspondence from mental cases 
if the correspondent does not indicate something of 
interest to another agency; does not indicate the corres
pondent believes his life is in danger, or if the incoming 
correspondence dees not contain allegations against 
Bureau personnel or against the Bureau generally*  Index 
of mental cases in Crime, Records Section identifies the 
particular piece of correspondence upon which the ”mentaln 
card is based and the danger exists that a general 
destruction of old correspondence in Bureau files from 
■mental cases would also include a destruction of the 
particular piece of correspondence upon which the irmentaln 
card in, Grime. Records. Section is based*.  Becaus e of this? 
it is felt there should, be retained in Bureau files that 
correspondence which already has been received from 
mental cases, but that correspondence currently being ■ 
received should continue to be destroyed, based on the 
exercise of good judgment

■4*  Greeting cards

Records and Communications Division Views

Mr*  Nichols states, very little correspondence acknowledging 
greeting cards is presently Maintained in. the Bureau 
files proper*.  Christmas cards are acknowledged without 
a file copy yellow or abstract and the Christmas card is 
destroyed after it has been "logged in*f  letters 
acknowledging birthday cards are not filed in the actual 
Bureau files, although some such acknowledgements are 
retained in the personal files of the Director*  
Acknowledgements to other greeting cards are retained in 
Bureau files and it is felt they should continue to be 
retained there, and not be removed or destroyed because 
they are a strong point in establishing the particular 
friendship of an individual with the Bureau*
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5*.  Bequests for recommendations of schools for study of 
law enforcement and crime detection

Records and Communications Bjvision Views

Executives Conference memorandum 9/23/52, approved 
acknowledgement of such correspondence, without yellow 
file copy or abstract, Incoming letter is destroyed 
when acknowledgement ie sent. Since this is the 
Current procedure, Mr, .Nichols, believes it is logical 
that old correspondence of this nature, which is already 
in Bureau files, could be destroyed without any loss 
to the. Bureau*

6, Bequests for copies of Identification Orders received from 
persons who are not in law enforcement field and who have no 
legitimate reason for receiving Identification Order

Records and’ Communications Bivision Views >■'! .UH................. i tn III

Such correspondence is presently acknowledged by advising 
the correspondent it is not possible to comply with the 
request*.  Occasionally copies of several canceled 
Identification Orders are sent to correspondent*  No 
yellow file copy or abstract, is prepared*  Incoming letter 
is destroyed when acknowledgement is sent, Mr, Nichols 
sees no useful purpose in maintaining old correspondence 
of this type in Bureau files, inasmuch as Bureau is not 
now filing mail of this nature,,

Requests for information regarding women in police, work

Records and Communications Bivision Views

Executives Conference memorandum 9/23/52, approved 
acknowledgement of such communications by referring writer 
to Government Printing Office pamphlet entitled vThe 
GutloOk for Nomen, in Police Nork* 1 and by furnishing 
appropriate Bureau publications, where, indicated*  .
Mo yellow file copy or abstract is prepared*  Mr*  Nichols 
advised such correspondence could be removed from Bureau 
files without any loss to the Bureau*

3*  ttIhank Tou1r notes requiring no farther action, and containing 
no further information of interest

Records and Communications Bivision Views
Mr. Nichols is opposed to removal of this type of 
correspondence from Bureau files and states that anytime 
the Birector signs a letter like this it should be kept.

3
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Memorandum io Mr, Tolson

Letters regarding bribery, graft, payoffs, corruption, 
inefficiency, political squabbling in Federal, state or 
municipal organizations, et cetera

Records and Communications Division Views

Mr, Nichols advised it is incumbent upon the Bureau to make 
Such information available to the appropriate agency 
concerned? this: is done under present procedures, 
Mr, Nichols feels correspondence of this nature should be 
retained in Bureau files to show the FBI is carrying out 
its responsibilities along these lines in the event a 
question arises in the future, Therefore., he is opposed 
to removing1 correspondence of this type from Bureau files,

10, Rail not regarding a Bureau case,

Records and Communications Division Views

Mr, Nichols bel leges correspondence of this nature 
should be retained in Bureau files arid t.s opposed to 
removing such communications from Bureau files,. inas natch 
as it shows the: FBI has properly referred the information 
to the interested agency,

21» letters, from children who want to work for the FBI*

Records and Communi cat io ns Division Views
At present such communications are. acknowledged, but no 
yellow file copy iff made, and no abstract is prepared, 
The correspondent is advised of Bureau requirements for 
employment and appropriate Bureau publications are furnished. 
Incoming letter is destroyed when acknowledgement is sent. 
This procedure was approved by Executives Conference 
memorandum of 9/B3/S3, Mr, Nichols sees no useful purpose 
in retaining old correspondence of this type in Bureau 
files in view of the fact current letters Of this nature 
are destroyed, 1

ID*  Requests for data not available in the Bureau, but on which 
Bureau Jias related material

Records and Communications Division Views

Correspondents are. presently advised the specific data 
is not available, but that material of a related nature 
is enclosed, Acknowledgements are- prepared without 
yellow file copy or abstract. Incoming letter is destroyed

- 4 *
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when acknowledgement is sent*  Procedure approved by 
' Executives Conference memorandum 9/23/52*  In view of

the fact that current correspondence of this. nature is 
not filed, Mr*  Nichols recommends that previous 
communications of 'this type be removed from Bureau files*

13? Thai all mail which hab been marked for de-indeztng be 
destroyed, as distinguished from the particular types of mail 
specifically .set out above*

Records and Oomuiunicattons. Bivision Tlews

Mr*  F*  Waikart,. Supervisor in charge of Administrative: 
and Personnel Records, Records and Communications Division, 
states Such d procedure is not practical inasmuch as a 
piece of nail is an integral part of a case file whether 
it bears, indexing or not*  Currently in file is much 
mail that does net contain any indexing whatsoever*  
Me is opposed to the- adoption of this proposal,.

EIECUTIVE8 CONFERENCE CpllSIDERATTCN spy:mew

' Present at the Executives -Conference of 9/30/54 were 
Messrs*  Mahr, Tamm, parsons, Sizoo, Mennri ch, Belmont, Rosen, 
Eollotian, Nichols and Mason*  The Conference unanimously 
concurred tn the views of lir. Nichols in each instance regarding 
the destruction or retention of certain information contained 
in .Bureau files as listed below:

2*  BestrOy requests for pamphlets, books or tours*

2*.  Retain letters to Bureau concerning violations hot
within FBI jurisdiction*

3*  Retain correspondence from pentally disturbed
individuals when such correspondence is already on file*

4*.  Retain the. greeting cards and letters which are
already on file*

5*  Bestray requests for recommendations for schools in
which individuals can. study law enforcement and crime detection 
inasmuch as this data adds nothing to our files and we do not 
currently file incoming correspondence of this type*

s ~
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£>• destroy that data already in the files relating
to requests- for identification orders received from persons 
who are not in the law enforcement field and have no legitimate, 
reason for receiving identification orders*

"?*  Destroy that data in file requesting information regarding
women in police work*

8? Retain in the file "Thank you" notes*

9*  * Retain in file letters regarding bribery, graft,
•corruption, inefficiency or political squabbling on. the local, 
state or Federal level*

10* Retain in file mail received which does not relate 
to a Bureau case*

11* Destroy that data in file which consists of letters 
frgn children who want to work fob the FBI*

1R» Destroy that data in file requesting material not
^available in the Bureau but pertaining to*  matters concerning

which the Bureau has: related material*

13* Retain in file mail which has been marked for de- 
indezing,.

If you agree, appropriate action will be taken*

A letter to suggesting employee, Dewey teRoy Rinaca
is attached'*
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9-29-54

The Executives Conference

Present at the Executives Conference 9-29-54 were Messrs 
Mohrj TaniRj Parsons, Si goo, .Hennrich, Belmont, Posen, Bailsman, 
Eichols and Mason,

\/ The Conference considered Whether there should be, set up
dtr~^%oc~c.oi!imitt.ee~of^repr£sen^
Government divisions? to study In-Service training for a period of 90 
^ys^d^Kewfterir^  ̂ to the Executives
Conference for consideration*

«

. The Conference Agreed with suggesting employee If1* C. Sullivan 
that^d^Serviee. training is an extremely important topic and that any 
analysis of^VC^sKohldr-tre exhaustive and complete*  The Conference took 
cognizance of the fact that every SAG has within the past few weeks 
been required to submit his observations as to In-Service training and 
off er suggestions concerning it*  The. last of these suggestions was 
considered by the Executives Conference 9-29-54*  The Conference also 
took note that the Training end Inspection Division hds been monitoring 
In-Service training, has held one conference with all instructors from, 
all divisions and has another contemplated*  Suggestions regarding 
In-Service training have been received from all Seat of Government \t 
divisions} all suggestions from field and Beat of Government have 
been considered by the Executives? Conf er eno e*  Mr*  M*  #*  Sullivan of 
the Domestic Intelligence Division has been looking into the aspect^ 
of In-Service trailing*  Inspector. J*  E*  Edwards is currently attending 
In-Service training and he Will <&x$rsesh his views*  Assistant director 
<?• Tamm is currently inspecting the Training and Inspection Division 
and is placing great stress upon checking training matters*

In view of the attention devoted to In-Service training, 
the Conf erence was of the opinion that the Ad Roc committee would, 
contribute very little to the Bureaufs knowledge of In-Service training 
and felt that this highly: important phase of work has already been the 
sub feet of careful, exhaustive, detailed scrutiny and that there is no 
^eed for establishing the Ad Mac committee as suggested by Mr*  Sullivan*.  
Boardman __ 
Nichols - 
Belmont  
Harbo_________
“t&HE—Jfr. JEarbo 
Rosen ^Mr* St2OO 
Tamm---------Jfr, Sullt\
Sizoo_________
Vinterrowd____
Tele. Room MDMtJS ♦ 
Holloman 
Gandy - , &

4 i

IS OCt'4



MR, TOLSON

EXECUTIVES UONFEREECH

SUGGESTION #533-54
MADE BT CHICAGO OFFICE- 

fiPgfWTS IQflWNSAL INI

9/39/54

In accordance. with HAG letter 54-36fg)-t Z/23/54 
which requested the f ield to submit views-as to ways of 
further streamlining, the Bureau1 swork3 the following suggestion 
mas made: .. . ■ -

.suggestion , ' - . ’ - ;
ghat Special Agents in Charge- be authorised to puy

; ? informants. working tn Criminal Cases up to $1^0&0 under emergencies»

, PRESENT PROCEDURE ' ' ' ■ 7;. ' ■■ .

Manual of Instructions^ Volume III-f: Section IQ8.3 - 
. page 109(j)y re Paid Criminal Informants states: SAG may approve ; 

advances to an individual for expensed in Obtaining, information 
‘ for the Performance of services or for information an a .G»:D,<p^

basis up to $200. Several payments or advances map be made under < / 
, - -this general authority until the sum- of such payments, or advances *

. aggregates $200. . Thereafter^ Bureau, authori t.y must be obtained 
’ before further payments. • or advance sway be nape, ’ , .

'. ADTAHTAGE& TD. SUGGESTION , * • .. . • ’ \ ■

SAC3 Chicago states through adoption of this Suggestion 
gases will pe made and fugitive felons mill be apprehended^ , 
He further states that too much time is required to secure Bureau 
approval when, faced with, an emergency,. .. , 

. < ' ' - - ‘ . - 

, PI3ADTANTAGEE TH SUGGEST^S^^^M^ 
“7 : ^BXED-3§.

Toison s'.' None noted by the suggester, >-»«•
Boardman-;:____ - •

•-^h01s-^aS?S?WT<??  ̂ £4 • 13 OCT^W
Belmont.. . ....................... ........... . . .
Harbo 1 : ' • /' ■-**'

^hr_^.. - ^fr>, Nosen, Investigative DfUTGion,. d&es^not believe-
Rosen< cue suggestion has any merit and points out that on 5/29/53?

Executives Conference memorandum, proposed an increase from $100 
fcXowd tp $3Q0 as an aggregate of payments to be. made- to any one 
Htliomn””1^®73^®^ 'inf ormant on the BAG authority. Director noted thereonr 
Gandy. _ \ _ _ 1 ’

tr.cqrMe.ss.rs']f S.ipO band Harbo'' " \ '■



IfesoranduM to Tolson

will approve this but certainly have reservations about it,11 
Mr^-Eosen states it appears .obvious that an additional' increase of 
the SAG authority to $1/000 would be undesirable,

GXSGUTXTES GOliEEREMGE GOMElPERATl-Off^ Eblfrmew

Present at the Executives Conference of 9/39/54 were .
Messrs. lfohv3 Taiim^ farsons*  Eipoo? jietinrichi Belnont^ Eosenj 
ffolloman, Eiahq;Zs and Masons, <- The Gonference unanimously 
recommended unfapbrably*  ■ ' j
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Hr. Tolson

Executives Gonferenae

SVQGESTrOll 30*  S3&S4 
ffADE 3r CS1CAG0 Oftt#

9/30/54

/4 1
-W.E1 
DATE,

Tn accordance with &A0 loiter t54-36 ($) dated 7/13/54, 
- ' requesting the field to submit thoughts relativetofurther str earn-

• ,.. lining the Bureau. fs work, the f ollowing was received: ■ • ■ .

• '.' EEGGESTI Olfs / ’ *

(1)That a chief for the Security. Inf ormdnt Program be
’ ' selected at the Seat, of Government who thoroughly understands ■■ 

cosm^nisfe/ is experienced ip. infortiani development in. the security 
.. 7 • field; has a thorough’ understanding of human nature; .is amenable 

to suggestions from the field; and &ho has sufficient authority 
to make deefs iohstb accomplish the development of security informants*  '•

, ' (2) That,zae- re~ebaluate informant requirements, (3) That-adequate
personnel be provided f or this program*  (4) That, the Bureau should.

• asstfsi informants whose positions, have been jeopardised by their 
cooperation with the. Bureau*  (5) That the Bureau .establish more 
effective l iaison..in informant work. . ’ •■*'  7 • ’.

' • J. ’ c/-_

■ (1) ‘A dhtef for the Security Informant program would -'f - _ •
’ readily understand problems and difficulties of the. field and .'t . ‘

■could take appropriate steps to eliminate obstacles, create ■
• J incentives., and improve Morale, which would cause Agents tb be. > 

more 'interested in the development 'of informants^ The.
suggester states, a're^evaluatigh of informant requirements would

\ increase morale and tend to result in the development of store: 
informants. (3) ^Geguate personnel would encourage*  the exchange 
of ideas and tea/ihigues, snoourpge Agents to bp tmore imaginative ' 
and allow them to select subjects who possess infarmationthe

*_Bureau desires, and pursue them with a persistence and skill which 
would produce results   (4/ Voitld make informants. more willing 

cooperate  (5) Hare effective liaison would place Agents in 
Nic.hofe2 a. highly desirable bargaining position with, still a different

* *
*

gin>oht of' iff orma^t of. considerable value to the Bureau vnd permit fl
M°hr~ ' a more effective control over the informant. • f/ i

^—-GTSABVANTAGEGi . fft -- fli^QSaw ' f A '
SiZOO___

„ Wlnterrowd____
Tele.JRoom___
.Holloman.______
Gandy. • -•

Hone noted by the suggester. nrT 4 .1954 ’ 
. . • IKB-IM < .

j». Ear bo 4 Sizoo ' ’l-.l1/'"1'11111
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Exe cuti ves^CjznfCrenae.

TTOZAZ ACADEMI APPLICANT. INVESTS

9-30-54

Present at the Executives Conference of §~30>*54  
were Messrs*;  Mohr, &kk2, Parsons, Sisco, Mennrich, Belmont,. 
Posen, Holloman, Nichols and Mason.*,

It was pointed out to the Conference that the 
results of National Academy applicant investigations are 
submitted in letter form*  If no derogatory information has 
been found, this fact is stated; any. derogatory information 
is set out in detail*  In addition, the SAC of the office of 

' .origin must set forth in the letter reporting the results of 
the, investigation a brief summary of the outstanding qualifi- 
cations, of the applicant,, together with his personal recommenda
tion as to whether -the applicant should: be invited to attend 
the Academy*  i ‘ '

* In order to provide better supervision and make it
possible for the supervisor to tell exactly what work the 
Agent has done and in order to have appropriate facts in the 
file supporting the notification to the Bureau that investigation 
has bean completed without derogatory data being developed the 
Conference unanimously felt, the field should be instructed to 
require that investigative notes of Agents be retained in the 
1~A exhibit envelope in the file of each National Academy 
Applicant investigation*  An appropriate SAC Letter is attached*.  
Manual change will be made by the Manuals Desk, Training and 
inspection Division
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ifmorandim to Tolson 

»' n ■ *

2%efallowing comments were made in connection with the
1 suggestions, listed by ifr. Jt< S*  Belmont, Domestic Intelligence 
Division,- who states he is opposed to all of the items contained 
tn the suggestion*  <

(1) The direction, and supervision of security informants 
,t&; not a one-man operation^ it .is a feint enterprise of the staff 
at the Seat of Government^utilizingthe .knowledge, ewperiene.O, eta*  
Of many individuals:,, all of whom, are working toward one goal -*•  the 
development of good security informants*,  In attempting to achieve t 
this objective the necessity, to maintain control of cur informants 
is a paramount cons ideration, Decisions are made with, the above in 
mind and. such decisions are the result of cumulative effort on the . 
part of many individuals at the .&&&• ' . - •

« , " ' " ■ ■ - ‘ _ * ' , ' *

. - (B)-.With regard idre*Cvaluattcn  of the security infer*  ..
fiant program, he-■sthtos.- it is now necessary to obtain detailed in- 

•»/amotion; on the private life of an-lnf errant and Experience- has 
shown, that we must obtain considerable bpckgroiin& information on 
such individuals, with. whom. we. deal , on a daily basis*.  . -®? should . 
be more familiar with informants than with sub feet's*.  ’Informants.

■ are performing a. service, far the Bureau and aven though they are 
hot employees,. their'actions reflect upon the bureau*.  fe believes

.. the. present regutrem.ehts'are adequate. and should not be changed*

0J , ^ith -.regard to ^adeQUdaf . ’Of personnel to handle the 
Security Inf ormant Program, ltr» belmnht'states the assignment of 
personnel is one of the responsibilities of a Special Agent in . ' 
Charge and in the event the. bAG fe^la additional personnel should 
be assigned ia the handling, af inf ormgnts, appropriate steps 
should betahen' In that- .regard*  ; If he does hot have sufficient

' personnel to alleviate the situation he should request ■assistance 
from, the bureau*  ■'-1 . ’ . ; . ■

(dj Pith regard to the bureau accepting responsibility. 
to informants, lir.*  bOlmont .points cut the f ield has peen' instructed 
that any time they have d-particular problem in connection with an 
informant, they should furnish the facts, to the Bureau to determine 
what can be done*  Gn numerous ocoaofons,. the Burgaw has gone out 

. of its way'to assist informants*  It appears, this suggestion applies 
for tho most part to defe.ctees and. lt is a known fact that as an ? 
investigative agency the Bureau is.- limited in what it can 4o to 
assist a defeates*  The bureau does and'will, continue to assist in. 
every way possible defectees and informants consistent With the 
Bureau fs position as a fact-finding investigative agency*



Memorandum t&q 2/r, Tolson

(5) Uith regard to liaison., Mr*  Belmont states the 
Bureau has established excellent liaison with every Government 
agency and toe are able through this liaison to handle any problems 
the field may presents

ADDITIONAL SUGGESTION:

To correct the existing situation, Bureau personnel 
should' be trained in development and handling of informants and , 
the field should supply all instructors*.

ADVANTAGES t ■

Increased .efficiency; improved law .enforcement; improved 
security coverage*

DISADVANTAGES?

None noted by the suggester*

OPEEHVATTONSt ' , -

Hr*.  Belmont points out that training has been given by 
the SOG to the field in handling and developing Of informants*  
This is a delicate operation and should be handled by the super- 
vis ory staff at the BOG, Field Agents do not have the over-all 
knowledge: of problems involved, particularly with reggrd/o control, 
which is vital to this work.*  Training of carefully salected 
personnel a specialized fob and requires the services of many 
individuals at the BOG who, duo to their centralized position, are 
tn possession of material, experiences, facts, and basic policy, 
|g22 of which must be carefully weighed and presented in training 
problems*

whenever Agents, are called in from the field for training 
they are instructed to. bring suggestions, and when they are present 
during these schools such suggestions are thoroughly discussed^, as 
well as experiences by the field relative to informants*  

EXECUTIVES CONFERENCE CGNSIDEBATIOllt . EDlitmew

' Present at the Executives Conference- of 9/29/54 were 
Messrs*  Mohr, Tamm, Parsons; Bizoo, Eennrich, Belmont, Bo sen, 
Holloman, Nichols and Mason,

(See next page}

B -



FXECVTIVp.S OORRRRRSCR RfCOLW.BATIOBS!

1, The Conference feels that the present Supervisor in
charge of the security informant program thoroughly fits. the 
bill of particulars with regards to desirable attribute^ ms . 1 
presented by SAC Banister,

2, The Conference feels that infor^ht)requirements have
already‘bean re-evaluated. and' this is a topic, which receives * 
cd ns tant. re-e valuation and- it is necessary for the bureau td have 
detailed information as to the private life,, experiences and 
background o f-those informants'With whom we deal so frequently 
and on whom rely to heavily; , ■ /

S, ; The Conference.unanimously felt that no action should 
be. taken-in copnection with' i(r, Sanistc^s suggestion that 
adequate personnel beprc aided to permit proper handling of the 
security informant program in view of the recommendation, of 
Inspector-B*  £< Brown*  who isnow inspecting ghioagp, . ^r»-' 
BrbWn. recommended that no additional personnel be-assigned to 
the Chicago Office but that the... Chicdgq Office would have to 

■■'give closer attention tv the security .infbrmant program with 
Ithe. existing personnel^ •' : • / .

4. The Conference felt that.with regard to yr, Banister*s
suggestion that the Bureau assist informants whos^ positions 
hape been feepardfeed by their cooperation'with the- Bureau - 
that all logical action which can be taken by the Bprea.u is 
already being taken, :f - • ... *‘

.5» The Conference felt in response tg yr, Canister:rs .
suggestion that the Bureau establish more effective liaison with 
other government agencies so. that concessions could be obtained .

.for Security Informants that everything the Bureau can legitimately 
do in this regard, has been done, . , ■

It was recommended last Week^ but not .approved that a 
letter go forth to SAC Banister calling for him to support 
allegations contained in this and in 2 other suggestions received 
from him*  The proposed letter was subsequently destroyed’, .The 
Conference was concerned as to-w'ertain of Banister fs comments 
which are in the nature of charges against administration of the 
Bureau, . . ” ’ ’

’ 4 (See next page)



Tn addition^ the Conference felt that Kr, Banister 
[should not tie permitted to place on the record unsupported state-' 
penis at he did and that each of the following statements should 
be clarified, tiff lTr, Bdnitter and pitch clarification should be 
obtained tip Inspector B, C, Brom, The statements are;

l.» factual perusal of the isolated cases of excellent
informant development or successful intelligence operation will 
disclose such accomplishmentsto be due almost entirely to 
personal risks assymed by ths agents and superiors in direct 
violation of existing Bureau instructions," '

&». ' . *rThe Bureau apparently accepts no responsibility to
^informants, An unfortunate example Of the results of this 
I policy is the defected program, Jt is note well known among poten- 
' tial defeatees who are * in the. know1 that the Bureau will not

or cannot, do anything other than .accept their information, 
and consequently they prefer to- return to their homeland orr 
defect in countries where they are, accorded mate consideration*

) \t't is a well known fact, that the Bureau has lost heavily in. 
this field*  h " '

3. ■ . tfAnother note of discouragement comas from ex-informants
\whose positions hape been Jeopardized because of their cooperation 
[ wifh the, Bureau and who have c.orvsented privately that if they had
it to do over agatn,. they would no t cooperate with the Bureau,f' .

: ..IT aovroved, inspector Brown will tie^instructed to .
1 IlwedtQT&eXi? get any sunportihg Tacts ar.permit Banister io 

tliese statement^-if he cannot .lack the^ up,.



MR. TOLSON Q/23/S4

^EIECUTIVES conference

SUGGESTION 4797-54, 
?ME £T| 

^MAILING COSTS - POLIO? TRAINLPf EfUI 
' ——   ’ . ALL INFOrtflATIOK CONTAINED /

It is suggested each- pacfcape p.fl_.gi61xci.e.,>.t^atn^X(^ filmL 
being ■mailed be insured.for $50 instead of $1QQ, of qtfpreseTit, 

‘ PRESENT PROCEDURE . . ■ ; ■'

Executives Conference memorandum 4/27/54f relating to a 
suggestion made by | Milwaukee Office., recommends
favorably that, book rate- be. used for shipping police training 
films, in lieu of parcel post, and that these films be insured. 
At that time it was estimated that police training films cost 4?5 
.eachand that insurance would cost 30/ for films valued up to $100., 
At present all films mailed’,- either-from; the Bureau to the field 
or from a. field office to the Bureau,, are insured for $1.0.0, 

• Insurance rates are as f ollows: '

From $.Ofto.$5, 
... From $5.1)1 to. $10,,.

' From’$10,01-to $25.
From $25,01 to $50.

* Fhbm. $50.01 to $100, 

ADVANTAGES TO SUGGESTION

U- 111' 
,30/. r‘--’

rv ^EC9B0£D-3‘i 3b ceT 4 ,W54 :
EX-130 bdexed-31:

- . The suggesting employee states, after gathering '
• Information available.,, the average value of all police training 
film now mailed' appears to be. in the vicinity of $50., Police train 
ihg film was mailed a total of 709 times during 1953 and, if the 
indemnity had been reduced to $50 instead of $100, the suggest er 

. ' points out the Bureau Would have saved $70,90;, or lOf on each
package of film.mailed, • • .

Tqison________ Mr. G, C.Qearty, in oharge of the Training Section,
Boardman -Training, and Inspection. Division, advised films the Bureau now 
S°nnr~j7sychases do cost under $50 and he favors the suggested Procedure 

in:Surin9. police training films for $50 in order to effect a
ParsonT saving of 10,f, on each pacEagp of film mailed-, 
Roseri __ __ ' ' "
Tamm~ Z. fftchols*  %ec6.T(%8 and Covlmunlcavwns Divisi'Qn*
.w^^IdvVrs. the suggestion and prepared the attached proposed >SZ-t2 Letter
Tele. Room___  w V

Sizoo and Marbo



Memorandum. to Mr, Tolson 

for issuance to the field*  in the. event this suggestion is adopted. 

BISWANTAGES, TO SUGGESTION

Mr*  L*  B*  Nichols*  Records and Communications Bivision*  
and the Suggesting employee note no disadvantages to this proposal

EXECUTIVES CONFERENCE CONSIDERATION RTHiC.S

The Conference of G/R1/.54*  composed of Messrs. Tolson*  ■ ' 
Nichols*  Parsons*  Si.aoo*  Xeay*  Belmont*  Holloman and Harbo*  
recommends unanimnuslir favorable*  and .recommends a $10.00 award 
td I the employee who made the suggestioni b
The. Conference also rec omm.ehds'} that the attached SAG, Letter be 
distributed*.  . / x



4fr. Tolson

WL

5£7^5rZ5#5 $621-54 & $72.2-54
: BIC TATI OR ABILITY OF AGBXTS ' '

In accordance with SAC Letter 54-36 (Q) 7/13/54*  re 
guesting the field to submit their views relative to further 

. streamlining the Bureau *s work*  the ..following were received.

SLGQRTTlONSt , \: '

$621-54.' fma de bu Minneapolis Office): That the field 
discontinue the practice of obtaining information during Torch 
and September f rom the stenographers, concerning th^dfctgfion 
ability of Agents. .'■ . ■*'  .

■,>722-54 faage by Domestic .Intelligence Division )t 
That Special Agents be rated as to dtctatidn..abllity only, once 
a year and that this, rating, be made in February t

’• PBBSBNT PROCIDBLR: . • ■ \ < 4 '<

The Manual of Ruled-and Regylativ.he> Section 2*  page-6*.  - 
requires that during liar ch. and. September of each year? the Special- 
Agent in Charge must obtain information from, the stenographers as . 
to the dictation ability of the Agents, far inclusion in. future ./) 
performance reports * 'and P^odiag training tdhen necessary., f

ABVANTAGBS
‘R$QmM5

Saving of clerical time, ,

BI3ABVARTAGES-! '
;I8 OCT, -
'>54*  ' '

tfith regard to f?22-54*  the~ p.uggesfer points out that
-I Agents with be low-average dictation ability will be detected 

Tolson^__only once a year instead of twice*  ' v v*. J
Boardman \

Harbd.________  ,

Parsons-----------  notsd that if the Agents are rated as to .dictation
Rosen.ability in February of each year*  these ratings will be. available

—-fo^ nse; in the preparation of Annual Performance Balingss due. on 
W interrowd AfG VOh 31 « ' - ‘

Gandy f ~ GO ' £ir* StZO.O ■ 
]Hr» Rarbo' •' . -

atnlf '■ ■ , - ■ . •



Memorandum to Mr*  Tolson

With regard to Suggestion. #621-54, the suggester points
- out that stenographers are inclined to deal in personalities in 

giving adjective ratings, which permits an Agent with an excellent 
personality to receive, generally, an adjective rating of excellent. 
Be feels that these ratings should be only "satisfactory" or "un
satisfactory11 in line with ratings on performance reports. Be 
feels if appropriate training is to be afforded an Agent who is 
weak in dictation ability, such training, should not be delayed 
until these comments are received in March, and September. Be 
states^ that Form IDS 13, which is a permissive form, could best, 
be utilized for this purpose, (Sample form attached*#

SAG: L. faughlin, Washington Field Office, states
he recommends that ratings as to. Agents1 dictation ability

„ should be obtained once a year*  in February, He points out 
that Form FD-313 carries a space for the comments of the st eno- 

. grapher concerning dictation ability of an Agent and that the.se 
comments, where they indicate an Agent ft weak in his. dictation, 
could be brought to his attention promptly and steps’could be 
taken to. improve the. situation, - , ■

. ■ .. . ' ■ -* ■

Mr. J*  -P*  Mohr, Administrative Division, states he is 
in favor of obtaining a rating of Agents#.dictation ability once 
a year, in February, and requiring stenographers to advise the 
Special Agent in Ghdrge or supervising stenographer of any 
deficiencies when they are observed, " . . , '

GDHFEHEBCE BONSTDFBATIOH:-. . Wics/jjg^

The Gonference of Q/St/qA, composed of Messrs. Tolson,
Mohr, Tamm, Fars&ns,. 'Si-Moo, ffennrichf Belmont, Eosen, Nichols 
and Mason, unanimously recommends that ratings as to Agents1' 
dictation ability should be obtained once a year. Proposed 
‘manual changes are attached*  p .



Mr*  Tolson

ts Executives Conference

SJJGGRSTTON N0.* —’Z4Z=£&.
MADE BY FBI LABORATORY

9/29/54

ALL
HSREIT^Z 

dateJL£

Tn accordance with SAC Letter 54-36 (Q) dated 7/13/54*  
requesting the field to submit their thoughts relative to further 

- streamlining the Bureau1 s wofk, the following was received:

SUGGESTIONt . ’

Tha^/all^dboxaioYry^ejoorts..going3o.'Bureau-ftaldoffi:aes 
be s ent^di re^tlM^d 3he: Mdil^Rbo^ffN^ffevTejf^f^MKe^^proprTSf^9 
officials, withpuj_j^Mie^by^he^Readtng^s&n*  * «

PRESENT. PROCEDURE: . : *

laboratory reports sent to field offices are typed on 
printed forms which Contain the Director's printed signature*  
After review by appropriate Bureau officials, they are forwarded 
to the Reading Room for review before being sent to the Mail Room*

ADVANTAGES;

Mill hasten no venent of Laboratory reports going to. 
field offices*  " •

DI SAB VANTAGES: .

A Laboratory report may occasionally go to d field ‘ 
office containing a. misspelling, grammatical or typographical 
error*

CBSERVATTOITS,

Tolson'____ l-.

Boardman___
Nichols --.- 

‘ Belmont____ _
Harbo _ ______
Mohr________
Parsons_____
Rosen —_■ 
Tamm_______
Sizoo___ ,
Winterrpwd 
Tele. RoonTjD 
HoilonajrXuJ 
Gandy _

* 2fz*.  L*  B*  Nichols, Records and Connuni cations Division*  
advi ses he has no objection ' to the suggestion*

cot Mr*  Sizoo 
t Mr*  Marbo

atn/ao REGOM^fi

j/i
!3 OCT. 4

c



Memorandum to Mr, Tolson

EIEGdlFEB COEFEREEC® CGRS lifERATIONz EDMtmew

Present at the Executives Conference of 8./88/5d were 
Messrs. Belmont, Parsons, Eichols, HoRr, Bizoo, Posen, Hennrich,. 
Tamm and Mason,

A check with the. Reading Room revealed that 60% of the . 
laboratory examination reports are destined for EBE field offices. 
During the past 8 weeks there has an average of 7 errors per week 
detected by the Reading Room and the Reading Room, reports that 
each error was minor and invoiced punctuation,. spelling, pr 
typographical errors and would not result in- embarrassment to the 
Bureau*  Tn view of the fact that these reports are in the nature 
°f form matters and go to our field offices and in consideration 
of Reading Room’s belief that it will be helpful to them to have 
laboratory reports go directly to the Eafl Room, the Conference 
recommended Reading Room be skipped in the future aS to routine 
laboratory reports destined for FBI field offices,

. It was. pointed out to the conference that Er, parsons . 
, of t-he laboratory was anxiOUs to have the closest possible . 

controls in having these reports, go through the Reading Room 
to help secure such controls but in the- interest of streamlining , 
Bureau procedyrds he was willing to help achieve economy by having 
the. reports carefully studied in the laboratory and sent directly . 
to the Eail Room thus, skipping the Reading Room,-

, If you agree, appropriate’ instructions.will be .issued.



i .

rods or;

'302^

Conference I J ■ ::

~<r

In acae^danad teith, £4£ Letter gSdrSd (Q) dated W/ig/dd9 
requesting the field t& cabnit their theughte relative to farther 
otrcnnltn^g of ths Durcau^s the fell&eing tser<? received:

4-*>*<  yATyK**̂_ fX.■>£.vZa jki

fp&fa&d*  &ada dgcoFds and ftessi&ioattono Division 
fy-Pdfr-Sd# nado by JBX Laboratory

if?8tW^dt fhat r*&%I  dispatched fret*.  the Purean to aiiy 
field of five not be ir^^^^jt&r’reyTewed-hf^h^^^cading^Trow—z- 
odforb trahvnittdl^~g~'thc~fidld'f rIt i"> alao GUgfSQted''^hWt-~thw 
dSnaT t^pe df^yvry^p^^g^§i~he~tranQWittad with,ninofjcorrsctienc 
cade in £n&* I-

What all field- office nail being forwarded •
Sjfa&l (Offiea Setzonandurz »*  United States dGtieranent)r net ba 

reviewed by tW heading Sva®*  tot be /or’^arddd dtrc&ilp to tha 
Xfdil **osa  d/tei*  review by the appropriate Swrcau officials*

PSPS^W P/WW/&%>*tnirjtniT~ Tt~irr.i Jtr~~rwnrwri■ <CT|^JFj ■ Ihtii i.m icj ip jmjimi^-

Sail going to field offices -M forwarded to the Leading 
Beess for rsview before being sent is i&e 2M1. Spoti*-

(1^ hasten naveneht cf mil/ ® deduce, valune of 
nail’ vn- -d daily basis i» tAd Seeding (3) Result in
reduction- of nuftad^ of cnploydes th Seadiny (d) If inhed 
ccrre&ilvns vbnld be nada on intraSureau naH? tine locald bs 
sa&dd sino« werreattens nould not have to be typ&d^ datec an 
awnnynicdtiOfit would net have to be ahangad^ and 4n ovno instdnees^ 
- aennunigatione would not have to be retyped^ (3) ^ie Seeding £&cs

fhiraau*  
latweda

J

Telson______ _  j_
— •»*<«»  ,^r ■&■’•& *T  w. *»*%»  w wtAPiMV7 *,<  w <H- H»**w  w w »< v r •*»  "^S t •*̂S ! f*** ’"”’ v" ’ 'w'** r'■w'rw

Nfc&XlZZPeuZ4 tadd tfed id reete& earreapendenpe going ents.tde of tbg 
Beimont—Sun^au thed #&-&& a^ro^s ^btah- night bther&iee ba
Harbo _ - - - ** _ ,
Mohr___
Parsons

—aa^wmt ’ & • oiv,;
T®X^nn’' f» - tetter nay. go eat to the field with spelling^ type- 

gyanmtieal a?’rarQw ib CQii £^1254 . f

wee /lensres*  iliwna & ilarie k=^=».



Memorandum to Mr* Bolson

Zfr» X» 3» Bic hois , Accords and Conmunicat ions Kivtsion^ 
states much of this wf il hue no bacbpround attached for the Heading 
Boom to G&ach> <e favors the suggestion as to 8F-6d nail no® 
approved at Section Bead and/or Assistant Director Iwe^r howeverr 
bcltewes policy natters which $a through Mr*  goar^raaw*  Hr*  Kichois*  
ar to Bn bolson .should aldo go to the Beading Hoorn*  He also feels 
that the Bureau should set an esauple for the field*

Mr*  J*  A Hohrt Administrative Division; Hr*  f*  A*  -Sigac^ 
in Hr*  Tele on *s  Office/ and Hr*  A*  H*  Belmont^ Domestic Intelli
gence Division*  a?*e  opposed to the suggestion*  Hr*  Sisco feels 
such mall should go through the Heading Doom for checking and that 
it. should he read at other levels for policy^ not typographical 
errors*  Mr*  Bel^opt states that nail emanating from the Bureau 
going to field offices should, set an example of the standard of 
accuracy which is regutred tn connection ®ith $tiy correspondents: 
prepared pg the Bureau^ Any relaxation of the Bureau Ts efficiency 
in. preparing correspondence to the field would undoubtedly result- 
in a serious increase: ip the number of errors in field communications 
received at the Bureau*  it is further belt eyed, that a relaxation of 
the rules tsauld have a tendency ta cause stenographers to spend less 

proofreading their mail^ thereby increasing number of 
errors*

Hr*  A, Hauen * Inusstigatitte Blvts.ion*  has ho objection 
to th& ^uggestt out

..................................................................................................  »»i.w<1uimii .■tyFmm »m ।

She Conference of g/2.^/S4^ composed of Kesers*  folson*  
Bohr# famtjf BafsonSf g£Moo> Hennrich^ Belmont^ BCh.en^ Michals- 
and 'Kason^. recomuiends unanimously that the present procedure 
be continued*  ..... .̂ —■=*



I 1

Jfr. Tolson 9/17/54

84420

R*  T. Harbo

'seat oi? ^TE^oasm^sJ ’Wwal

. Hue io the nim&^r of inquiries received for 
information concerning the preparation of aorresnondenpe to 
the foreign Liaison Offices^ there Is attached. a proposed 
write-up for the Seat of Government Stenographers1 fanv&l 
covering the handling of routine (i'orreepondence to the 
Foreign Liaison Offices*  This write-up has been reviewed 
by the Liai son Section and the Redding- Hp.oiit>

RBCOiwemA Troth

That the attached Manual addition be approved for 
inclusion in the Seat of Government Stenographers r rfahual*

Favorably recommended by Executives Conference of 9/21/z 
composed of Messrs:*  Tolsons Nichols, Parsons, Sisco, Keay, Belmont, 
Holloman, and Harbo*

Tolson________
Boardman_____
Nichols 
Belmont
Harbo_________
Mohr _______
Parsons
Rosen_________
Tamm .
Sizoo_________
Winterrowd_____
Tele. Room___
Holloman______ EX-129



Mr, Tolson 9/28/5U

i' ikpWHOK CONTAINED

R. T. Harbo
AL 
HE BUREAU WAR PLANS - EVACUATION 

ii/£r 
... —-r---fnrr-^.^ jnniM.iuwwtt-iiHwwnim- ■"■wiwrrilWwX

Reference Is made to memorandum from Mr. Belmont 
to Mr. Boardman dated 9-2r*f?l|i  pointing out that any evacuation 
planning to be effective must be on a practical basis. We. 
must be assured that the plans will work. Mr. Belmont further- 
points out that current planning calls for the evacuation of a 
considerable number of Bureau personnel oh an immediate basis 
and that the families of such individuals Will be taken care of 
by other designated Bureau personnel remaining in Washington.. 
Mr. Belmont points out that it is quite possible that a 
Supervisor scheduled for evacuation with a wife and several 
children may consider it his first duty- to take care of his 
family and place them in a position where they will not be 
subjected to danger and will be able to secure food and the 
necessities of life Without assistance and after that will 
report to the relocation site. z

Mr, Belmont points out that the net result of this 
Will be that the Bureau will not have sufficient personnel to 
launch and carry out the Bureau’s responsibilities and that k. ' 
the problem should be .approached realistically by taking one I, \ 
of the following two. steps: .

(li Advance plans must be made to assure evacuated 
personnel that their families will be taken care of immediately or

(2) The evacuated personnel should be able to take 
their families with them to the vicinity of the relocation center. 
Mr. Bslmohtn feels this plan is preferable..

tV

Evacuation planning at this time, is based on the premise 
that it will be necessary for the evacuees to depart for the 
relocation site within 1$ minutes to 20 minutes after receipt 
of -orders to evacuate and that a vast majority of the personnel 

Toison--------- involved will be. using personally owned automobiles.
Boardman*  
Nlcliols. 
Belmont 
Harbo __ 
Mohr__ 1
Parsons 
Rosen 
Tamm ~ 
Sizoo.__
Winterrowd____
Tele. Room___
Holloman. -

* Gandy .

fEMinfp
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- The Executives Conference on December 17, 1951 and
December 29, 1951 considered the problem of caring for the 
families of Bureau personnel at or near the relocation site. 
The Director at commenting on the Conference action of December 19 
1951 stated "I am against any arrangement for moving families 
to our emergency quarters..’1

The Conference on December 29, 1951, was asked to 
consider the possibility of procurement of temporary housing 
in the vicinity of th® bureau's alternate emergency headquarters 
for the families of Bureau employees designated to work at 
such headquarters. The Conference unanimously recommended that 

. families of Bureau employees assigned to Bureau relocation site 
not be moved into the. temporary housing at the temporary head-, 
quarters but that Special Agent Supervisors remaining behind*  
be designated to keep contact with and take care of the needs'of 
the families of Bureau employees who have been evacuated to the 

■ temporary headquarters ., The Director okayed this, recommendation 
which is now-in, operation.

, HECOWEBDATIOK: . ' . ’

It is recommended that each employes now scheduled 
for evacuation be given the opportunity of finding, temporary.. 
headquarters for his family in the vicinity of the Bureau's 
relocation site at Quantico unless., of course-,, the individual - ‘ 
scheduled for evacuation has made previous plans for the' welfare 
of his family at some other location which he deems more favorable 

_ - A = '

‘ EXECUTIVES CONFERENCE CONSIDERATION: EDM:mew 9/30/54

■ The Executives Conference, thoroughly considered this: 
matter 9/29/54^ Present mere Messrs*  Hoh,r} Tamm, Parsons,- Si 200, 
’Eennfich, Eeimont, Rosenr Holloman^ Nichols ..and Mason,

The conference unanimously recommends:

It. ■ That families of evacuees not be taken to the evacuation 
site.

(See Nept Page)



2*.  That efforts not be made by the Bureau, to quarter
•relatives of evacuees near the evacuation site.

3, ’ That $eat of Government Division Heads recontact those.
emplo.ye.es scheduled for evacuation to make .certain that employees 
have made personal:, plans which are: satisfactory to them, bearing 
in mind that representatives of the armed forces necessarily 
have to go off to war and leave their families in various cities 
pt home inhere they could possibly be bombed fust as families of 
FBI evacuees might be bombed while. the FBI employees are at the 
evacuation site. There .was strong sentiment that the employees 
scheduled for evacuation have already made appropriate plans

• for an emergency, but it was felt that an additional reminder would 
. help,. ■ . - ''

If you approve there is attached an appropriate ■ 
instruction to Seat, of Government Division Heads, -



Afr. Tolson 20-1-54

all rnmHA-MOK contain 
u ATE -fty^UEUB

Present at the Executives Conference v-38-54 we 
Jfessrs. Belmont, Parsons, Fichols, Uohr, Siaoo, Poee'n*  Hennrich, 
Tamm and #ason.

The Conference was adviced that in connection with any 
wbpacuation fron Eashiugton subsebuentto an gto^icLattackii. Civil defense 

bridges tn ' 
the Washington area will be destroyed*  Civil defense is endeavoring 
to launch a program through which boat owners Will make boats avail
able for 0ivil defense purposes*  The military generally concedes 
that it will be'about two years before any advance 'warning of hostile 
attack will be as great- as-' two ■dr three hours/ nean^hiley advance .. 
warning will probably he measured in minutes*  • '■ *

It .was pointed gut to t he Conf er ence that since oar 
evacuation site is at Quantico, located on the Potomac Btv$r, and 
the. Justice Building is only ten city blocks from the Potomac Biver, f 
if it were possible to arrange for a sturdy but fdst bo pt our / '

■ evacuation problens would be greatly eased*  Piscre&te preliminary b
checks show that, the Bavy obtains boats for the Coast Guard arid for || V ( 
the Mr Force and that the Pavp currently has a numberof swal-1 boais-..^' 
laid awdff- th ^oth balls™ for possible future use*  One particular 
boat is- .knowir as by the Boston
Paval Shipyard*  cost p5S3Q0Q*  speed S3 knots, cruising range 15S knots*  

’■ Padre informed that while the Pavy designdtec a crew of f ive wen to 
handle the boat that is considered an: active duty crew and that the 

> boat can be handled well by. two web*  ■ >. , - .* •

second choice boat is described as\the^dPipkettu ^gpd9 
45 feet long, has a speed of 33 knots, conf oricbly' seats. 30 people \ 

•• but more people can be crowded aboard and is quite similar to the 
previously Mentioned boat; this boat is in service at Anacostia and 
Bolling Field; this boat and the one above can operate on the Potomac 

T^VSr except for about three or four days a pear'when there-night be 
B^^g_h.eavy iae*  
Nichols‘ 
Belmont _x__ 
Harho 

SiCH-gr. Wishols 
nosen_____JKr^ Saj-bo

—Hr*  Sitoo
Winterrowd
Tele..Room —^±^0.0  ̂ent 
Hollon>anX_^_ ,n piGandy^_ aCr'/

'U



. was pointed out ih Conference that of all the waga
to evacuate boat trdnspdrteiion appears to be safe si * speediest and 
uast sure, ■
■EiygggTFJgg gflgarggWg NFCOMNSSBATIONS

2, That Mr, Nichols be authorized to explore with ■ 
Anderson of the Office ofthe-Secretary of Defense whether'. such 
a boat could be tiade available to. the. FBI; store same at the Naval 
Gun Factaru for FBI use when needed; upkeep to be handled bp the ' 
Navy, \ - - ' / ’ '

• Pi- If the boat cpnhot be hept at the Own Factory,
explore the possibility' of .having the Goust Guard maintain the 
boat for FBI use, ■ . \ . . ..

' , * Photographs ■ ::of "the firtt and second dhotcp boate are-
attached, :'•■ .- . •" '■ .*'  ’ * *\  / ’’ J.



Mr,. Tolson

^Exe cuti v.e s Confe rence. _

9fa8/54>

SUGGESTION #538*54
MADE BY URiqA$P'GFFICR 
REVISION OffTOFM FD-335 

^REQUEST FOR FUNDS FOR PAYMENT 
ToIlnfoemant^ ' L -
In accordance with SAG Better 54-36 ($)■ dated 7/13/54 

requestingthe field to submit their thoughts, relative to further 
streamlining the Bureau re work, the following was received.

SUGGESTION* \ .

It is suggested that Form FD-335 (Request For Funds For 
Payment io informant) be. revised to include data such as time, 
and place, of payment and identity of Agent who made payment*.

■ 2fr. Belmont Of the Domestic intelligence Division advises 
that this form was recently approved by the Administrative Division 

- and is used by an Agent to request funds from the SAC for payment 
to informants. The form provides: space for the Agent to state

' the reason for1 the payment, • symbol Of informant, period of . 
payment, etc. The form, is used1, before payment is made and,' there
fore, the suggestion does not apply.. It is not believed that this., 
suggestion can be followed as it does- not apply to Form FD-335.

EXECUTIVES CONFERENCE CONSIDERATION! EDMtmew ' /
;:" / ’ ; ................................................ . . . ,

• ' . present, at the Executives Conference of D/3B/54 v/pref*
. ifess-rs. Belmont, Parsons, Nichols, Mahr,. Sizoo, Rosen, Jenifri'ch," ' 

Tamm. and Mason. The Conference unanimously felt there should be-
• nd r&ui'slon in the present form. ' r

■r' , Boardman — . RECORgffi-W . ;
• Nichols -____t r >

i Belmont______ ■- . v/1 1/
Harbo -____

Kr- . ■ INDEXES^’
I. Rosen ___ Marbo ' . ijCI

Tamm----------

: %?oo-prfrDGi<siew Winterrowd', +■ 
Tele. Room _ __ ' , ,

l> Holloman____ j.
I . Gandy - ~ r b



THE DIRECTOR

EIECHTIfEE CONFERENCE

9/29/54

Present at 
Conference on 
9/23/54., were 
HessrsE Belmont,

'""rEPEAKER FOR FBIJhATIMLAC^DEET Parsons,- Nichols-, 
j/ohr, Sizoo, Rosen 
Hennrich.,^ Tadm and 
Has oh .

r.

t

aw; niFo^fSHwwNED

Since Senator Bricker will be unable to be a graduation 
speaker and the other' speaker, Admiral Strauss, represents the 
Government, the Executives Conference unanimously felt that 
Er, Benjamin FaiflesS of U-, &, Steel Corporation, should be tendered 
an invitation-, • ,

He have no derogatory information in. our files, except 
that according to- two newspapers in 1949, Fgirless was listed as 
a Vice Chairman for thg. uAnnvpl Dinner of Tha Churchman.,ft which ' ■ 

■ was to be held at the Astor Hotel, 2/23/49, At. the request of then 
Secretary of the Interior Harold I, Ickes, Hr’, Hairless. agreed to 
be a do-ppprt&or. He later learned that, "The Churchman* 1 was & 
paperwhich had given °aid and comf ort to the Communist'Party 
line**  whereupon Hairless immediately Withdrew,. Fairless stated, 
,rinnocently he accepted thinking it-was purely a church movement : 
and, there fore., having no connection with non-Americanism.1’ 
We have never investigated Fairles’s and have no other derogatory ' 
informa ti on (62-60527-37369-

If for any reason you deem it inadvisable to invite 
.Fairlepp or if you authorize an invitation and Fairless cannot. - 

' accept, the Conference wishes to recommend that Ur, Thomas F^ 
O'Neil be considered as an alternate. O’Heil .is president of . 
the Mutual Broadcasting Company In Hew fork City and is also 
affiliated with the Ceneral fire and Rubber Company, inasmuch 
ds that organization is presided over .by his father.,, ffe have ho 
derogatory information as to 'OfHeil and the files' show favorable 
and ff^epdEy^didftons-i

If pjouf^pprov'e,. there will be an appropriate invitation ,
Tolson______ < "*■  £ -fj- v- — ... — _■ ,
Boardman prepared fop-dispatch to Nr, Benjamin ^airless, 
Nichols J

Mohr——ee-Hessfe*  t 
Parsons 
Rosen - ■ 
Tamm_________
Sizoo—- f 
WiriterrowH > v -
Tele.Room y
Holloman_____ I
Gandy

St zoo 
Harp.o 
Ge arty

OCT.6J1954
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ifr. Tolson 10/4/54

Executives Gofferones M ‘ ,’h.

8&G&E5TI&H NO, 734-54
MADE 31 SECONDS AND GODllUillCATlONS DIVISION

Present at the Executives Conference 9/27/54 were 
Messrs. Tolson, Mohr, ramsi, Parsons, Sisco9 Hennrich, Belmont, 
Dosen, Nichols and Mason.

The suggestion considered was to the effect that^air-tels 
from the Bureau to the field.containing, brieforsketchyinfbrmat ion 
such as the name of the subject, type t^f^S'eHindr'brief^data-- ouch- 
as the deadline imposed or the fact that. the subject iaos arrested 
by a given police department or instructing that, investigation be 
discontinued go directly to the nail, room joitfaout being routed

- ---- '* ~ —

Approximately 221 such air-tels are received daily by 
the reading room for review/ in. most instances no background 
material is attached and the reading room can determine only 
matters relating to spelling and cannot determine even the 
correctness &f the office to which the air-tel is designated*

EZEQPIIVE& CONPENENGE BEGOMMEllDAPIONSs

Th^Executives Conference unanimously recommended that 
such air^tels continue to go through the reading room in order 
that there will be no relaxing of controls*  A further 
consideration was that the Director^ initials must be affixed 
to these air-tels signifying that they, are authorised Bureau 
communications and such initials in lieu of signature can be 
affixed only in the reading room or in the Director's Office 
because no one piss has. such authority/ undesirable to grant 
any more widespread authority of this type,

Tolson_________
Boardman_____
.Nichols______ -
Belmont-------G<?. StsOO
Mohr Mr*  HaTbo
■Parsons  
Rosen - 
Tamm_________ -
S“°° EDM: a tn/mew
Tele..Room  . f il* ' 
Holloman_____ L
Gandy _

Unanimously unfavorable* I



Hr, Tais on-

0 Ezecvtives Conference

f^TK-SEmCS TRAISIii^

£&& Letter 34*3?#  par*  T, (7-20-54) requested the field 
to submit views concerning In-Service Training*

Tv develop a constructive self-evaluation program for 
the instructors similar to. the system used at Toastmaster ^lub 
meetings, where the speaker is constructively criticised in a very 
frank and direct fashion*  (Norfolk)..

fforfolk points out that such a program should be 
designed to improve the presentation of topics by instructors 
in a manner that will tend to promote thinking $n the part of the 
agents in the clasp*

Norfolk points, out this program would have to be- 
carefully planned to avoid any semblance of a popularity contest

It is noted that this suggestion# in stressing the 
value of self-eval uati on# has merit ds. it is always beneficial to 
examine and critically analyse one awn work on a continuous 
basts# Norfolk does hot# however#. nafce clear whether the suggestion 
contemplates simply a program of self-evaluation^ or whether it 
suggests that members of the class criticise the instructor^ 
presentation*  liar does Norfolk indicate# if the. latter#, whether 

Tokon__ the criticism should be in public or in private*  The reference
Boardman_^ the Toastmaster blub, meetings, however# seems to. imply that 

the criticism should come from, the members of the class and that 
Harbo-^—it be in public -- far such is believed to be the custom at

—Toastmaster Qlub gatherings*
Rosen _______
Tamm --------
Sizoo vw
Wlnterrowd___ _
Tele. Room___
^Holloman — -- 
Gandy ——CAD^Jek

Ur*  ^isoo 
Ur*  £drbo.
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It is submitted that criticism of the lecturer by 
members of the class in public does nit appear to be a good idea. 
It would be difficult to prevent it from. deteriorating into 
personalities*  and it would be undignified and uncontrolled, 

t
Because of the merit of the general idea proposed by 

Norfolk it is suggested that it be utilised in the following way;

1, That at the opening session of In-Service the class 
be advised that the Bureau welcomes the constructive criticism 
of the. field favorable or unfavorable — and*  that it parti
cularly would welcome it in regard to the lectures they will 
receive in the course of the training as to both subject and 
quality,

2*  That their comments, if valuable, would be used 
to improve the caliber of the lectures from the standpoint 
of instruction and interest*

■3, That their suggestions can be. made ■informally, by 
handwritten memorandum or routing slip at. any time, during the 
course, attention, inspector &, C*  Gearty,

■4*.  That the foregoing procedure be combined with the 
current system of lecture audits made on regular basts by the 
Training £ Inspection Division. personnel, 

BIKGHTI7BS GGNPBRBNGB G0KS1DBRATM^ £DH;C8

The Conference of 9/2-?/s4, composed of Messrs, Tolson*  
Mohr, Tamm*  Pdrsohs*  Sisco*  Hennrich, Belmont*  Rosen*  Nichols 
and. Mason, unanimously recommends that the present procedure 
be continued*

The Conference felt that fyere are ample opportunities 
for employees to offer suggestions both through the suggestion 
program of the Bureau or through any Bureau official or through 
the In-Service course itself, Bath division has a panel forum 
and the Assistant Director of the division is under instructions 
to. preside over this panel forum in order to receive comments*  
suggestions9 criticisms or observations. Aside from these 
panel forums, Assistant Director Mohr is vigorous in urging 
members of the class to ask questions or to offer observations 
and this procedure is also followed in another lecture handled 
by Mr, Harbo captioned "General Bureau Problems," In-Service 
classes are frequently monitored by instructors designated for 
that purpose and the findings are brought to the attention of

— H —



the lecturer^

The Conference felt that vie should avoid urging members 
of In-Service to offer gripes or complaints or condemnations 
because some people mould get the impress ion that they mould be 
required to complain and mould look around for something to 
complain about; the present program is on a high plane and, 
may be participated in by anyone,/ the Conference felt this 
should continue., /

1/»

3



Mr, Tai$cm

a
'Imecutives Conference

nn^?1 co®«w •’ ' f.PCa^LTlOS MO*  $06-54 :
t. MAUS M W i'^X W2STG# i

•. , . ' xy&tif AS^STlM6^cc.3MriTATi6M

» «. .... 'HI' lUllM-t—■! IIH* 1*’^ iill*lr"*̂ l,<**,FW"111 (^ ■*  ■^•*»  >■ ■!(, lWIW

• In accordance with 5AC letter 54*36  (f). dated T/13/541 
requesting the field. to submit their thoughts relative to farther 
streamlining. the Bureau'swork, the. following was received*.  .'1

SirCdESTlOMi. '- '■' '■’,; _■-.' ; - -s : . -

That a form $$ Mt Hiked when d field pffied request^ -, ‘
J, from an ath e r field bffice^qepmgst.cKtivn fqr^Jnfp^Atten ,wh ich .\ . .

- v is to be included .in. an investigative -rep-ort*  - The Agent: reppppting 
the documentation-canid fill ln: the forty'and identify the. thfdrt 
motion for which. documentation '-‘is desired and the Ageni/iandlip^'\ ’-• . :‘ 
the request could fill In the- requested data _-dndreturn ft to.' f.- 
the requesting office by routing siip» (Sample attached* }' , , -_

' * ‘ a&w . '...■. .. ' • .' .. \ . ’.' Z ?. ■

u ' . ' k ' ' ■ - ',. > * . - ' , s ’ '- ' k- - , j :

, .■ ■■ The- Agent requesting'the documentation d-idtate-k d -J - . ■
' ■_ , letter and the Agent: who. hgtydles dtf dictatesa, letter * in tep%p*\  .■/•/.

'■ AbmiTAGBSi - • ; / '; ,•’,-/ ■ •’ ' "•. ' ' "- *’••' ,. :

*■ ■' : .;• . dispensing with the nagessitg. to. write letters of ~
, , f-...' request a iid'replg f d.sating qf. both Agent and- stenographic .time''' 
/ • ■ would result*  ' Also^ a dttifora method of handling thesd requests
'. • ■ ipouid be prbvide.d, '. JL . _. • . - / ' ‘ ,’ . '••• ',-1 ,' •. . /•xye

z > .£,7*.  . • The fl eld; office, receiving the request would nut have.
0f tha form'for its file*.  . " j X

poison , ' ctf iQn iHDEXW/ ^ . . . ' - - ' ■
Nichols- > \ \ W' RECORDS; 11554 ... . t ;

torbo°nt“— ' Mr*  A*  li*-  Selmont^ vosiCStic intelligence Digis i ont has
M-ohr°. '. no object ion to the adoption of the sug'gestdth and^po tnted cut 
RXse°nns—^hat the prabietn. of/ocumentatiop is one ewclusipe ta the field, 
tX™1 :. tie will g.G. along with the views of the inspectors*  . ; . ;
Sizoo, ■ , v. „
Winterroyd____  , - - < -r ■ , , * ’
TelelJtbom a) 0 4/ ‘ 4?*W
H°ii°“^4Mrt <W«.- &laco ‘ ’■ • ' - ■ . ' ■ / jKjrO*

dy—n?,m42’//A \ — .- /• .



Memorandum to Mr, Tolson

Inspectors B, (7. Prown and J, £,.. gagent, Training and 
Inspection Bivision^ favor adaption of the. suggestion,

SAC I>, I, Iftitghlin, Washington field Office, recom
mends adoption of the suggestion and pointed out that the 
receiving office has no need to retain a copy of the. form for 
its files, 

.MXECllTTfES. COMPEWCC CCffSIBEHATiOMs MBHt^ew
"J11 1 "'•- 1 -■ - - ■ I 1-4 ,-n-ir.-|-/iiir>jiri.-n1.ri.”u .w v^rirrjma

Present at the Executives Conference of S/28/5& were 
Messrs, Belm.ont, Parsons, fichols, Mohr, Bixoo, Posen, fffennrich, 
Tamm and Mason., The Conference unanimously, recommendeduftf&fyofaMbie. 

‘ The Conference- felt that adoption of such a form would put the 
Bureau to considerable expense in printing, stocking, shipping and 
maintaining supplies of the form and advantages gained would not > 
be commensurate with the costs incurred in that so very few words 
of actual typing would be saved by having the form, The 
Conference felt that employees just do not realise how much ; 
forms cost and no form should be adopted unless it will truly 
bring about savings, . * ' * '



TO * SAP, ( ) BATE:

FROM t SAG, C )

SUBJECT} - •

It Is 
docume ntat i on.s j

requested that your, office c omplete the .foil owing

: .,-• vaae_______ ; _ pg^a9rGth • . ♦

2. . ’ • /• > ' ' '

2. ■ ' ' • . ' ; ’

3, "

4.- : ' ■ ■ '’ .. • -

5. ' - . ; ‘

Sep ort of SA ■ .‘ . dated

a£ m ■. .- ■■■- ...... . /• ■' ;. ■ paae ' . : paraprapH s .

; -v s t .: ■ ' - _ •

Report of SA . ... . dated * 2 3 * 5

’. > Sep apt of SA ........ .________ . . -. .. * dated

dt as ' / _ , ‘r . page .______ ^pa^aafatii.
; ■ r ' ; " ■ . /. " .

2. ■ 1

1 ' • .1

.^(pnoppssp paSM pa request poOu&^A^o^) :



Mr. bolson 9/28/54

X?’
£xe.cut ivies. Conference

seraassTWs #604-54, 618-54^ dsd^ff^ifb/^cLAs. 
C36-54,650-54*  704-54

i?iU7

In accordance With SAP tetter #34-36 
requesting the field to submit their thoughts 
streamlining the Bureau ls work, the following

f.rrgasETio^i •

. #604-54, made by. Kansas City Office
. ^633-54 made fry St, louis Office

That the present practice of submitting a semiannual 
inventory of bulky exhibits be discontinued in its.present form 
apd hereafter be confined only to valuables, such asmoney*  
Jewels*  negotiable instruments,, etc,

#636-54, made by Oklahoma City Diyistcn •

• That the semiannual inventory of bulky exhibits be 
either eliminated, or the rule changed to require its submission 
bn. an annual basis,. < ‘ '

(Q) dated 7/13/54, 
relative to further 
were received.

•node fry Few Orleans Office
#616-54, wade fry Memphis Office \

. • #624-54, made fry few Orleans Office .
#764-54, made by Savannah Office *

: . £i$abnt;lnue submission of semiannual inventory of bulky x
exhibits. '

■ , . - , - . - ' ■■ i

As of Augusfb 1 and February 1 an inventory of property 
i^bd during investigations must be submitted, The inventory. 

uichois... submitted on Form. Fl-192 (Bulky Exhibit -• Inventory of Property 
gamont^Aequired as Evidence:), and must show the division.*  date*  title*.  
Mohr character of the base*  file number infield*  Bureau file
r^a°°ser, description cf property*  dafre of acquisition, identity of 
tin>m subm itting Agent, source, where located, reason for retention, and

R£Ctenc . z'z- 7 /Q- °^Q
^.^v&fachT&ent^ x t
Holloman _£LC-J fr£F., S iCOO ' 43 13 OCT 6, 11954



Memorandum to Mr, Tolson

efforts toward disposition*  It is prepared in quintuplicate; 
the original, duplicate and triplicate are sent to the Bureau^ 
one dopy is placed in the investigative case file, and one copy 
is placed in the general file on inventory of property acquired 
during investigations*

AmETAOEMf

Elimination of administrative- detail and saving of 
Agent, clerical and stenographic time*

DIEADVAh'TA aZS-s '' -

There might be some isolated instance inhere a. bulky 
■exh/ibit, other than a valuable, would b^maintained slightly 
longer than it would if a semiannual review is. made*  If this 

' inventory is discontinued; the Bureau would have no opportunity 
to review bulky exhibits on hand in field offices a

OBSEtVATIOESs , ,
s «•

It was pointed- opt by the suggesters that bulky exhibits 
are inspected during each self- inspection and in connection; with 
regular Bureau, inspections.* Ticklers are also available on all 
bulky exhibits end such are checked periodically by all. f ield 
officesA possibility of disposing of bulky exhibits is considered 
by supervisory personnel in the routine review, supervision, and 
direction of individual ca-sbSA •’

Kith regard to Suggestion $$$0-54, that the semiannual 
inventory be confined only to valuables (see also &6Q4-54/*  Mr, 
il» Easeu*  Investigative Division, states he can see no objection 
to th is procedure*  -

EIEG&TIVES COEEEEEilGB E0H&IWAT10!h' ‘EDilfCS

-The Conference of 9/27/54, composed of Messrs, Tolson, 
Mohr, Tamm, Parsons, Sizoo, ffennrichj. Belmont, Rosen,. Michals 
and Mason,, recommends unanimously that the present procedure ‘ 
be continued^ should be no relaxation in close controls over bulky 

yb.,l£y. exhibits; we have in the past been unable to locate certain exhibits 
not of a so called valuable nature such as money but uhich 
nevertheless were needed for presentation in court and the pressure 
should be kept on the field to promptly dispose of bulky exhibits 
in accordance with existing regulations,

&

2 ’-r



y Mr. Tallinn 10/5/Si

f 0
I The Executivesoonference A > ——■■ ■«■ ■ * r»   ilFH ■ yiUI««BW»fr|tq*r —IWWWg *

‘ ’ • ■ • • ALL BJFO/tflATIOH CONTA’NFD

Based on the Director rs notation bn Mr, Mohr’S 
memorandum dated 9/28/54, the Oonference on 10/5/54, composed of 
Messrs, Tolson, Mohr, Trotter, Parsons,, lisoo, Hennrich, Belmont, 
Bosen, McGuire, Bolloman and Barbo, considered whether In-Bervice 
training classes as how held at the Beat of .Government should be 
discontinued and instead handling, necessary training in the field, 
Brider the latter alternative it would be necessary to have a team, 
of three or four Government representatives travel from one office 
to another holding- conferences for two Or three, days in order to , 
cover the highlights of what is now more- adequately presented at

• . , in-Service schools at the Boat of Government., *

The Bonferenae wasunanimouslybfthe opinion that the \ 
present In-Service training program at the Seat of Government

• • should be continued, because it is highly effective and, fills an 
extremely important need in keeping our Agents up to date on all 
phases of th.e- Bureau’s operations, including investigative^ '  
adninistrutive and personnel matters, , . .. J

*

■. The Conference was of the further opinion. that, the 
survey of the field recently conducted clearly indicates that the 
field Agents appreciate the value of the training, extended to them. 
The fact that during In-Service classes numerous questions are 
asked is a healthy indication of interest, desire to. learn and 

■ improve, Bach field office is instructed that before an Agent 
comes inwto- attend In-Service*  he should, carefully consider in . • 
advance any questions otsproblems he ady have so that they can. 
be taken up during the In-Service training session, *:

. S3 OGT <5 Jj954

• on the first day of each class Mr, ilahr tdlhS on
' personnel matters--and policies, likewise on the first day, Ur- 

Harbo talks to the class on General Bureau Problems,, at which 
' time he specif tcally points out that it is. the obligation of 

each Agent who has any questions concerning investigative^ 
B^rdm^—^administrative or personnel matters to make those- questions known 
N^ni?n"~T^nd have them answered before the conclusion of - thS'ln-Bervice

——yourse, Ou a separate- occasion Mr, Barba speaks to each class 
.MnL° cn, the subject of personal and off icial conduct. All Assistant 
RMen"15'—iireators appear^ at panel forum, discussions and the class has a • 
Tanyp1 ' chgncg to ask. them questions,. .es

aECOROB^
aafc?' £: S indexed-®

UohT.

rff’-



The regular In-Service classes are supplemented by 
specialised schools, some of two days duration and of
two weeks duration, (in lieu of regular In-Service).

The Conference further noted that SAGs are annually 
brought to headquarters; for conferences at which tine they are 
fully apprised of Bureau problems, and. policies} SAC Betters 
regularly go to the field explaining current policies and. 
procedures and include instructions for the. SAC to pass on 
pertinent data to. dll the employees of the office. In addition 
to the semiannual conferences held in the field for Agents and 
also, those for clerks, there are in the larger offices weekly 
squad meetings as. well as the requirement that'the SAG or the. 
field, supervisor review assigned cases with each Agent monthly.

Bach field office is inspected at least once a year. 
At .the inception of each inspection it is announced to all 
employees that any who desire may arrange an interview with the 
Inspector} they are furnished the name of the Inspector, his 
room number and telephone number in. order io facilitate thp 
making of such arrangements. further, hear -the end’ of the 
inspection the Inspector holds a conference with all Agents at , 
which time he discusses. weaknesses found during.the inspection 
and also covers pertinent Bureau policies and procedure^} a 
similar conference is held with all clerical employees. Employees 
have opportunities; to ask, questions.at these, conferences.

The- Conference felt that the present procedures as • 
outlined above are quite adequate^ desircble and Working very . . . 
successfully and should be continued*  - ‘ . ■

BBeOMHEyPATlCNSs

The. Conference unanimously recommends gg follows:

~ That the in-’Cerpice. training program conducted at
the Beat of Government bg continued rather than to try to handle 
gpch training by field conferences alone. »



Si That if the first recommendation is approved, a 
reminder go forth to all field Inspectors to (a) carefully 
cover pertin ent Bureau policies at conferences held with all 
employees during each field, inspection, (b) tn Carefully check 
to see that SAQs are promptly and adequately passing bn to 
all employees pertinent information f urnished in &&& Letters^



ER, TORSO#
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In accordance with SAC Letter 7/13/54, requesting
the field to submit its thoughts relative to further streamlining 
the Bureau ?s work, the following suggestion was received:

SUGOKSTIOU

Vhere auxiliary office has consulted United States 
Attorney in Interstate Transp ort at i on of Stolen Motor Vehicle case, 
permit auxiliary office to send ^rtinent data to office of origin 
by RUG letter or Air^Tel, Require office of origin to incorporate 
pertinent data in its report, designating copies for auxiliary 
office and United States Attorney consulted by auxiliary office.

PRESENT PROCEDURE

Auxiliary office pay RUG data re: theft, interview or 
notification of owner by RUG communication other than report, 
but must prepare report where United States Attorney is consulted,

ADVAMTAGES TO SUGGESTION

Reduce number of reports prepared in Interstate Transports
tion of Stolen Motor Vehicle cases.

DISADVANTAGES TO sugcestioe

Boardman_____
.Nichols

passible lass of pertinent detail through use of 
telegraphic language in letters, Air-^Tels or teletypes, Eecessity 
of closer' f ield supervision to make certain interested United States 

Toison—Attorneys receive copies of reports prepared by .office ofjorigin,
RECORDED-57 v~

EEf ■"' ! indexed-#?
— Mr, E. J?» Einterrowd of the lavestigat ice Rivision
ts- opposed, 'Eeiieves it is a rare casinhere-presentation*  is made 
tola United States Attorney other than^n; the point of recovery.

Mohr___
. Parsons 
ifRosen _ 

.Q Tamm _ 
'p'Sizoo_

^f^Eelieves that report should be prepare^by all off ice’s making
^biiod^^retentattan to a UnitedStates AttorirH/, <

I^G^U.^.Mess-rs'l Sizoo and Rarbo



Memorandun io Ur. Tolson

■gxggygowg comnsRcs consideration EDUtmew

Present at the Executives Conference, of 9/28/54 were 
Messrs, Belmont, parsons, iiichols^ ifohr^ Sizoo*  Rosen, jBennrich^ 
Tann and Hason» The Conference recommended unanimously Unfavorable,,

«> R <*,



Mr. Tolson 9/30/5*

Executives Conference

StfCGESTIOIJ %81*-5*  
HASE BY SAC PERCY ffl&T 
SPRinGFIEEQ 'OFFICE

ALL £NFOSMAXIG» CONTAINED 
HERE IM.

SAC tfyly? Springfield, pointed out thst Agents are 
permitted to charge out serials- for *5  days and to recharge these 
serials for retention for an additional *5  days. Tn many cases, 
according to fyly.., there is only an original of a given serial 
and when this is charged to an Agent it then becomes incumbent 
unier\exi sting rules for the contents of the serial to be described 
on the^hn.raeiout tfyiy's proposal relates to. the fad that
when Agents fecIiarge^Serials they normally prepare, new charge-cut 

"’^psrau^'^ having a cl erk transfer to the new
charge-out slip all data written on the Old charge-out slip,' 
ffyly would like. to have, permission for the Chief Clerk to mark, 
the old charge-out slip “recharge11 in the^spaCe now provided on 
the charge-out slip and -block stamp the charge-cut slip showing 
the dote of recharge,.

EXECUTIVES CONFEREHCE COHSlPERATlCHt '.............. ............. I""1- {"J...... . .......... ............................irn. . . ........... 111 ■■, !■■ I Ijii'in,, !«■

Present, at the Executives Conference of 5/30/5)i were 
Me.srrs, Mohr, Tarwn, Parsons, Sizoo, Hennrich, Belmont, Rosen, 
Holloman, llichols and Mason.

The Conference felt that Wyly's proposed procedure is 
undoubtedly followed in some offices at the present time as a 
streamlining technique, and that it does not in the slightest 
destroy control but in fact increases control because the initial . 
charge-out slip containing the Agent's handwriting is proof thd 
the- Agent actually received the document and would put him in, a /■. 
position where he could never Claim that he did not initially g&t J 
the serial. Recharge of the serial will further complete the record*

, If you agree, proposed 
Also, proposed, letter to pAC jfyly is

Conference unanimously favorable. 
. SAC letter is attached. 

Toison ..attached. 
Boardman. - - . 
Nichols ________
.Belmont : .
Harbo 
Mohr . , *
Parsons________ _
Rosen_______ —
Tamm . y 

, Sizoo- 
Vinterrowd_____

Hoiiomnl^Sa chn.enis 
Gandy___ ______

Hr. Si zoo ' 
Mr. Barba RECORDED-^
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' SGUuESW“GV&E'£GUEllii CHANGES

By SAC Letter 54-373 par. T, the. field ms requested 
to submit views. concerning In-Service training. Several suggestions 
were made regarding the instruction given by the Investigative 
division as follows:

1. Qklakoma City and Milwaukee suggested eliminating 
the lecture on Anti-trust. Oklahoma City suggested adding 
instruction, on bank robbery and Milwaukee suggested cutting the 
time .allotted to the lectures on fugitives. Interstate Transportation 
of Stolen Motor Telltales, ®htt& Slave Traffic Act and General 
Investigative Intelligence Matters to IS minutes each:.

COMHLPTS: -

Such readjustment to the curriculum must be considered 
tn the' light of

lf The over-all balance: Of time allotted to various 
subjects?

2. The current problems of the Bureau. p

3. The need for presenting « curriculum designed to 
meet the Bureau fs needs in as nany fields as possible.

IffVEBTTGATIVE BlVISICff

Added emphasis: is. currently being given to. bank robbery 
investigations, The newt special series of law enforcement conferenc 
will be on the subject of bank robbery. It is believed that empha^ 
sis should be gipen to this subject during In-Service consistent 
with the &ver-all commitments of other vittal natters now being f
handled. It is proposed that the lectures an general Investi- L

R^Sr°°an~ Intelligence Hatters and Criminal Informant Matters be I
Nichois—reduced from one hour each to 30 minutes eagh thus making available I 
Beimont . hour which will be devoted to a consideration of current bank j 

Mohr______ robbery problems.
Parsons _____ 
Rosen ....... i____
Tamm______ ■
sizoo—-—&& « Mr, 
Winterrowd____
Tele. Room ____ JUs^ i

Holloman —^A^*jek  
Gandy -. > —-,- W

Stzoo
Harbo



The Director has emphasized the need for training in 
Anti-trust Matters. Sometimes these oases have extensive investi
gative ramifications and it is necessary to- keep all agents informed 
of policy. A minimum amount of time is presently devoted, to Anti-

• trust at present (30 minutes). No change recommended..

Such matters as interstate Transpartation of Stolen 
Motor Vehicles, White Slave Traffic Act, and Fugitives are among 
OUi*  "bread and butterft type cases statistically speaking*  The : 
lectures are not repetitious, ofNewAgents * school, lectures., but 
are concerned with neib developments^,. procedures? and policies, • 

‘ There is a real need to continue emphasis on these subjects. It 
. should be noted that the General investigative Intelligence Lecture 

in the above recommendation has been reduced: to 30 minutes. No - 
, Change recommended. ■ ' , f *•••.'
’ EXECUTIVES CONFERENCE CONSIDERATION} EDMsmew . .

• present at the Executives Conference of'9/29/5A were ’ < 
‘liesst a. Mohr, Tamm*  Parsons, Rizoo, Rennric.hj Belmont, Boson, 
Rolloman*  N’ichbis*:  and Mason,' The Conference unanimdusly'; 
recommended aedpptdo^tdf: ttfs evvewsttofw -

• Division. ■ . ; . ?. . .• '• / \ ■- . :■
- . ; . ■ ' ■ A ur-; ■ '

■ 2. Gt. Louie suggested that more time he given for
?. instruction on Federal. Mousing Act matters, Anti^aciceteering, 

and Labor ;Mdnagemeht Relations Act Matteis,. . ; •

Pittsburgh suggested that Federal Rousing Act Matteis 
" be given more time,. '

' INVESTIGATIVE RIVIGION VlEWGt " ' > . \ ‘

The time devoted to Federal Rousing Administration‘ 
Matters has been ample to handleAall of the questions raised by 
the classes and it is believed that there is no need for any 
further time on the basis of experience to date, Anti-Racketeering 
and labor Management Relations Abt'bases were the subjects of a 
specialized school,, lii.is believed that this is the best way to



. handle the intricacies of these violations. For general ^PS*#**  
the time currently denoted to them in the In-Service curriculum 

considered to be adequate * No change*  recomended. .. , ' ,

Conference unanimously rectoyMM&ed adhttnuattyn ef 
current procedure*  ’ ’ ■ * > "

:'■ \ 3/ £1Paso,'tuypisted ell iectyres bn sub^
Stpnttve violations and streSsing general policy-matters.ihstead^

- *‘ ' ■ ’ ’ 4 »" ’ , : - ’ - ► -• - ■ • ",' " i

■cciimtt:.' ../r 7 \,■

- ,z ’. it ,iefelt that the Suredutt ptphlems' can. best be
;presented through iectutedtn. Specific iiprobiemd.dub:fe.eis.». .ihe ' 
'■Sl-'iaep- suggestion tbhot ■ 
provide opportunity to tietpbciffit pbi'in^d-i^'gussi.'Onm't'd Specifi'c 

^ujfflpticnt -as readily as our present systet doe.s^ general polity.
discussions are pr.ouiied for in the panel Forums*  ‘r

-■ ; \ t' ■
‘<v the donference-unantiousiy recommended continugt ion of...'
^current procedure. .' '•>/■ '?. ■'• - « ■'•
■ ., ’ ' v > :^r ■ ;■ J - ''<. ' ■



Mr, Tolson 9-20-54

The^fzecutives Conference.

. .S4(? Letter 54-37, Paragraph T, 7-20-54, requested field 
to: submit suggestions regarding In-Seruice. Training, Among the 
suggestions submitted are. the following relating to subjects in the 
Security field*  • ;

- 1, Cincinnati,St, Ldui.s gnd Mew York recommended 
reduction in time spent on SecurityMatters, with. Cincinnati and 
Jea York suggestingelimination of lecture on hi story and back
ground of Communist, party, ' J ' > ,. . ’ .

\ .2, Seattle reqbmmeudsfuller discussion' Of'Security'
. picture, ' : \ . ■ : ■ g,.- ....

, Present Bureau Procedure: '

. ■ IZe now devote- 13 hours, and OS. minutes to Security Matters, 
of which 1 hour and 40 minutes is devoted po background and history ' 
of Communist Party.- . .• • '

Observations: ■ . ; •

Mr, -Belmont and: his staff have made p thorough study of 
the Xp-fervics. program as it relates, to the- Domestic Intelligence 
Pipision und’have suggested a program to he fallowed, Ifr. Boardman 
has agreed, ; fhp program is a.s follows.

’ . ■ ‘ Tuesday .y Second Peek. ’ '

Time - Pubjeot Matter :. Lecturer

9 ~ 10 4UA
Tolson^,„ -j- 
Boardman—_— 
Nichols..__ ____
Belmont., 
Harbo • _
Parsons —_ —■ 
Rosen ■, - —
Tar^Ji(^»____MT,
■Sizod —— 
Winterrowd__ ' •
Tele. Room___
Holloman____

Si sac 
Barbo

.C'om'muhism,. .The : . P. Sullivan
SmS y<,rMWBPEQ-aa c^to!>.

i? orrr is



Membrandum for Hr Tolson.

10 - 210.

11 12 noon

12- ~ 1 P.H.

C'omraunist Part'd# 
(Htstorg# currant 
leadership*  policies*  
current agtivitg}:

Communist Party 
Underground (leader
ship*  aetivlrbies*  extent 
of bureau penetration*  
successful. inoesttgativ.e 
technigties)

Security Surveillances

1 2 O.

.2 ~ 3 PJf...

3 ~ 5-P.Ih-

5

Lunch ’ -. \

• Par&y Pronk
Qrgan fz&frions , - \

Security iTivestigaiciono 
of Intlivld'uais

Petoom Program

OT

o, Bly.
or A,. 2*.  Pooley

or
H,. 0, Bly 
r«: K Boyle .-

A, Booley
or & 0, Bly

F. 3,. Thornton
or 9. Thau

or

9 -*  12 ^oon

12 ~ 2 p^lf

2 0. 2

2:30 •

' ' Wednesday. Second Week

llsp-ionQg& and Porstgn 
i^telltgena&-
Matidrs .

Security Informants
* ■ , . - ,

hunch

Liaison Problems

. or

or

- or

J*  
«r*

^4- Ammarell
Broun. ■

Sabotage*  labor 
■ Hanagenient delations:

Act*  Communist Inf il
tration of Labor ' .

..t * Tf the above program, is followed*  this will mean that all 
Of thg Security type work before In-Service classes will be concentrated 
over; a specific period of time, 1 '

or
.2, Bi bier
4e Cough

that all



"’Hemorandum for Jfr. ^oTson

The above curriculum differs from that presently being 
given -as f ollows: •

■ * i. The 1 hour 40 minute lebture on "Principles Governing
Cownunist strategy and Tactics^ Has been eliminated*  This lecture 1 
dealt; with tne history and background of the goixmUn.ibt Party,

2, 4 one-hour lecture bn ^orsaunism^ The Present World ,
. Problem** ha$ been added‘f- ■ . / . •

. • 5^. One hour has been added to the lecture on "(lowiiunist
party.Under ground^ ’ . - ,_t ....

' ’ ' The Sabotage. lecture has. been, decreased froK ,55^ tp-
.. -30 minutes... .,. - ". .

• ■. ' Paniestic Inteliigenge ptiiisign vjfll have Id hours.
of the In-Service- program reduction ■of d -ainutes) ' if the •

' ' snggest&d^prbgratk is approved, . . ’ . . . / . , . - ■

SXPanTIVES COWEREICE COhSIPER'ATION: : ' RTfftcs - . ' . . ..

/ /Phe- .Qgnference of consisting of 'Messrs.^ Tolson^ p /.
p ^ohrf Pdreonsy 2 ieoa, Peayt P'eltiont3 Tammf Si git ole $ Holloman and' “s 

yarbpy unanimously recommends .approval of the schedule for security
. subfeets at ^regular in-ddruice. draining schools outlined'above, 

Phis, will constitute, favgrahle action on the suggestions*  md-de. herein 
insofar as it is practical to do so, • '
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SWOPS!#

1 Procedure known as Selective Supervision inquired 
during current inspection of Investigative Division*  ^tis procedure 
which provides for reading the synopsis, noting period for tshich 
made, the dissemination and lead pages of reports, has boon in 
affect since 1945*  Casas so supervised are heavy volume dace, 
such as Selective Service, Interstate Transportation of Stolen 
Motor Vehicle, and White Slave Traffic Act*  Estimated that thstd 
are pending as of 8/25/54, 18,568 cases under selective supervision, 
and that 214,377 reports are received annually in such cases*  
Time spent on average report on various desks varies from 1 minute 
to 5 minutes and general average is 2$ minutes*  Some cases on 
desks handling selective supervision matters, such as ring cases 
on the Interstate Transportation of Stolen Motor Vehicle desk 
and outstanding fugitive cases, receive full supervision*  Eased 
upon the factss (1) statistical accomplishments have continued 
to increase over the years in cases under selective supervision, 
(2) substantive errors found in review of all pending files 
during inspections (including cases under selective supervision) 
are relatively low, usually less than l/>, and (3) that during the 
current inspection of the Investigative Division a review of 152 
cases under selective supervision disclosed only three substantive 
errors, none of which affected the statistical accomplishments 
of the Bureau, it is concluded that selective supervision has 
had no appreciable adverse affect on the 'gudlity of Bureau work*  
There are 19 Agent Supervisors and 8 Reviewer Analysts handling 
selectively supervised matters, total >27^ ^Estimated that full 
supervision ufljrUld require 107 Agent Supervisor^ an increase of 
80 over the present supervisory force and a proportionate increase 
in the number of clferks*

\

^JJJONCL US IONS

Advantages of ’Eul'l Supervision over Selective Supervision

r 1*  Li mi tffify number of errors -of .substance' committed
by the field which are now undeteoted^pr hot detected until field

>> ?»6 'cl) J dr-? 1
• - - - 4

3 OCT ,/s/

^vkv.‘cs NOT RECORDED
128 OCT 6 I19B4.



office inspection, would be caught at the time report is submitted 
to the Bureau and timely action to correct could be taken*  Bureau 
Supervisors will, of course, be responsible for any and all errors 
just as they are now for cases under full supervision*

2*  Some increase in statistical accomplishments might 
result since it would be possible for Supervisors to offer 
suggestions to the field which could result in solution of some 
cases now closed unsolved.

Disadvantages

1*  Would require an increase in the supervisory 
personnel at the Bureau from the present 27 now handling cases 
under selective supervision to a total of 107, a net increase of 
80 supervisory personnel and a proportionate increase in the 
number of clerical employees*

RECOMMENDATI ON:

That there be no change in the present procedure 
known as Selective Supervision*

EXECUTIVES CONFERENCE CONSIDERA TION: EDM: mew 9/30/54

Considered by Executives Conference 9/30/54*  Present 
were Messrs. Mohr, Tamm, Parsons, Sizoo, Hennrich, Belmont, 
Rosen, Holloman, Nichols and Mason. The Conference concurred 
unanimously that there be no change in the current vrocedures.



DETAILS:

The procedure known as Selective Supervision was 
reviewed during the inspection of the Investigative Division, 
Findings are presented below:

Present Procedure:

Since 1945 certain classifications of cases in the 
Investigative division have received what is termed "Selective 
Supervision," These are the heavy volume classifications, such 
as Interstate Transportation of Stolen Motor Vehicle, tfhite 
Slave Traffic Act, and Selective Service cases. Briefly, 
selective supervision entails a quick scanning of the synopsis, 
reading the title, the period .for which made, the distribution 
of copies, and the lead page. If the report appears in order, 
it is initialed for the "file wiihout detailed reading. In effect, 
this means that the vast majority of criminal cases receive only 
a quick superficial examination at the Bureau which might detect 
some obvious weakness but which would probably not detect any 
error not readily apparent on the first and lead pages of the 
report. This places the primary responsibility for supervising 
routine criminal cases on the field and particularly on the 
office of origin.

Classifications Being Selectively °upervi sed:

The Investigative Division is affording selective 
supervision to the following classifications:

4 - The Firearms Acts*  (a) National (b) Federal 
15 - Theft From Interstate Shipment 
25 - Selective Service
26 - Interstate Transportation of Stolen Motor Vehicle 

or Aircraft
31 - ffhite Slave Traffic Act
42 - Deserters
43 - Illegal Nearing of the Uniform, etc, 
45 - Crime on the Sigh Seas
47 - Impersonation
52 - Theft, Embezzlement, and Illegal Possession of 

Government Property
70 - Crimes on. Government Reservations
71 - Bills of Lading Act
76 - Conditional Release Violators, etc, 
87 - Interstate Transportation of Stolen Property 
88 - Unlawful Flight to Avoid Prosecution, etc, 
90 - Irregularities in Federal Penal Instituti ons 
93 - Ascertaining Financial Ability

103 t Interstate Transportation of Stole n Cattle
141 - False Entries in Records of Interstate Carriers

- 3 -



142 - Illegal Use of Railroad Pass
145 - Interstate Transportation of Obscene Matter
146 - Interstate Transportation of Prison-Made Goods
148 - Interstate Transportation of Fireworks

Exact figures are not available but it was estimated 
18,560 cases were pending in the above classifications on d/25/54.

Number of Reports Received;

No records are available from which the exact number of 
reports received annually in cases under Selective Supervision 
can be readily obtained. However, based upon an actual mail 
count made on August 25-26-27, 1954, it was calculated that 
214,377 reports are received at the Bureau annually in cases 
under Selective Bupervisi on. The bulk of them are in the 
following classifications:

15 - Theft from Interstate Shipment 20,320
25 - Selective Service 51,054
26 - Interstate Transportation of Stolen Motor Vehicle 34,708
31 - &hite £>lave Traffic Act 10,922
42 - Deserters 26,162
87 - Interstate Transportation of Stolen Property 30,226

Total 173,392

Time Spent on Selective Supervision:

According to estimates furnished by the Investigative 
Division the average time spent on reviewing the reports being 
selectively supervised is 2£ minutes. This varies from a minimum 
of 1 minute to a maximum of 5 minutes as shown by the tabulation 
below*

Classification

Minutes Spent on 
Selective Supervision 
on Each Report

15 4
25 2
26 1
31 5
42 5
43 5
45 4
47 2
52 5
70 4
71 4

- 4 -



Classificati on
87
90
93

103
141
142
145
146
148

Minutes bpent on 
Selective supervision 
on Each Report 

2 
4 
3 
1 
4 
4 
5 
5 
5

It should not be concluded from the above, however, 
that all reports receive a 2^—minute review. Supervisors 
handling volume desks make detailed reviews of reports on 
certain cases. For instance, on the. ITSMV desk there are in 
excess of 100 so-called ring cases now receiving detailed super
vision, In addition, all reports which reviewer-analysts note 
involving a changed motor number are referred to Agent Supervisors 
for complete review, 150 fugitive cases and 131 Selective Service 
cases are also receiving detailed supervision.

Quality of Supervision:

During the inspection of the Investigative Division 
a detailed review was made of 152 cases being selectively super
vised, Three of these cases were subject to criticism but two 
of them contained delinquencies of such a nature that selective 
supervision would not normally detect them because the errors 
were not apparent from a reading of the synopsis or of the other 
matters checked under selective supervision. In the other case 
there was a delay in reporting which was apparent from scanning 
the "period for which made" and concerning which the Supervisor 
should have cautioned the field. The two errors Previously 
mentioned involved (1) the failure to disseminate derogatory 
information set out in the details but not in the synopsis, and 
(2) incomplete and indefinite reporting,

In order to determine whether case write-ups prepared 
during field inspections concerned Cases being selectively 
supervised, a review was made of case write-ups prepared during 
7 recent such inspections. Case write-ups were prepared on 33 
cases in those classifications under selective supervision, 28 
of these involved errors which could not have been detected at 
the Seat of Government under selective supervision and 5 of them 
could have been detected.



The errors fall, broadly, into the following groups:

Could have been detected by
Methods followed under Selective Supervision

1, Delayed investigation or reporting 5

Could not have been detected by 
Methods followed under Selective Supervision

2. Inadequate, incomplete, improper reporting 23 
and investigation

2, Improper or failure to disseminate 3
3. Unnecessary investigation 2

28

Personnel Now Engaged in Selective Supervision:

The Criminal Section of the Investigative Division 
has 17 Agent Supervisors and 6 Reviewer Analysts handling cases 
being given selective supervision, the Accounting and Fraud 
Section has two Agents and two Reviewer Analysts so assigned, 
for a total of 19 Agents and 8 Reviewer Analysts, or 27 super
visory type employees.

Personnel Required, to give all Matters Full Supervision:

The Investigative -Uivision estimates that to give 
full supervise on to all classifications of cases now under 
selective supervision would require 107 Special Agents divided 
among the various desks as follows:

Supervisors
Required

Theft from Interstate Shipment Desk 7,8
Selective Service Desk
Interstate Transportation of Stolen Motor 20

Vehicle Desk
White Slave Desk 3,2
Deserter Desk 10,9
Impersonation Desk 3,4
Crime on Government Reservation Desk 3,7
Theft of Government Property Desk 4,7
Interstate Transportation of Stolen 8

Property Desk
Fugitive Desk 31

106,7 or 107

- 6-
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Advantages and Disadvantages

The advantages and disadvantages have been set forth 
in full following the Synopsis♦
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MABE BY OEICAG-O OlffiT&B. 
IBFORMABI PP0&1UK

In accordance taith SAC letter 5.4-36:fc)x 7/13/54x 
which requested the field to submit thoughts relative to ways of 
further streamlining the Bureau *s  work9 the following suggestion 
was nadet

S5GOESTION

!• Eliminate the/izec:es.s ity of obtaining voluminous
administrative data set out as one of the first requirements 
immediately' followiiiythe opening of a new Potential jsyimingl^ 
Informant file*

Present Peouiroments

Manual of Instructions^ Section 108 Bx page 3(E)X relating- 
to Criminal Informants, states that when a prospective 
informant is identified^ all references in a field off io e 
file should be consolidated in a file*,  All readily available 
background data should be compiled^ such ascheck of the local, 
criminal records and other logical sources. Credit checks 
;are advisable*  The records of the Identification Division 
should be checked for a complete and up to date identifica
tion record and, if there is some indication that the Bureau 
may have additional informationt a request should be made of 
the Bureau for a summary bf any available data in Bureau files 
which are net contained in the files of the office proposing 
to use the individual as< an inforw.nt*
ffhen a potential informant has furnished worth-while, informa
tionx a symbol number should be assigned and a letter should 
be directed to the Bureau eontainlngr informant's name and 
all aliases^ symbol number assigned} address at which contacted 
residence address; description; date designated informant;
estimate of reliability; employment; past activities; Zt
identification record with dpte obtaine^; griminal associate&J

^•Messrs*  gisoo RECORDED ’54
Sarbo INDEXED < §4

Tolson________
Boardman_____
Nichols
Belmont .
Harbo_________
Mohr_______j__
Parsons - 
Rosen - -...
Tamm_________
Sizoo ____CQ
Winterrowd____ _
Tele. Room___
Holloman —

? Of,T .13



Memorandum to Mr* bolson

Advantages to Suggestion

SAG, Chicago states valuable assistance ftae been lost through 
improper handling of informants*  Ee states informants are 
people who have definite personalities of their own; bp their 
very nature they will not take discipline 'without question 
and by their very lives have demonstrated they will not 
continuously conform; to the mores of legalised formality in, 
accepting civil associates*  There is no excellent informant 
who will unquestionably abide by all. instructions of the 
handling Agent and an informant Who will act 'only by direction 
moves too slowly to be able to: be utilised to the fullest 
extent*  Whenever an, informant does, not specifically follow 
iorderg,, the Bureaucensures*  the Agent handling this informant 
If or lac# of control over the informant^ This has become 
[known to Agents in the field who hesitate to develop informants 
‘who are strategically located to give top value criminal 
information because they know they will not be able to 
absolutely control all activities of the informant and sooner 

' or later their work and efforts will be confiscated by a 
letter of censure*.  Chicago states the private lives, of 
informants. are hone, of our business*  Examples fa?:

Inves hi oat ibe Div ision Views

Mr*  A*.  rMosen^ Investigative Bivision, advised that SAC, Chicago 
Wakes specific reference to ‘ Criminal Informant | 
__________ Yn connection w ith GAG Chicago ’s! 
recommending that] I receive a personal letter of
commendation and appreciation from the Directorj describing 

lag ’’not a criminal but a responsible undercover Agent,n 
1 administrative action was taken in view of the fact it was an 
action which could have resulted in embarrassment to the 
Bureau*  Chicago Gffi.ce had considerable information iA its 
.own files to indicate] Izoas a notorious Con man with 
an extensive criminal baekgro’und*  Further*  the Agent handling 
this informant had contacted the informant in Item York previously 
Where complete background information teas available in the 

Vinformantfile.*  Agent had not reviewed the: contents of
that file,, despite the: definite Bureau requirement that such 
be dope *.r' ■ ■ t

Bosen states it is not reasonable to recommend the Bureau’s 
disciplinary policies Should not be applied to any one phase 

faf the Bureau work; good judgment and proper application 
/ to duty is as necessary in the field ^f Criminal Informant 

development and handling as in any other phase of Bureau work*

b7C
recommending that



IteinorandUM to ifr» Tolson

1

4 continuing program be set up to stimulate the Agents*  
interest in. obtaining informants and, to biring the Bureau fs needs 
constantly to their1 attention by;

A*  Program of education at Squad Conferences citing 
specific instances of informant development and assistance;

B*  Outlining Bureau *s  current needs in any particular: field 
in which additional coverage is desired or needed;

-A < . .

/?. Citing*  gotg&end ing3 or promoting of Agents who have done- 
goad work. in this- program*,  (financial gain is always an 
incentive, to any endeavor);

j?, Outlining of suggested methods and Sources that can be 
utilised or have been used in the past in obtaining 
informants*

Advantages id Suggestion

SAC Chicago states every Agent now is more conscious of the 
need for informant assistance in various types of Bureau work 
■and more specifically in his own particular cases*  It In
als o believed every Agent is Continually turning over in. his 
mind the question as to whether various persons he contacts 
would make good informants in some type of activity in which 
the' Bureau is interested. However*  it is felt that a continued 
Stressing-to Agents of the Bureaufs needs in this regard with 
a solicitation of their help is necessary because of the 
pressure of other work assigned to Agents*  It is. felt greater 
production and better Selection of informants would result 
through efforts to eliminate all possible administrative pitfalls 
which might beset the Agent and the office at times of 
inspection*  and so forth*

1 S ra

Investigative iiivision .Views * ' .
mwnBtTijrwrn.^ujB.1 ij -iiir.rj J. - - nn 11;_; ’(ijJ-l.wi ,

Hr. Bosen*  Investigative Bivision*  states the suggested 
procedures are already in effect and are being, implemented 
both in the. f ield and at the Beat of Government through such 
programs as 'Grltsinal Informant Schools*  InrBervice lectures 
and SAG iett&rs*  It has teen stressed to the. field that a 
program of indoctrination*  education*  and supervision should 
be in effect to. mahe each Agent conscious of Informant develop
ment to the point .where he looks at each case, each dayls work 
and each interview With regard to the possibility of developing 
a criminal infori&ant*.  Selected Agents, from each field office ’ 
have attended Specialized Criminal Informant Schools*  where



Memorandum, to Mr, Tolson

' w '■ * W

spscjf/ic cases of informant development and utilisation have 
been cited and such had been done also at In-Service classes 
not only on the part of the Criminal Informant lecturer 
but by substantive case supervisors who lecture to these 
classes.

Both Investigative Division and Training and Inspection 
Division during field Office inspections have stressed the 
need for each field office to analyse its situation by 
classification and by geographical location as to the need 
for inforrniaht development.

Since inception of Criminal Informant Program, there have 
been numerous instances in which Special Agents have been 
written letters of commendation and given meritorious increases 
in salary in connection, with, outstanding accomplishments in 
the development of Criminal Informants^

In addition to instructions given, in Specialised Criminal 
Informant Schools and in, In-Service lectures, Bureau by 
SAC Letters 53-12 (I) and 53+27 (a) solicited from all field 
offices information as to sources, techniques of development 
and utilization of Criminal Informants and furnished the 
information to the field in detail,

It is. to be noted a. Specialised School re Criminal Informants 
is scheduled to be held November 2 and 3, 1954, at the Seat 
of Government,

.M^SGIJTIPSS -UCMPMSSNlCBt^GNSlD^A^LON ' pDlhmew

Present at the Executives Conference of 9/29/54 ‘were 
Messrs, Mohr, Tamm,. Parsons, Sista, Hennriah, Belmont, Posen, 
Molloman, He ho Is and Mason, The Conference unanimously recommended
no change in current procedures.
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The Conference considered need /or increased security 
in. regard to reproduction of material and securitu of files* at 

the Seat of Government and in the Field.
It is occasioned by recent disclosure of reproduction 

of Bureau communications by autostats and by a need for security 
of files*

The following, is brief condensation, of Conference
. considerations and recommendations*  Retailed memoranda I through 
TH are attached*

PHOTOSTATS* (Attachment l)

Requisitions are required^ homeoers identity of material' 
photostated not clearly defined*

COHRBRStrCH BECOHHBHBSt (1) ReguisitipjiKJuientify^cumeat^^

A

f (s) That reguipitione be maintained fbr three users
ratlier_f.han^the^present'I&d^dcyI .——- >^lr j

>

u p 1
II*'  RJiPRPPVCTIOR BT AUTOBTATSz (Attachment II)

1 ? (a) The Autostat is closely allied to photostating
5,6krt^ -$pd is a guftif: method of repruduc ing documents,
/Boardman____ _  -./

s BeimontZZZZ , (^ Hachincs ate assigned to the Zaboratorys Records
Harbo------------ Bection, Statistical Section, and Critic Records Section*  (Their

i Mohr___________
| ’arsons ____^_

1 ^osen------------ec *•  2£r» Harbo
....~cc - lfrA Sisco 

\winterrowd..........

£1£-77^CJrran//«Ha 
——

-? ®5t oAT..it jsfifeT* .

'. L - .-■ 7 * •; 
a OCT 13HECOr"rn.<in 
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justification has been previously approved)• The Conference 
unanimously feels that Autostat for use. in inter “Division work 
should not require requisition but that notation should be made 
on each origindl autostated as to. the number of copieSyprepared*

(c) Conference unanimously agrees that should one 
Division desire, to use Auto stat in another Division that ' 
requisition be prepared, in form, of a memorandum approved by the 
Assistant Director•

(d) Conference further feels that Sections which 
maintain Auto stat machines should keep record, of-work not done 
for that particular Section*,  '

III*  CARSON COPIES OF ORI&INAD lUTERIAD PREPARED BY STENOGRAPHERS 
AND TYPISTS: (Attachment III)

; (a) Conference unanimously recommends that stenographers
and typistsTplace the number of copies made immediately under the 
typed initials of the dictator and stenographer*

' ft J, If additional copies are made, following the first ■ 
run*  the Conference feels thatthe stenographer or typist should 
note the number of copies on the original*

.. , (c) Conference recommends that whenever a hand-written
incoming letter is copied (for convenience in reading)3 a notation 
be made on the, original of the number of copies made*,

AND TRANSFER
IF.. RETENTION OF CHARGE-OUT/SLIPS FOR A TNREE-YEAR-PERIOD: 

(Attachment IV) ”' , • . ;

(a) Under present system*  Records Section cannot 
determine .who has had access to a particular file*  (Charge-out. 
slips retained for SA hours.*  transfer slips which are a part the 
charge-out system.,) ‘ ’

In view of tremendous number of files pulled and 
transfers made*  it is estimated that salary ebst would be 
approximately (8*  000 a: year to keep charge*out  slips for S^year 
period*  In 6 months charge-out. slips would fill 15$ four- 
drawer cabinets*
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New Office opposed, Washington Field Office 

had no objection, (See Attachment XFy»

/fij Arguments f or 3-year retention of charge^outs system:
(1) We would know for three-year period the name 

of each person who called for file*
(s) All employees would know of this record and 

it would make it hazardous for an individual 
to improperly call for a file,

- ‘ (s) Zf Bureau ever confronted with outside;
investigation (re Army-McCarthy hearings) 
no satisfactory explanation could be advanced 
as to why we did. hot keep some record of who 

- had access to files*
(d) Objections. to System? f -

3 . (1) Bureau recruitment and training of personnel
insure security*  ■ , ; : . .

. - ' (2) Unfaithful employee seeking to. misuse file - ’ • •
/ ■ , could, gain access without charge^-Out*

• J ’ (3) System: would not cover serials prior to the
■ ' " • timg they were placed tn file*  .

(df 2/essrs*  iBelraon^ .PafSOns^ MohrHOllomahnand 1’a‘m.m.
voted against system of 3-year'retention'of charge^ ’ 

■ - oufs*  They felt safeguards iiii \ ITKv

(if Investigation of personnel*
; , (2) Close, superyi.sion* ■ ■ - . . - , ■

• * (3) The Bureauf s administrative practice .of -
prompt investigation of allegations af . -
'improper activities,

(e) Messrs., discos Boseni Mason and. Piahols recommended 
retention of charge^outs. and- transfer slips for 
3 years* .

K CARB STMTBM FOR PT1BS? (Attachment F)
(a) System exceedingly costly and permanent charge^out 

" - 3 -



Memo to The Director September 299. 1954
card for every file would coSt *153 96&£ for the first year. 
Cost of posting entries on cards would be $69100 a year,

(b) Conference unanimously felt that a permanent 
charge~out system was too costly and if there was to be a 
record^ the retention of charge’-outs and transfer slips would 
Suffice  although as indicated, Messrs. Belmont, Parson^/; Mohr, 
Holloman and Tamm are opposed to keeping charge-outs, and transfer slips.
*

DOCKET SHEET FOR EACHllLB EEFLEGTIHd CHARGE-OCT t (Attachment Vi)
(&) In Order to determine who has had access to a 

file, be it either Super visor or file review clerk9 the Conference 
.considered the feasibility of preparing a docket form. which would 
be placed at the front of each file, It would. carry the place
bo indicate whether the. entire file was reviewed or only a 
serial, reviewed, plus the date*  (Sample attached marked Exhibit 1»)

• (b) Ihe rOldirement. would be that anyone looking at
, the: file Mould have to sign his napa.iO- the form*

?■ /, Eeit fork opposed this idea in view of volume of files
handled^' (see Attachment vi)i fashihgton field ha^ no^^eotfon, 

llessrs*  Belmont#. Darsonst. Dbhr# Sieoo# Bgsen9l. pglloman 
; \.dh^ Uas ait-opposed dOekOt sheet*  , '
'• * 7 . 3£ebSPs»- Idmai'dPd fibliols favbred adoption.

(HL ,

: * fll*  .FILES BE. DSIN& flLEi
:(a) Conferendo unanimously recommended: that all files be 

called in the hdme of the person who is to- use the file,
(b) Faf'.example# if a secretary calls a file for an

. gpaistant Director, it should be called in the Assistant Director ^ 
name/*  if a clerk cali^ 'a file far a Euperv/isor# it should be 
caiied in the Super visor ^s name, ‘



ATTACHBEET TO EXECUTIVES EOEFEREECE BEEORAERUM 
EATER SEPTEMBER. 2$, 1954

RE REPROJDUCTIOIJ OF MATERIAL ABE SECURITY OF FILES

I, PHOTOSTATS: (Attachment j) ’ ‘

The vast majority of document reproduction done 
in the Bureau is in the Mechanical Section through the use 
of the photostating process*.  However, it is np.ied. that the 
requisitions do hot, in many capes/ clearly identify the. 
document photostated, ' ' . ,

The conference feels that all requisitions should, 
fully: identify the document in question and that detail 
should be included, - ' • " ’ ■• : • ’

’ r “ * -

Requisitions are now maintained for sixty? days,. .

The Conference recommends this i>0 increased -to 
three years*

Should requisitions become bulkyj they can, of 
coursd, be micr of timed, ■ ?

ALL WEC/KtV,/tQN CONTAIN!®

A A

ENaOSUKg



ATTACWJEET TG. EXECUTIVES GOEEERENCE MEMORANDUM 
DATED SEPTEMBER 29*  1954

RE REPRODUCTION OF MATERIAL AND SEGURITI OF FILES

■II. REPRODUCTION BI AGTOSTATS: (Attachment II)

The autostat machine is a small, portable piece*  of 
equipment utilised /Or the quick, reproduction of documents*

■Machines are assigned to the Laboratory, Records Section, 
Statistical Section, and Crime Records Section., They are for the 
convenience of the. various divisions*  • ' ,

(a) In the Records Section the machine, is used to make 
extra, copies of, cornmunfnations to put in file  There is no 
problem involved in security since-the file copy will show where 
other copies' of the communication are located. Accordingly, 

, all copies can be accounted, for.

*

(b) The Grime Records Section uses the autostat 
machine to copy incoming Communi cat tons where the acknowledgment 
needs, expeditious handling  ~ -*

(c) lhe Statistical Section uses the autostat machine ' 
to- expedite the reproduction. of work in. connection with payroll 
matters  etc. • ?_ . ■*

■(d) The Laboratory uses, the machine to make copies 
of documents: which are utilised in the Laboratory*

The Conference is of the, unanimous’ opinion that when 
the autostqt is used fOr work within the Division that no. 
requisition, be required but, that a notation should be made on 
each origindh The • definition of original should include 
Bureau memorandum, incoming letter, yellow of an outgoing*  
letter or whatever the case, may be. •

■ In addition*  the Conference felt that should the 
services of the autostat be required. By a supervisor assigned 
to some other division that there be a requisition prepared, in 
the form of a ■memorandum*  approved by the Assistant Director 
and- specifically requesting that the section or division having . 

’the. autostat machine prepare the necessary copies. Further, 
sections and divisions which have such machines: should keep a 
record of autostating done for other sections or divisions.



ATSXCBlfEIJT SO SXWVTim COIIFEP.'EIICE MEUORAUEULf 
EATEE SEPTEMBER 89, 1954

RE REPROpEGTlbR OF SECtJRIft offices

III*  GfRBOE COPIES OF 0RI&T1/H MATERIAL PREPARED BT STENOGRAPHERS 
■ AIiD TIPISTSt (Attachment IIP) ' ~' ’ ~ '

The Conference unanimously recommended that -the. 
StenographicManual be revised 'bo-require stenographers. andtypists 
to type the number of copies of the communication node under the 
initials of the dictator and stenographer, Ehere a copy of the 
communication is disseminated outside of the Division,/ 
ordinarily this dissemination mill appear on the original in 
the form of. a memorandum or on the yellow in. an outgoing letter 
or-memorandum; i,e», ,fc,c.t Mr* Boardman, Hr,Rosen, Mr*  Harba*"  
In numerous instances, however., the dictator anticipates the. 
need of more than one tickler- and may have the stenographer 
run off two or three extra ticklers In order to have them 
readily available• if we- have the number of copies made,, it 
will then be. possible to go back to the individuals, responsible 
for the preparation of the cbttmuhioattb.n and responsibility . 
of dccpuhting for the copies will be theirs. If, for example, 
more than sixty days have elapsed*  unless a ‘tickler falls ttito^ 
a category of one approved for retention, it would have been - 
destroyed*  . ■ -



ATTACHMENT TO EXECUTIVES CONFERENCE WORAWK 
DATED SEPTEMBER RD, 2954

RE: REPRODUCTION OF MATERIAL AND SECURITE OF FILES 
iv*  retention of charge-out slips, for a three-year period: 

(Attachment IV) ~~ '’ ' ‘ ‘——~ —^~

Mr*  Michals advised the Conference that the Records . 
Section. retains charge*out  slip's for twenty-four hours after the 
file has. been returned. He noted that it would not be possible 
to determine who had had access to a f ile. In addition to the 
number af charge-out slips made at the initial, pulling of the 
file, there are also, innumerable transfer slips mode uhen the? 
file moves from One supervisor to. another, ■' '

. .ft is pointed out that a practical., economical and \ 
workable manner of beeping d recordf or three, years would be.tO; 
retain, the- charge-out slips along with the transferpl ips.

The Records Section -survey reflects that the filing of 
these slips costs approximately $8*000  d year, Every six months) 

: .'^fhe chgrge-out slips wouldfill 15R four-draw er filecabinets, 
- It ibpuid^ of pbursef be possible at periodto interval# to: mic.ro--, 

film the chargerout slips for their full retention- of three years, 

............ The argument# f or having a. R^year retention of- .char^^ 
outs filing system are ds follows} . * .

I,. A record, would-be hept for 3 years- of who called 
. for a file, ‘ .

: .^fl: employees wouidf of .dour sOr hdOiO: that a 
rep-ord was being hept), -and sinee employees are entitled to- hall 
files only .op, d need^toryh.om. basis, at periodic intervals-, checks 
pbiild be made to ascertain the reasons files were being called. 
This tobuid make' it more haedrdous for ah individual who might 
b.e inoithed to- improperly'sail ftiesf -■

, ’ 3-» - Should the bureau ever, be conf rented with an
investigation simildr to that Of .th# Army in the HoCarthy-Army 
hearings) no satisfactory explanation has. yet been advanced as 
to how we could explain why me did not heep some record of who 
had. adcbss to filest. ; -

0bfedttOh.S to this system:
1, The bureau program for recruitment and: training 

of personnel is the best insurance we. have for security.



I*

I* Should an. unfaithful employee ever seek to 
misuse files, it might be possible for him to gain access to 
a file by walking through a room, or in some other manner.

3* Knowledge aS. to who had files is not iron-dad 
in view of our system of sending serials*  incoming 
communications around the Bureau; and. if there were a crook*  
he could take a copy Of a communication home at night and make 
a copy of it*  This, of course, is true and for practical 
purposes*  there could be no iron-clad*  One hundred per bent 
foolproof system. that could be devised which would be practical 
and. which we Could. afford to run. • Banks are still, being robbed 
despite the burglar alarms*.  how.eyer*  the burglar alarms do .cut 
down the incident of bank r obberiest

Ue.ssrs, Belmont, parsons*  Mohr, Holloman, and pamm 
thought there was no need to. keep charge-outs for three years*  
fhey f elt that the best safeguard was close investigation of 
our personnel*'  supervision of personnel and the Bureau*  s.

> admihiatratiye practice of promptly investigating allegatibna 
of improper ‘aptiuitiea^ •* • ; '• > ;

- . Uessrs^ ^isoo*.  ‘iiaeeb*  kaeon and Michals recommended-. 
the retention af ahargefout and transfer- t'it'pe fbr three years*  -

ft should ke ngtedthut the fork off ice was : 
cpntaeted on the proposition of retaining chapge-out and transfer 
slips ahd they were opposed^ Vaehirgto.nPield pff ice had no. 
obf ectign^ r ' / ’ ’ •

Topk stated that they ubpd 107*000  charge-rout slips a:\mdnth, 
4 .clerk' can file only 1*000  per day*  Thus*,  five clerical 
employees Mould be required to pet-up the system,in that office 

, dig'np*. .- In addition*  they Mould- need'.apprpmiiprtely 36- tndea 
paginate tg .file the ohdrge^out oi'ipe*.  ■



ATTACHMENT TO EXECUTIVES CONFERENCE MEMORANM 
DATED SEPTEMBER $9, 1954

REt REPRODtJCTTON OF MATERTAE ANS' SECURITY OF FILES

T*  PERMANENT CHARGE~OVT CARD SYSTEM FOR FILES*,  (Attachment V)
A. permanent charge,*out  card system which would 

remain in the file drawer at all times was also considered, 
.Such a charge~out card f or each file would cost approximately 
,$1153*694  for the first year. The post of posting entries on 
the cards would amount to approximately $O,fo0 a year,

Canslderation was also given to breaking down the . 
files into different categories. For example* l&fo of the 
total four and one-half y^illion files come under the security 
classifieaitions, in the-event applicant f iles. are inpiuded^ 
this would represent dsfa of the total files, NoweperJ this- 

.' does not give a full pioturp since a regent survey reflected , 
that dl^ gf all files .caiiM/cjll into the security plass.ifi*  
cations*,  and ff applicant files are addedj this would include 
fTfi of all files,. \

The Sonference felt Unanimously that a permanent 
system was too costly, Tf there was to- ba -a recor.d3 the 
retention of charge^out and transfer- slips ShQiild suffice.



ATEAGHUEHT' TO EIECtJTIVEE GOHIERUCE EEWMHlf 
DATED: 5E2TE11BER 29, 1954

RE REP30.DUCTI&; OF XATEEIAL A5D EECRRLTT OF FILES

71, POREErSHEET  Ft)R EACH FILE.REFLECTING CHARQE-OllTt (Attachment fl)*

The Conference considered the problem, of big, file 
reviews where as many as 25 or 30 supervisors would review files 
on one particular project., Generally, all these files would be 
charged to one individual supervisor and the other Agents would . 
work with him on the project*  There is also. the same problem 
in connection with clerks in the Records Section who.- have access, 
to-files far file review*  - . ■ <

. Consideration was given to the printing of a f orm --
to be placed in the front of each file which would contain a • : 
blank space for the date? name and a check enark as to whether , ’ 
the: entire file was reviewed or whether ope serial Was reviewed.

' ' 4/ : 7 ’

‘ Each person handling the file would be required to, sign 
' - this, form*-  - ■ • • -. ■ ' . ; . J . . . . •■ f ?

. ' - Theoretically, of course,. if the regulation was abided
b.yb . tharp would "be q complete record of everyone who had looked 
at the file:;, however, an employee who would look at the’file, Wttb ' 
improper motives Would just fail to sign and accordingly the--

■ system would, be defeated, ' '■ -
‘ * V - ■' ‘ . ■ ' X, *■

- ' fl : ' - ' * - ’ - ' ;

■ The: 5&w '^ork Office wgscoritacted-as tg^the passable ‘ \ 
• of the, do'dket s&stpm and thetf observations mere- as faflowcs . ‘

■ , -1*..  1/ew fgtk agents. currently have dsces.sibifitg to- ’ '/ :
c£ds6d f iles. This - is' ailcWed, iw Order tp eWpbdite f ile checks.! . '■
There Would be no way of clieChing to- see whether agents had signed \ • 

. • a dd-ckef sheet ar not following the review of closed files* . .. . /'

2*-  Kew fork agrees that ting consumed in signing names ‘ 
bri docket sheets would be at a minimum-; however^ that offiOe poihts 

. gut that supervisors review 10j.839 pending, cases per month and an 
numerous occasions check references in pending files. Consequentlyt 
much, time would hd consumed.' in preparing entries oh docket sheets 
during these reviews*  (The figure Of 12^839 represents the total 
number fpf pending .cases now. if flew fork in which, supervisors- must 
review files with agents every 30 days*)

3.9 Eew fork advises they currently have oiie-half million 
files in that off ice and. there would.be considerable clerical time 
involved in the insertion of a docket sheet*



4, pew fork points out that file reviewers handle 
approximately 1100 references per day; correlation clerks3 280 
references pgr day; clerical unit heads } 100 files daily; and 
consolidation clerks500 files daily., Entries would have to 
be prepared oh the docket sheet during file reviews of this 
nature and much time would be consumed,

The Washington field Office, did not oppose the idea 
of a docket sheet,

Messrs, Belmont) parsons, Pohr3 Sisoo3 Posen3 Polloman 
and Jias on opposed the docket sheet- while Messrs, and Pichols 
favored its adoption,.



Memorandum to Mr*  Tolson

very specific details of information furnished in the past, 
including title and character of each case and identity of 
report containing, such information; date Information furnished; 
estimate of value of information; any information available 
indicating the informant is capable of being used outside the 
field office territory or that the informant could be sent 
from place to place by the Bureau to obtain information, If 
Bureau has previously furnished a summary. of data in Bureau 
f iles, the date in caption of Bureau letter furnishing such 
in formation should be set forth*

Advantages to Suggestion

SAC, Chicago states, an a practical mattery the Bureau, should, 
be milling to accept information from the worst hoodlums of 
the most unreliable character so. long as it will assist in, 
solution of a case or in development of information concerning 
any criminal matters Be points out. this administrative data 
has no pertinency to the information actually, furnished and 
only furnishes further material to be checked by the supervisory 
staff and reviewed by inspectors*  jSAC Chicago states the 
Bureau has insisted on keeping the Informant Program so top 
heavy with administrative details that Agents have to spend 
the first few days of an informant's development obtaining 
background data*

Investigative Bivision Views

S
Mr*  4« Rosen, Investigative Bivision, advised that, in order 
that the Bureau may: have as complete knowledge as possible 
of persons with whom it is dealing, it is obviously desirable 
to obtain as much background data as possible an Criminal 
informants, Utilisation of informants'to the advantage of the 
Bureau is enhanced by having extensive background informant

B*  Although the Bureaw\has recognised the need for
coordination through ad option" of a form containing check lists of
the above^listed data, the Bureau has failed to recognise one of 
the most important things needed, by the field; that is, whether 
there is any other Agent who may contact an. informant, There is 
no provision on the form far the fisting of an alternate Agent*

Present Borm
BAC^''"'Chicago is probably referring to Borm FB“S3ri’ (Criminal 
informant Review Sheet), which is not serialised, but is 
maintained on top of all other serials in the Criminal 
informant fs file * (Copy of form attached)

~ 2 -r



Memorandum to Hr, Ibison.

Manual of Instructionsr Section 108, page. 81, states 
arrangements must be worked out so that at least two Agents 
are- in a position io contact the Criminal informant*

Investigative Bivision Views

Mr*  4. Rosen, Investigative Bivision, advised that form Ipii-BBT 
was contrived for the purpose of itemizing nonchangeable. 
pi-e/as of background informatioti for convenience in file > 
reviews*  Obviously, the identity of an alternate Agent 4 
fcs not d nohchaiigeable item of informatiopf(

3*.  gltmihate any mandatory requirements as to the number
of hours to be devoted monthly to the Criminal Informant Program*  
(SAC,^ Chicago points out that off ice was criticized for an average 
of 9 hours, 30 minutes, as insufficient amount of time spent per 
Agent*)  
i

Present, Requirements

) There ts no requirement as to the number of hours to be 
spent by Agents on the Criminal Informant Program} however, 
d letter must be submitted to the Bureau, to be received} 
by the iCth of each month, covering the preceding calendar 
month, which includes information as to the number of Agent- 

\ days devoted to the development of new informants, ;

4.. That the Bureau re-evaluate its thinking and. recognize
the fact that informants can be controlled only to a certain1 point 
Agents not be censured because a certain informant has incurred 
the displeasure of the Bureau*

Present Requirements.

Manual of Instructions, Section 108, page 81, re Bureau 
Policy with regard to Criminal Informants, states Criminal 
Informants must ha advised that they are not Bureau employees} 
tnformant& should be advised they should furnish information 
only t& the TBI exclusively^ informants ate to be advised 
they are to confine themselves to natters within the fBIfs 
furisdiction and should not become involved in procuring 
evidence in violations not within the Bureau^ fur is d'is t ion} 
constant care must be exercised to avoid any disclosure to 
anyone which, might permit identification of a Criminal 
Informant or even cast suspicion on a Criminal Informants




